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Abstract
Charged droplets involving macromolecules undergo distinct disintegration mechanisms
and shape deformations as a consequence of droplet-macroion interactions. Three general
classes of droplet-macroion interactions that have been identified in the Consta group are: con-
tiguous extrusion of a linear macroion from a droplet, “pearl-necklace” droplet conformations,
and “star”-shaped droplets. This dissertation probes in a systematic manner the onset and
various outcomes of macroion-droplet interactions, using atomistic molecular dynamics and
realistic examples of solvent and macromolecules.
When the charge-squared-to-volume ratio of a droplet is below but near a threshold value,
certain flexible macromolecules, such as poly(ethylene glycol), extrude from a droplet, induced
by the charging of the macromolecules. An analytical model is constructed based on the sim-
ulation data to suggest that the droplet surface electric field may play a role in the extrusion of
the macroion. The effect of different solvents is studied to show that the final charge state of
the macroion is determined by complicated macromolecule-ion-solvent interactions.
Beyond this threshold, the charge-induced instability evolves to certain droplet deforma-
tions that lead to new stable states. These include “pear-shaped” lobes of solvent at the termini
of a linear macroion, such as unstructured proteins, and conical protrusions of dielectric sol-
vent surrounding a macroion regardless of its shape. In the former, such droplet conformation
may emerge due to the interplay of a number of factors, subject to the constraint that each
sub-droplet should be below a certain charge-squared-to-volume ratio. In the latter, the overall
star geometry is determined by the amount of the macroion charge.
As the next level of system complexity, different factors that affect the stability of weak
transient protein complexes in droplets are examined. A multiscale approach is devised to
model a protein in an evaporating droplet where its acidity constantly changes. A methodology
is then developed to compute the dissociation rate and the error in the dissociation constant
measured in mass spectrometry experiments. A possible charging mechanism of the macroion
due to the “star” structure of solvent is also proposed.
Keywords: Macroion-solvent interactions, Electrostatic interactions, Charging mechanisms,
Protein complexes, Charge-induced instabilities, Droplets, Rayleigh limit, Equilibrium con-
stant, Shape fluctuations, Molecular dynamics, Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, Dy-
namics, Evaporation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The study of the interactions of single monovalent and multivalent ions with water molecules
in finite-size systems has been a highly active area of research over several decades in both
computations [1–3] and experiments [4–8]. The considerable volume of research in this field
is outside the scope of this thesis, so the referenced articles are only indicative and certainly
constitute only a small sample. Those studies have focused on clusters comprising several to
a few tens of solvent molecules and a single ionic species with charge +1 e to +3 e (where
e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary charge) or pairs of ionic species. The prime interest
of ion-solvent interactions stems from the fact that they are fundamental in life and nature;
ions do always exist in water, physiological fluids, and other solutions of salts in any phase
of matter. In particular, ion-solvent interactions in finite-size systems are studied in order to
understand how the structure of a larger system is grown from its smaller analogue and for
direct applications in atmospheric aerosols [9, 10].
Clusters with many simple ions and macroions have been, however, less studied at the
molecular level, in comparison with bulk solutions [5, 6, 11, 12] involving ions and small
clusters with ions. It is only recently that cryogenic spectroscopy and optical spectroscopies
coupled to mass spectrometry allow for the detection of solvent-macroion (e.g., nucleic acid
and protein) interactions in clusters. The size of these clusters is determined by the size of the
macroion, which may be substantial relative to the amount of the solvent (a typical value of
a protein radius is 2 nm) and the surrounding solvent layers. We will use the term “droplet”
1
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for a macroion-solvent finite-size system in order to distinguish it from the clusters of several
tens of solvent molecules. Multiply charged droplets are ubiquitous as found in thunderstorm
clouds, but also atmospheric aerosols [10], ionization techniques in mass spectrometry [13–16],
electrospinning [17], and surface coating and deposition techniques [18]. Indeed, the practical
applications of multiply charged droplets were recognized early by Sir Geoffrey Ingram Taylor
in one of his seminal articles published in 1965, which states that “the practical interest of
the [disintegration of water drops in a strong electric field] is that it seems to be an important
factor in the production of thunderstorms at any rate in those parts of them where it is too
warm for ice crystals to exist [19].”
This dissertation examines the solvent-macroion interactions in multi-charged droplets com-
posed of several hundreds to thousands of solvent molecules. In the study, atomistic molecular
dynamics methods and analytical modelling are used. The study has direct applications in the
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry method [13, 14].
1.2 Historical and Theoretical Background on the Study of
Charged Droplets
The phenomenology of charged droplets attracted the attention of the scientists since the dawn
of electrostatics. The history of charged droplets dates back to at least the late 16th century
when William Gilbert [20] noticed the deformation of a liquid water drop into a cone in the
presence of a piece of charged amber. Approximately 150 years later, Jean-Antoine Nollet
observed aerosolization of water flowing from an electrified vessel with electrical grounding,
as he reported that “a person, electrified by connection to a high-voltage generator, would not
bleed normally if he were to cut himself; blood would spray from the wound [21].”
In the Cavendish laboratory at the University of Cambridge, several distinguished scientists
investigated the spatial distribution of charges in a finite volume and the stability of charged
droplets. In 1882, Lord Rayleigh [22] presented in his seminal article the criterion for the
stability of a spherical charged conductor that undergoes shape fluctuations. Two decades
later, his student J. J. Thomson [23], in addition to the discovery of electrons and the setting
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Figure 1.1: Conducting droplet (solid line) undergoing small shape fluctuations (dashed line)
relative to a spherical shape. The “+” signs represent charges on the droplet surface.
of the principles of mass spectrometry, posed the so-called Thomson problem to determine the
minimum-energy configuration of electrons constrained to be located to the surface of a unit
sphere . In 1964, G. I. Taylor pioneered the study of liquid droplet deformations in an electric
field [19].
In the following discussion, the theoretical background of Rayleigh’s model for a conduct-
ing sphere and the formation of a Taylor cone are reviewed. In the Rayleigh model, the total
energy of a conducting droplet (E) in a macroscopic (continuum) description is expressed as
the sum of the surface energy (Esurf = γA) and the electrostatic energy (ECoul = 12 QΦ):
E = Esurf + ECoul = γA +
1
2
QΦ (1.1)
where Q, γ, and A represent the net charge, the surface tension, and the surface area of the
droplet, respectively, and Φ denotes the electrostatic potential on the conductor surface. The
model considers that the droplet undergoes small shape fluctuations, where the volume is main-
tained constant but the surface area may vary. A schematic picture of the fluctuating droplet is
shown in Figure 1.1. Since the droplet fluctuates in shape, its surface is given by:
ρ(θ, φ) = R0 +
∑
l>0,ml
al,mlYl,ml(θ, φ) (1.2)
where R0 is the l = 0 term in the expansion, (θ, φ) is a set of polar and azimuthal angles, respec-
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tively, ρ is the distance from the centre, Yl,ml(θ, φ) denotes the spherical harmonic function of
degree l and order ml, and al,ml is the expansion coefficient. The objective of the model is to find
the difference in energy (δE) between the perturbed shape and the spherical shape. Following
several algebraic steps [24], one arrives at the following expressions for the surface area
A = 4piR2 +
∑
l>0,ml
∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2 + 12 ∑
l>0,ml
l(l + 1)
∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2 (1.3)
and for the electrostatic potential at the droplet surface
Φ(R) =
1
4piε0
QR − Q4piR3 ∑
l>0,ml
(l − 1)∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2
 (1.4)
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. A linear stability analysis of the total energy of the droplet
leads to the perturbation energy relative to that of the spherical shape, which is given by
δE =
1
2
∑
l>0,|ml |≤l
(l − 1)
(l + 2)γ − Q2(4pi)2ε0R3
∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2 (1.5)
The first mode that becomes unstable is found by the first l value that may make one of the
coefficients of
∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2 negative. It is found that this is the l = 2 mode. The detailed derivation of
the Rayleigh expression (Equation 1.5) is shown in Appendix B. Finally, the Rayleigh model
gives rise to a dimensionless parameter, which is called the fissility parameter (X) defined as
X =
Q2
64pi2γε0R3
. (1.6)
In Equation 3.8, all the physical quantities have the same meanings as those in Equations 1.1-
1.5. X = 1 corresponds to the Rayleigh limit. Hereafter we will denote the charge at the
Rayleigh limit by QR. Equation 1.5 shows that if X is less than unity, then the system is stable
with respect to the l = 2 deformations. The droplet state where X < 1 is said to be “below
the Rayleigh limit”and where X > 1 “above the Rayleigh limit”. For a charged conducting
droplet below the Rayleigh limit, the surface tension, as the restoring force that holds the
droplet together, overcomes the electrostatic repulsion, which tends to deform the droplet. We
emphasize that the Rayleigh limit defines the onset of instability but not its outcome. Above
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the critical limit (X > 1), the droplet is unstable, therefore it cannot exist in its current spherical
or almost spherical form. When a droplet becomes unstable, it will deform or fragment in order
to be found in a new stable state.
In a conducting droplet, the instability leads to droplet fission (which is not predicted by
the Rayleigh model). The Rayleigh theory provides a remarkably accurate prediction for
the charge-induced instability of droplets containing free ions [25–27], even for nanoscopic
droplets [28–30].
Also, it is very interesting that the picture of the stability of a charged liquid droplet has
been extended to the fission of an atomic nucleus in nuclear physics. The liquid drop model,
originally proposed by George Gamow [31] between 1928 and 1936 and further developed by
Niels Bohr and John Archibald Wheeler [32] in 1939, treats the nucleus as an incompressible
fluid drop of protons and neutrons. In this model, the strong forces that hold nucleons together
and the mutual repulsion between protons are analogous to the cohesive force by surface ten-
sion and the Coulomb repulsion between charges in a liquid drop, respectively. Therefore,
the electrostatic interactions of protons annul to a large extent the effect of the strong nuclear
forces that oppose the deformation of the spherical nucleus. Then, in view of the liquid drop
model, nuclear fission can be connected to binary Coulomb fission, the process concerned with
the splitting of a liquid drop into two smaller droplets, as a consequence of shape deformation
caused by an external disturbance [32, 33].
A spherical droplet with a non-fissile ion acquires a “star” shape when its charge-squared-
to-volume ratio exceeds a threshold value [34], because charge separation via fission is not
allowed in this system. Recently, the Rayleigh model has been extended to predict the onset
of charge-induced instability of a dielectric droplet with a central point charge [35]. In this
extended Rayleigh model, it is assumed that the electric field from the multiply charged ion is
sufficiently weak that the electric field and the resultant polarization have a linear relation [35].
The seminal work of Lord Rayleigh was extended by G. I. Taylor [19] in 1965. G. I. Taylor
studied the mechanics of the development of a cone-jet when a small volume of a conducting
liquid at the tip of a tube is subjected to a uniform electric field (Figure 1.2). When the elec-
trostatic repulsion begins to counteract the surface tension of the droplet, the hemispherical
meniscus is distorted to a conical shape with a semi-vertical angle of 49.3◦, which was named
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Figure 1.2: Formation of a conical interface of semi-vertical angle pi − θ0 when an external
electric field is applied to the conducting liquid, coloured in blue, at the tip of a tube, coloured
in black.
later a “Taylor cone”. Taylor described the static structure of the Taylor cone in which a bal-
ance between capillary and electrostatic stresses is fulfilled exactly on the equipotential surface
of the cone:
γ∇ · n− 1
2
ε0E2 = ∆p (1.7)
where γ is the surface tension of the liquid, ∇ · n is the curvature of the cone (∇ is the del
operator and n is the normal to the surface directed towards the external medium), ε0 is the
electric permittivity of the external medium (i.e., vacuum), and ∆p is the pressure difference.
(Vectors will be denoted by letters in boldface.) The solution to Equation 1.7 is the electrostatic
potential Φ (which is related to the electric field E by E = −∇Φ and has azimuthal symmetry)
in spherical coordinates, expressed in terms of the Legendre polynomial of order 1/2 (P1/2):
∆Φ(r, θ) = Cr1/2P1/2(cos θ) (1.8)
where C is a constant. Substituting Equation 1.8 into Equation 1.7 and demanding the cone
surface to be equipotential yields the values of C and θ0, the complement of the Taylor angle.
It turned out that P1/2(cos θ0) = 0 and therefore θ0 = 130.7◦ is the only solution for θ0 ∈ [0, pi].
When a certain threshold voltage is reached, the charge accumulated at the apex of the Taylor
cone generates an electric field sufficiently strong to overcome the surface tension. Here, the
conical vertex inverts and emits a thin jet of liquid removing the excess charge. A Taylor cone
is commonly found in electrospraying processes.
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Later in 1995, Ramos and Castellanos [36] related the relative permittivity (εi) of a dielec-
tric i to the half-angle of the Taylor cone (pi − θ0) by the following expression:
εi
ε0
= −P
′
1/2(cos θ0)P1/2(− cos θ0)
P′1/2(− cos θ0)P1/2(cos θ0)
(1.9)
where the prime denotes derivative with respect to the argument.
1.3 Macroscopic Models of Droplet Disintegration
One of the most practical applications where charged droplets play a critical role is the elec-
trospray ionization (ESI) method. ESI operates by spraying a solution composed of solvent,
macroions, buffer and possibly other additives into a chamber where there is an electric poten-
tial difference [37]. The spraying creates a mist of highly charged droplets, which are com-
posed of solvent, macroions and other simpler ions. The droplets undergo a cascade of solvent
evaporation and disintegration events [24, 38, 39] that finally lead to desolvated macroions.
The dried macroions may be analyzed or selected by mass spectrometry (MS). Since the ad-
vance of electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) in the late 1960s [13, 38, 39], a
significant question has been addressed on how macromolecules emerge from carrier droplets
to the gas phase at the late stage of an ESI process. The release mechanism of the macroions
is directly linked to their final charge states and how these charge states differ from those in
bulk solution. Two macroscopic models, the charged-residue model (CRM) [13] and the ion
evaporation mechanism (IEM) [38, 39], were proposed to describe different ionization mecha-
nisms that a macromolecule may undergo. These two conventional models form a basis in the
development of models of droplet disintegration.
The IEM, also known as the ion desorption model, was first developed by Iribarne and
Thomson [38, 39]. In this model, the formation of gaseous ions of low molecular mass was
associated with the releases of solvated ions from an evaporating droplet. The IEM states that
when droplets shrink to radii of approximately 10 nm, direct emissions of simple ions may take
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place as an activated process with the rate constant
k =
e−β∆G
‡
βh
(1.10)
where β = 1/kBT is the reciprocal of the Boltzmann constant (kB) times temperature (T ), h
is the Planck constant, and ∆G‡ is the height of the activation free energy barrier. In this
mechanism, small solvated ions detach from the parent droplet below the Rayleigh limit due
to the electric field emanating from the droplet surface. Therefore, in the regime of droplet
radii less than 10 nm, Coulomb fission is superseded by ion evaporation as a pathway to reduce
excess charge. The IEM is based on the macroscopic description of the escape event, where the
activation free energy is estimated by using the Born model [40] and the transition state theory
in reaction kinetics. The transition state of ion evaporation is found where the long-range
repulsion between the leaving ion and the remaining charges on the droplet is compensated by
the short-range attraction between the leaving ion and the polarized droplet. The IEM does not,
however, account for the droplet shape fluctuations at the transition state which are responsible
for the fragmentation event [28, 29, 41].
Experimental evidence that validates the IEM was provided by Ferna´ndez de la Mora and
his co-workers [42–44]. Theoretical treatments of ion evaporation from charged droplets and
ion fission from charged clusters [28, 29, 45–47] were also performed by using molecular sim-
ulations. The former employed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on nano-sized charged
droplets to understand their structure and fission dynamics. Direct MD calculations are ineffi-
cient in capturing the rare event of ion evaporation over the course of droplet evolution. Several
MD simulations do not enable one to locate the transition state and the activation barrier of the
process and thus the rate constant of the fragmentation process of the droplet. The limitations
of MD become more pronounced for the system at low temperature and/or well below the
Rayleigh limit due to the higher rarity of the process. One of the methods to overcome this
sampling issue is to perform an infinitely large number of different initial conditions of the sys-
tem, which is not possible in practice. Therefore, Consta et al. [28, 29, 45–47] devised a novel
collective reaction coordinate, called the transfer reaction coordinate, that couples the degrees
of freedom of ions and solvent. They performed Monte Carlo simulations in which one can
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identify the shape fluctuations that are critical for the escape of the ions and then estimate the
rate of the process. This methodology samples the configurations of the system at the transition
state, and therefore, it resolves the problem of observing only a small number of ion release
events in a direct MD run.
The charge-residue model (CRM) was proposed by Dole et al. [13] to describe the forma-
tion of gaseous ions of an analyte of high molecular mass in an ESI process. In this model,
very small droplets (of radius ≈ 1 nm) that form when solvent evaporation nears completion
harbour one macromolecule as well as charge carriers on the droplet surface. Complete desol-
vation will then lead to the charged residue formation of the macromolecule in the gas phase
via the landing of the ions on the macromolecule. The significance of the CRM is often found
in the prediction of the final charge states of electrosprayed proteins and their complexes. The
key equation to this model is the correlation, empirically obtained by Tolic´ et al. [48] and theo-
retically derived by Ferna´ndez de la Mora [49], between the average charge states Zavg and the
molecular masses M of globular proteins:
Zavg = 8pi
ε0γR3Me2
1/2 = (48piε0γMe2dNA
)1/2
= 0.078M1/2 (1.11)
where R is the radius of the protein (or the final “droplet”), γ and d are the surface tension
and the density of water, respectively, and NA is the Avogadro constant. In his derivation, the
following critical assumptions were made: (1) The ultimate aqueous droplet (generated at the
latest stage of the droplet evolution) is slightly larger in size than the globular protein molecule
that it contains; (2) The final solvent evaporation transfers the droplet residual charges com-
pletely to the protein; (3) The protein would be neutral if water disappears so that the charges
on droplet surface become the charge of the protein observed in ESI-MS; (4) The protein
and water have the same density; (5) Evaporating charged droplets always stay close to the
Rayleigh limit. The experimental findings were within 90-110% of the Rayleigh prediction in
Ref. [50] for the common solvents of water, acetonitrile, and methanol. The discrepancy be-
tween the theoretical prediction and the experimental results has been ascribed to the different
charge distribution within an electrosprayed droplet, relative to that of a droplet in a vacuum,
due to the electric field created by the neighbouring droplets in an electrospray plume [51].
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Consequently, this empirical relation (i.e., Equation 1.11) enables quantitative predictions of
the charge states of gaseous globular proteins and their complexes [52, 53] in ESI-MS. In this
model, however, chemical reactions that take place in the presence of other solution additives
are not considered. For instance, it has been known that the protonation state of an electro-
sprayed protein may change due to supercharging [54–57] or decharging by the addition of
bases [58], crown ethers [59], and cations with large sizes and low solvation energies [60].
In 2008, Hogan et al. [61, 62] proposed a modified model of the CRM where evaporation
of small ions precedes collapse of remaining ions onto a protein. The kinetics of small ion
emission at the critical electric field determines the charge state of an evaporating droplet.
As solvent dries out, remaining charge carriers are transferred to the macromolecule that is
assumed to dwell in the interior of the droplet. Native proteins electrosprayed from aqueous
solutions containing different electrolytes support this combined charged residue-field emission
model. The authors reported lower charge states of native proteins in ESI mass spectra when
salt additives, such as ammonium acetate and triethylammonium bicarbonate, were added in
millimolar concentrations in the solution to be electrosprayed. In particular, lower energy will
be required for surface active ions to undergo fission from the parent droplet by the critical
electric field. The authors remark that their model seems applicable to most proteins in ESI-
MS, with the exception of “supercharged” proteins observed in the positive ion mode with
highly acidic solutions.
There are a plethora of applications in physical and biological sciences where charged
droplet-macromolecule interactions play a pivotal role. In ESI-MS, the understanding of the
interactions is required for the correct interpretation of the spectra. Also, ESI-MS is com-
monly used to measure equilibrium constants of noncovalent complexes [63, 64] and analyze
the architecture of macromolecular assemblies [65]. The insight on the interactions may also
find their applications in other ionization methods such as thermospray [16], sonic spray [15],
and matrix-assisted ionization [66]. Other significant applications include the fabrication of
fibrillosomes [67], the manipulation of polymer particle morphology [68], the acceleration of
protein-sugar binding [69], and the study of polymer crystallization and dynamics under spa-
tial confinement [70, 71]. Despite of their significance, however, the behaviour of macroions
and their complexes in a droplet environment is relatively less studied and understood at the
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molecular level in comparison to those in bulk solution.
1.4 Molecular Modelling of Charged Droplets
At the molecular level, charged droplets may be distinguished based on the presence of dif-
ferent types of charge carriers: (a) simple ions only, (b) macroions only, and (c) simple ions
and macroions. Recent computational research [34, 35, 72–79] has evidenced that how dif-
ferent charge carriers interact with a droplet depends largely upon the nature of the charges
it holds. In other words, it has been revealed that the different character of charge-induced
instabilities is associated with different approaches and aims for those types of charged sys-
tems. If a droplet of moderate to large dielectric constant is charged with multiple small ions,
the droplet approximates a conductor. This is supported by experiments [80] and numerical
simulations [30, 46, 72]. Here, the type of the simple charge carriers varies from protons to
polyatomic ions. All these studies confirm the predictive power of the Rayleigh limit for a con-
ducting droplet. In a charged droplet that contains divisible charge carriers below the Rayleigh
limit, the fission, if occurs, is asymmetric and occurs as an activated process. The IEM was
developed in that context. The closest theory to the IEM in the computational studies is the
treatment of the fragmentation process as an activated process using a collective order param-
eter that couples the degrees of freedom of ions and solvent molecules [28, 29, 45, 47]. In a
charged droplet that contains a single macromolecule and simple ions, as found in the most
practical cases where macromolecular globules are electrosprayed, the CRM is commonly ac-
cepted as a pathway of macromolecular charging, that is, as a direct result of macromolecule-
ion interactions upon solvent evaporation. Fenn and his co-workers [81] considered the IEM
as the mechanism for macroion release without a theoretical basis analogous to that of IEM
for single ions, due to the complexity of macromolecular structures and charging mechanisms.
Later, an analytical model has been developed by Consta et al. [72, 75, 76], which predicts the
extrusion mechanism and the droplet conditions under which a linear macromolecule may be
released from a droplet. Furthermore, their model identifies the activation energy barrier in the
extrusion mechanism.
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When the charge is localized on a single macroion or a complex of macromolecules as
covalently bound charge or noncovalently transferable charges between the macroion and the
solvent, there are no models to capture the variety of the charge-induced instability as well as
the associated droplet structure and dynamics. Molecular simulations is the only viable path to
identify the outcomes of the charge-induced instabilities.
Using molecular simulations, Consta and her co-workers [34, 73–76] have identified three
general scenarios of macroion-droplet interactions (Figure 1.3): (1) the contiguous extrusion
of the macroion from the droplet [73, 74], (2) the spiky protrusion (or “star” formation) of
solvent around the macroion [34], and (3) the pearl-necklace model [34]. The first scenario
was found by molecular simulations in the release of sodiated, lithiated, and uniformly charged
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) from an aqueous droplet. The second scenario was observed in
simulations of a polyhistidine and nucleic acids in nano-sized aqueous droplets where water
forms highly ordered structure around the macroion. The “spiky” droplet appears after the
droplet passes an instability point that exhibits enhanced shape fluctuations. The third scenario
was revealed for the first time in simulations of PEG with bound charges in methanol. The
charge of each sub-droplet (“pearl”) is below the Rayleigh limit.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
This dissertation investigates macroion-droplet interactions by using atomistic molecular dy-
namics (MD) methods with the following objectives: (1) to identify new motifs of charge-
induced droplet disintegration and deformation in the presence of a macromolecule, (2) to
discuss their general features and establish analytical models for the mechanisms, and (3) to
resolve existing controversy in the field of ESI-MS and its relevant research areas. (Molecular
dynamics methods are explained in Appendix C.) The study focuses on nanoscopic droplets
of aqueous and organic solvents that solvate charge carriers extending from simple monatomic
ions (such as metal cations and halide anions) to polyelectrolytes (such as proteins and their
complexes).
In Chapter 2, the mechanisms of charge-induced disintegration of droplets are examined
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Figure 1.3: Classes of stable droplet-chain conformations. The drawn macromolecule is only
a schematic representation of a macroion in a droplet. The solvent boundary is shown by the
dashed line. The polarization charge on the droplet surface is shown by positive signs when
the macroion is positively charged. (a) Gradual expulsion of a linear macroion from a droplet.
This process occurs below the Rayleigh limit. (b) “Pearl-necklace” droplet conformation. The
charge within each “pearl” is below the Rayleigh limit. (c) Formation of conical protrusions
of the solvent surrounding a macroion. (d) Atomistically modelled extrusion of poly(ethylene
glycol) from an aqueous droplet [73] that corresponds to (a). The blue spheres represent Na+
ions, and the red dots represent H2O molecules. (e) A droplet comprised approximately 1200
water molecules and 2LJL15+ [34, 82]. Each spherical lobe is found below the Rayleigh limit
as in the schematic (b). (f) A droplet comprised water (red dots), a negatively charged 20mer
dsDNA (ds stands for double stranded) and Na+ ions (purple spheres) [83]. It corresponds to
schematic (c).
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when they contain flexible linear macromolecules. In the first part of the chapter, by using
methylated poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) as a typical example of flexible synthetic polymer,
molecular-level descriptions are provided as to how the macromolecule is ionized and released
from a charged droplet of aqueous and organic solvents. Here, a new mechanism of chain ex-
trusion is identified, and an electrostatic model is formulated based on the data obtained from
the MD simulations. The significance of this study is found in the fact that there has been long-
lasting debates on the manner that the macromolecule emerges from an electrospray droplet
and the effect of solvent on the final charge state of the macroion. This part of the chapter
aims to resolve these issues by delineating, at the molecular level, how unique solvent-ion-
macromolecule interactions affect the conformation and the final charge state of a linear flex-
ible macromolecule. In the second part of the chapter, membrane proteins with a positively
charged tail, acid-induced denatured proteins, and intrinsically disordered proteins are used to
examine whether they follow the same extrusion mechanism as sodiated PEG from an aqueous
droplet. By analyzing protein-water interaction, it appears to be unlikely that common unstruc-
tured proteins extrude from a droplet even when the spherical droplet may be found above the
Rayleigh limit. Here, a new general motif of macroion-droplet interactions is identified from
the consistent findings of the MD simulations. This study contributes in our understanding of
linear macroion-droplet interactions.
In Chapter 3, the geometry of “star” morphologies of highly charged dielectric droplets is
characterized. The droplets contain a single multiply charged spherical macroion in one of the
two different solvents: water and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). We explored how the drastic
difference in the solvent properties affects the features of the stellate structures such as the
number of rays and the cone angles. By varying the magnitude and the sign of the charge of
the macroion, the quadratic relation between the number of rays and the amount of droplet
charge is derived and compared with the simulation data. The similarity of the conical shapes
with Taylor cones is also examined. The interest in the “star”-shaped droplets arises from (1)
their important role in the charge state of electrosprayed macroions, and (2) their potential
applications in materials science and catalysis.
As the next level of complexity, the stability of a noncovalent protein complex in an evapo-
rating droplet with variable pH is studied in Chapter 4 by using weak transient dimeric protein
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complexes. The development of a multi-scale approach is necessary for the atomistic mod-
elling of the system that accounts the protonation state of a protein. A critical issue arises
from the fact that the pH of the droplet constantly changes due to solvent evaporation. As
simulating proton transfer reactions with direct MD is impractical, it is crucial to devise a spe-
cial, thorough methodology to resolve this problem. From this study, general features that are
applicable to other complexes are extracted, complementing both experimental and computa-
tional studies of protein-protein interactions in droplets. This chapter elucidates for the first
time the dissociation mechanism of the protein complex, which is significant in experiments
(e.g., prevention of noncovalent complexes) and simulations (e.g., order parameters for free
energy calculations). This chapter investigates the effects of various factors and the unique
role of protein-droplet interactions in terms of charge-induced instabilities, in order to pro-
vide molecular-level understanding of stabilization of protein-protein interfaces in the droplet
regime. Finally, a mathematical expression is derived from reliable quantities that can be ob-
tained from experiments and simulations, so as to find the error in the measurement of protein
binding affinity due to such undesirable complex dissociation in an ESI-MS experiment.
This dissertation is concluded in Chapter 5 with a summary of the core questions posed in
this research and the key results.
The majority of the problems posed in the thesis have direct applications to ESI-MS, but
it should be noted that this study is not restricted only to this research field but it extends
to a vast array of subjects as stated in Section 1.3 that include designing of nanostructures,
manipulation of particle morphologies, and controlling noncovalent complex stability. Lastly,
every computational methodology and theoretical framework found in the thesis was devised
by a collaboration of Dr. Consta and myself. All the Monte Carlo simulation codes (found in
Appendix D) and data analysis programs were developed and optimized by myself.
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Chapter 2
Droplet-Linear Flexible Macroion
Interactions
2.1 Motivation and Objectives
The key question in electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) experiments is the
origin and the magnitude of the charge state of a macroion that is detected in the gaseous state
by MS [1]. It has been demonstrated in experiments that the droplet environment plays a de-
cisive role in the charging of a macroion [2–4]. Therefore, the understanding of the macroion-
droplet interactions is significant for explaining the charging mechanism and the final charge
state of a macroion.
The charging mechanism of globular macroions is reviewed in this paragraph to contrast
it to that of a linear macroion. One of the broadly accepted mechanisms for the charging of
globular proteins in droplets is the charged-residue model (CRM) proposed by de la Mora and
his co-workers [4]. The CRM assumes that when a droplet comprises the compact macroion
and a thin hydration layer surrounding the macroion in the latest stage of droplet evolution, the
droplet holds as many charges as predicted by the corresponding Rayleigh limit (Equation 1.6)
This model states that further solvent evaporation will collapse the small ions on the surface of
Reproduced by permission of the American Chemical Society from Oh, M. I., Consta, S. “Exploring the
extrusion mechanisms of proteins from droplets and of “droplets from macroions”” Anal. Chem. submitted on
February 28, 2018. Manuscript ID: ac-2018-00943b.
Reproduced by permission of Springer Nature from Oh, M. I., Consta, S. “Charging and release mechanisms
of flexible macromolecules in droplets” J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 28, 2262–2279 (2017).
Reproduced by permission of the American Institute of Physics Publishing from Soltani, S., Oh, M. I.,
Consta, S. “Effect of solvent on the charging mechanisms of poly(ethylene glycol) in droplets” J. Chem. Phys.
142, 114307 (2015).
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the globular protein, and therefore, the final charge of the protein will be equal to the amount
of charge predicted by the Rayleigh limit for a liquid droplet of the size of the protein. This
model assumes explicitly that (1) the mass density of the protein is the same as that of water,
and implicitly that (2) the last layer of water surrounding the macroion is uniformly spread
over the surface of the protein. The second assumption may not be always true due to the
inhomogeneous composition of amino acids on a protein surface. The CRM is close agreement
with the experimentally measured charge states of globular proteins and their complexes [4–7].
In reality, however, there is no direct evidence of the CRM besides it. Consta and her co-
workers [8] have proposed a different mechanism from that proposed by de la Mora [4] to
explain the final charge state of a globular protein. In this mechanism, the final charge state
of the protein is obtained by the emission of protons from the droplet of a higher charge state,
which was acquired at an earlier stage of the droplet lifetime because of the acidity conditions.
This mechanism also predicts the final charge state of a globular protein that is close to the
Rayleigh limit of the protein-sized droplet. This mechanism has been supported by analytical
theory [8] and numerical modelling [8], but still needs to be probed in experiments.
The CRM does not suffice to capture all the manners in which a broad spectrum of macro-
molecules are ionized and released from droplets. In particular, the relation between the final
charge state and the geometry of linear polymers has been addressed by Fenn [9, 10] and de
la Mora [4]. Typical examples of such macromolecules are flexible linear macromolecules,
including poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and less flexible macromolecules such as denatured
proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). Experiments based only on the interpre-
tation of ESI mass spectra and mobility measurements, were able to associate extended con-
formations of macromolecules with final charge states much higher than the limiting charges
predicted by the Rayleigh limit of their compact analogues. Fenn and de la Mora have also
suggested [4, 9, 10] as follows: “As the effective surface tension of solvent becomes too small
to maintain the spherical shape of the droplet, the macroion becomes extended by Coulombic
repulsion and, as a result, the droplet becomes elongated with conical ends that accumulate the
charge density. Solvent evaporation then continues to leave a linear multiply charged macro-
molecule [10].” Although their suggestions as to how droplet morphologies influence macroion
charging have been insightful, direct evidence completely lacked at that time. Recently, molec-
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ular simulations have shown a more complicated picture of the droplet morphology than that
of the two conical ends [11, 12] (see also Section 4).
The objective of this study is to connect complicated ion-solvent-macroion interactions
in a droplet to the release mechanism and the final charge state of the macromolecule, by
performing molecular simulations with atomistic details. In the first section of this chapter, the
effect of solvent on charging and release mechanisms of PEG is examined. To supplement this
study, Appendix A analyzes the solvation of PEG in a neutral droplet of a pristine solvent. This
section is also relevant to one of the most controversial topics in the field of ESI-MS, namely,
the role of surface tension in the final charge state of an electrosprayed macromolecule [13, 14].
We selected to study two solvents, water and acetonitrile. The interactions of PEG with
these two solvents place the PEG in different regions in a droplet, that is, on the droplet surface
in water vs. in the interior of the droplet in acetonitrile. The solvation behaviour of PEG (thus
the dimension of its conformation) in a droplet is then manipulated by altering the composition
of the binary mixture of water and acetonitrile. PEG has a persistence length of 3.7−3.8 Å
[15, 16]. Its persistence length is small relative to the contour length of the specific PEG64
(64 denotes the number of monomers) that we examine, which is approximately 275 Å. Hence,
the PEG molecule represents a flexible linear macromolecule. The sodiation of PEG is studied
because (a) the interactions of PEG with water and Na+ ions can be modelled reliably with the
existing force fields [17, 18], and (b) PEG-ion interactions have been extensively studied in
experiments by the methods of mass spectrometry [4, 19–24].
The next question to be addressed is: “Do protein ions that lack an ordered three-dimensional
structure in water droplets follow the same extrusion mechanism as found in the sodiated PEG
in aqueous droplets?” This will be answered in the second section of this chapter. It has been
reported in the literature that unfolded myoglobin in charge state +17 [25, 26] and intrinsi-
cally disordered proteins (IDPs) [27] extrude from water droplets in a similar manner to that
of PEG [17, 18, 28]. This study focuses on three examples of proteins, each selected from
the broad classes of membrane proteins, IDPs, and denatured proteins. Most membrane pro-
teins feature in their composition a high percentage of non-polar amino acids and low charge.
Therefore, a membrane protein resides on the surface of a charged droplet. The composition of
IDPs is characterized by a low content of bulky hydrophobic amino acids and a high proportion
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of polar and charged amino acids [29–32]. Acid-induced denaturation often causes unfolded
proteins with high charge, as all basic residues and many acidic residues are protonated under
acidic conditions. Therefore, IDPs and denatured proteins are likely solvated in the interior of
an aqueous droplet. The manner in which the protein-droplet systems evolve when they are
close to the Rayleigh limit will be examined and compared with the findings from the study of
the PEG-droplet systems.
The denatured and disordered proteins used in this study contain 100−150 residues. The
persistence length is on the order of a nanometer, which corresponds to the size of a single pep-
tide unit [33]. Therefore, these proteins may be classified as relatively flexible macromolecules,
but still not as flexible as a PEG molecule due to the presence of large residue groups and the
peptide backbone.
2.2 Charging and Extrusion Mechanisms of PEG from a Droplet
2.2.1 Modelling and Computational Methods
Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed of nano-sized droplets com-
posed of solvent, a methylated poly(ethylene glycol) molecule with 64 monomers (PEG64),
and Na+ ions. The solvent was selected to be H2O, acetonitrile (MeCN), and a binary mixture
of H2O-MeCN with various compositions. These solvents are commonly used in ESI-MS ex-
periments. PEG was chosen as a realistic model for a flexible linear macromolecule, and Na+
ions were used as the charge carriers. The PEG and MeCN molecules were modelled using the
OPLS-AA (Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations - All Atom) [34, 35] force field where
all hydrogen atoms are explicitly represented. The OPLS-AA force field includes optimized
potential terms for bond-stretching and angle-bending vibrations, which are described by an
ideal harmonic oscillator, as well as torsional strains, Coulombic electrostatic interactions, and
Lennard-Jones interactions. The parameters for the atomic sites of the PEG molecule were
taken from those for ethers. The water molecules were represented by the TIP3P model [36]
(three-site transferable intermolecular potential). All the MD simulations were carried out us-
ing GROMACS [37] version 4.5.5. Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) [38] was used for the
purpose of all visualizations.
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For every charged droplet system, constant-temperature MD simulations were performed
using the leap-frog algorithm and velocity rescaling to thermostat the systems and maintain the
desired temperature. The time step of integration was set to 0.5 fs in all the runs, and elec-
trostatic and van der Waals interactions were not truncated. Each droplet system was placed
in vacuo without the periodic boundary condition (PBC) for non-equilibrium runs where sol-
vent and ion evaporation were allowed. The droplets decreased in size by solvent evaporation
and release of solvated ions during the simulations. The evaporated molecules and ions were
removed when they were found at a distance from the connected body of the system larger than
three times the diameter of the droplet.
To initiate the simulations of charged aqueous droplets, a stretched PEG64 molecule was
solvated in a cubic solvent box constructed by 7000 water molecules. Several water molecules
were replaced with Na+ ions in order to introduce excess positive charge into the system. Three
cases differing in the number of ions (16, 32, and 128 Na+) were studied. The temperature was
set to T = 300 K. Initially, energy minimization was performed in the cubic box and then the
box was removed for the actual production runs. In order to test the diffusion rate of PEG vs.
the sodiation rate of PEG, a simulation of PEG30 in a droplet with 25 Na+ and 10000 water
molecules was also performed.
In the simulations of charged MeCN droplets, four droplets, each composed of 800 MeCN
molecules, one PEG64 molecule, and Na+ ions (NNa+ = 2, 4, 8, and 12) were prepared and sim-
ulated. The initial conformation of the PEG64 molecule in the droplets was compact, which
was obtained from the simulation of a bare PEG64 molecule in vacuo. For the purpose of com-
parison, an electrically neutral droplet of MeCN (i.e., NNa+ = 0) was also simulated. In order to
investigate the effect of the temperature on the charging mechanism of the macromolecule in
the MeCN droplets, the temperature was varied. The systems evolved under four different tem-
peratures, namely, 250 K, 280 K, 300 K, and 320 K, which are all lower than the experimental
boiling point of bulk acetonitrile (≈ 355 K) [39]. By visual inspection, it was observed that
only the pure MeCN droplet charged with 12 e (where e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary
charge) was above the Rayleigh limit at T = 280 K, as it undergoes immediate fissions at the
very early stage of the realization. Additionally, in order to study the effect of solvation on
the conformational size of the macromolecule, a PEG64 molecule with the maximum number
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of Na+ ions that it can have, which is five (PEG64-5Na+) [40], was solvated inside a MeCN
droplet and simulated at T = 280 K.
Lastly, for charged H2O-MeCN droplets, five different solvent compositions with mole
fractions of MeCN (χMeCN), ranging from χMeCN = 0 (corresponding to pure H2O) to χMeCN =
1.0 (corresponding to pure MeCN), were examined. The total number of the solvent molecules
and the amount of Na+ ions were maintained the same at the initial setup for every system
(Nsolvent = 800, NNa+ = 8). The temperature was maintained approximately at 280 K.
Detailed information about the different parameters used in building systems and running
simulations is summarized in Table 2.1.
2.2.2 Macromolecules on the Surface of a Water Droplet
Relation of Charging to Release of PEG It was found that, regardless of the contour length
of the macromolecule, the initial configuration, and the nature of the charge carriers [18], PEG
settles on the surface of an aqueous droplet (see Appendix A for the detailed study on PEG-
solvent interactions in a droplet). When confined in a spherical cavity, a flexible macromolecule
tends to be centred due to entropic effects [41]. A droplet is a confining environment for
a flexible macromolecule, but its solvation in a droplet does not always lead to the central
location because enthalpic effects also play a significant role. In this case, the strong hydrogen-
bonding network formed by water molecules determines the interfacial confinement of the
macromolecule [42–46]. Therefore, the sodiation of PEG takes place when it captures Na+
ions at the liquid/vapour interface of the droplet.
In the following discussion, the charge states of the droplets in Figure 2.1 are compared
with the values predicted by the Rayleigh criterion. The surface tension used is taken from
Ref. [47] and Ref. [48] where the surface tension of bulk TIP3P water at T = 300 K has been
estimated. This value of the surface tension in Ref. [47] was calculated to be 52.3 mN/m with
a standard deviation 1.5 and in Ref. [48] 49.5 mN/m. It is known that the presence of sodium
halide salts increase the surface tension of water [49], whereas the surface tension of water
drops in the presence of PEG as a surfactant [44]. Consequently, the modified surface tension
does not change the critical charge estimated by the Rayleigh limit. In the range of maximum
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Table 2.1: NH2O, NMeCN, and NNa+ indicate the number of H2O and MeCN molecules, and Na
+
ions, respectively. χMeCN denotes the mole fraction of MeCN in H2O −MeCN mixture. T is
the temperature in Kelvin, and νPEG is the length of the PEG used. rs and rc are the switch and
cutoff distances for the switch function. t is the length of the production run.
H2O Droplets
System NH2O NNa+ T (K) νPEG PBC box (nm
3) rs (nm) rc (nm) t (ns)
1 0 0 300 64 No - - 100.0
2 250 0 300 64 Yes (153) 4.0 5.0 100.0
3 800 0 300 64 Yes (173) 5.0 6.0 100.0
4 1500 0 300 64 Yes (153) 5.5 6.5 100.0
5 4000 0 300 64 Yes (213) 7.5 8.5 40.0
6 7000 0 300 64 Yes (283) 9.0 10.0 11.5
7 4000 0 300 30 Yes (203) 7.5 8.5 4.0
8 10000 0 300 30 No - - 3.6
9 4000 0 300 40 Yes (203) 7.5 8.5 4.0
10 4000 0 300 50 Yes (203) 7.5 8.5 4.0
11 4000 0 300 64 Yes (203) 7.5 8.5 4.0
12 7000 16 300 64 No - - 84.8
13 7000 32 300 64 No - - 20.3
14 7000 128 300 64 No - - 67.5
MeCN Droplets
System NMeCN NNa+ T (K) νPEG PBC box (nm3) rs (nm) rc (nm) t (ns)
15 0 0 250 64 No - - 90.0
16 250 0 250 64 Yes (143) 4.5 5.5 105.0
17 800 0 250 64 Yes (173) 6.5 7.5 24.0
18 1500 0 250 64 Yes (203) 8.0 9.0 8.6
19 800 5 (bound) 280 64 No - - 9.0
20 800 2 280 64 No - - 10.0
21 800 4 280 64 No - - 16.0
22 800 8 280 64 No - - 12.0
23 800 12 280 64 No - - 12.0
24 800 8 250 64 No - - 43.5
25 800 8 300 64 No - - 5.0
26 800 8 320 64 No - - 3.0
H2O −MeCN Droplets
System χMeCN NNa+ T (K) νPEG PBC box (nm3) rs (nm) rc (nm) t (ns)
27 0 8 280 64 No - - 30.4
28 0.2 8 280 64 No - - 24.9
29 0.5 8 280 64 No - - 23.5
30 0.8 8 280 64 No - - 10.0
31 1.0 8 280 64 No - - 10.0
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Figure 2.1: Typical snapshots of the release of PEG64 from an aqueous droplet. The colour
of the atomic sites is coded as follows: blue spheres represent Na+ ions, the red sites represent
oxygen, the white sites hydrogen and the turquoise carbon. The Na+ ions have been enlarged
relative to the other atomic sites for visualization purpose. For the four configurations, the time
t from the initiation of the simulation run, the radius of the droplet (r), the number of H2O
molecules (NH2O), and the number of Na
+ ions (NNa) remaining in the droplet are written. The
duration of the process shown is approximately 65 ns at T = 300 K.
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value of surface tension (53.8 mN/m) to minimum (49.5 mN/m), the Rayleigh prediction gives
a difference of at most one elementary charge.
Typical snapshots of the charging of PEG64 during the course of desolvation is shown in
Figure 2.1. This simulation started from a droplet of 7000 H2O molecules with 16 Na+ ions and
a PEG64 molecule. These parameters correspond to a charge-squared-to-volume ratio of the
droplet considerably below the Rayleigh limit. In Figure 2.1 (a), the droplet is found at 29−31%
below the Rayleigh limit. The droplet shrinks in size mainly via solvent evaporation and via
the escape of one solvated single Na+. In Figure 2.1 (b), the droplet has lost almost half of its
solvent relative to the initial configuration, and it is approximately 13 % below the Rayleigh
limit when the first sodiation of PEG64 occurs. The first sodiated segment of PEG64 is released
when the droplet is 10−13% below the Rayleigh limit. In Figure 2.1 (c) and (d), the subsequent
sodiations follow and occur 15−18 % and 17−21 % below the Rayleigh limit, respectively. The
radius of the droplet remains approximately constant throughout the sodiation and the release
of PEG. As shown in Figure 2.1 (b-d), only ≈8 % of the water molecules evaporate during the
charging and release of the sodiated PEG. Figure 2.2 shows the comparison between the charge
state of the droplet when the sodiated PEG is released and the Rayleigh limit corresponding to
that particular size of the droplet for the three initial conditions of the simulations. It is clearly
seen that the final release of PEG from aqueous droplets occurs below the Rayleigh limit in
agreement with experiments [4] and theory [50].
For the simulations with 32 and 128 Na+ ions, the systems undergo rapid Coulomb fissions
at the initial stage until they release all the excess charge. In all the runs, the sodiation of the
macromolecule starts close to the Rayleigh limit. In the droplet that carries initially 32 Na+ and
has charge close to the Rayleigh limit, the sodiation of PEG64 occurs early in the droplet’s life-
time (see the first set of points in Figure 2.2). For the droplet that is found initially substantially
below the Rayleigh limit, the droplet reduces its size first to the square of charge-to-volume
ratio close to the Rayleigh limit so as that PEG64 becomes charged (see the intermediate set
of points in Figure 2.2). Finally, when the droplet is found substantially above the Rayleigh
limit, vigorous Coulomb explosions create a smaller droplet with approximately 2000 water
molecules where the macromolecule is found (see the last set of points in Figure 2.2). A com-
mon observation made from all these runs is that the sodiation of PEG64 and the release of its
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Figure 2.2: Droplet net charge in unit of e (where e is the elementary charge) vs. the number of
H2O molecules remaining in the main body of the droplet as it shrinks by release of solvated
Na+ ions and solvent evaporation. During the droplet lifetime, the PEG64 becomes sodiated
and it is released. The snapshots show the release of a sodiated PEG64 out of the droplet. The
green stars correspond to the three sets of runs performed at T = 300 K starting from different
droplet sizes. The net charge of the droplet does not contain the charge that has been captured
by the extended segment of PEG64 out of the droplet. The red circles show the theoretical
estimates by the Rayleigh limit, and the hazy red region the deviation of the values due to
surface tension estimates taken.
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first sodiated segment occur at approximately 10−15 % below the Rayleigh limit. Although
sodiation may occur fairly below the Rayleigh limit, these Na+ ions are released back into the
aqueous solution of the droplet (see the following discussion). Once the emission of the first
sodiated segment of PEG occurs, it triggers the subsequent sodiation of other segments in the
regime that gradually deviates from the Rayleigh prediction.
Direct visualization of all the simulations reveals two mechanisms via which the aqueous
droplet reduces its excess charge when it is close (from below) to the Rayleigh limit. (i) A Na+
ion is released by first attaching to PEG. The attachment of the Na+ ion onto PEG can occur
directly by the transfer of the cation from H2O into PEG where it is wrapped by the ethereal
oxygen sites at the surface of the droplet first, and then it is released along with the PEG
portion (i.e., the escape of the macromolecule is coupled to its charging mechanism). When a
Na+ ion is located in proximity to PEG, it may be released as a small droplet without initially
being wrapped by the macromolecule. The solvated Na+ ion keeps in contact with PEG as it
detaches from the droplet, and it drags a short segment of the PEG with it. Then, the solvated
ion rolls on the extruded part of the PEG until the ion is eventually wrapped by PEG when
the water shell around the Na+ ion completely dries out. (ii) The cation escapes the parent
droplet simply by a release from the surface of the droplet that is not occupied by PEG. For
large droplets, it was found that Na+ (or Na(H2O)+n ) emission from the surface occurs rarely
compared to Na+ transfer to PEG within the droplet. The escape of an ion from a conductor
such as an aqueous droplet with Na+ ions is expected to be an activated process because of the
induced charge on the conductor. However, in the release of the sodiated segments of PEG, this
activation barrier appears to be lower than the release of a water-solvated ion. This is evidenced
by the fact that for a certain charge-squared-to-volume ratio in the droplet, the release of the
water-solvated ion is rarely observed in comparison to the PEG-coordinated ion. The ion in
PEG is surrounded by a hydrophobic sheath that facilitates its release. In principle, one can
estimate from the simulations the activation energy by finding the rate of the escape of the
water-solvated and PEG-coordinated ions.
The charging of PEG close to the Rayleigh limit can be attributed to the following two
possible effects: (i) Close to the Rayleigh limit, a critical density of charge in the droplet is
attained. Since the capture of Na+ ions by PEG involves a transfer of the ions from a water-
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coordinated configuration into a PEG-coordinated configuration, the critical charge density
allows for the cations to be in the vicinity of PEG for a long-lived sodiation of PEG to occur.
(ii) It has been discussed in the literature [51] that it is energetically favorable for a Na+ ion
to be solvated in the interior of a cluster or a bulk solution. Close to the Rayleigh limit, the
fluctuations due to the charge-induced instability may lower the energy barrier for the release
of the Na+ ion and this may assist the transfer of the ion to PEG.
Regarding the rate of the release of the sodiated PEG, it is found that, once PEG is partially
released with the first Na+ ion, the following ejection events happen at a rapid rate, particularly
when the size of the droplet is large, whereas it spends more time until the complete detachment
of the macromolecule when the size of the droplet is small. The slower release of the charged
PEG from a smaller droplet is attributed to the slower evaporation rate of a smaller droplet. In
general, the evaporation rate of a droplet is proportional to its surface area; that is, the smaller
the droplet, the smaller the evaporation rate. A slower evaporation rate implies that the charge
of the droplet is released more slowly, therefore, it will take longer time for PEG to become
fully sodiated and released.
Binding of Na+ to PEG One of the questions to be addressed is whether the sodiation of
PEG64 occurs in the interior or on the surface of the droplet. To answer this questions, an
additional simulation was performed for a PEG30 molecule in a droplet of 105 H2O molecules
and 25 Na+ ions. This droplet is found slightly below the Rayleigh limit (the corresponding
critical charge is approximately 28 e using the TIP3P bulk surface tension in Ref. [47]). Thus,
this droplet size contains almost the maximum number of single ions that can sustain based
on the Rayleigh prediction. When PEG30 was initially solvated at the centre of the droplet,
it lingered in the interior of the droplet for approximately 8.5 ns. While in the interior of the
droplet, it wrapped one Na+ ion as the cation was in close proximity to the macromolecule,
but the cation was released back to the solvent approximately 2.7 ns after the moment of the
sodiation. No further sodiation events were observed as PEG30 diffused outwards to the surface
of the droplet. PEG64 in an aqueous droplet of 7000 H2O molecules, however, resided in
the interior of the droplet only for approximately 3.0 ns, and sodiations happened only at the
surface of the droplet when PEG settled down on the surface [44–46] (see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Phase separation of PEG in a charged aqueous droplet composed of 32 Na+ ions
and 7000 H2O molecules.
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Therefore, the duration of PEG staying inside the droplet may determine the location of
sodiation. In other words, if the macromolecule spends a sufficiently long time inside the
droplet, sodiation may happen even before it is found on the surface, provided that the cation
is not released back to the solvent while diffusing. The transfer of Na+ ions from the aqueous
solution to PEG involves re-organization of both the solvent and the structure of PEG. This
re-organization is facilitated when PEG is on the surface as it has more freedom in its motion
since it is not surrounded by solvent.
The current simulations and previous studies [17, 18] indicate that the PEG is located on
the surface of a charged droplet. PEG interacts with Na+ ions via electrostatic attractions due to
the presence of negative partial charges on the oxygen sites along its backbone (i.e., ion-dipole
interactions). The location of sodiation on PEG is completely random, and the macromolecule
can be simultaneously charged with multiple Na+ ions when it resides on the droplet surface.
Once a Na+ ion is wrapped by a short segment of PEG, it is either released back to the droplet
soon (transient sodiation) or it remains wrapped for the rest of the length of the simulation. For
transient sodiation, 6−7 monomers usually form a loop to coordinate the cation. On the other
hand, 12−14 monomers are generally used to form two loops around the cation for long-lived
sodiation. Hereafter, this non-transient sodiation will be called highly coordinated sodiation.
Transient sodiation always precedes the highly coordinated sodiation, and only the highly co-
ordinated sodiation signals the partial release of the macroion. The Na+ ion is mostly immobile
once wrapped by a short segment of PEG. Figure 2.4 shows the distance between one of the
oxygen sites in the loop surrounding Na+ and the Na+ ion participating in sodiation as a func-
tion of time. This plot clearly distinguishes transient sodiation from highly coordinated sodi-
ation. When a loop is formed around the cation (Figure 2.5), the oxygen atoms point towards
the Na+ ion and carbon atoms point outwards. Therefore, the PEG segment that encloses the
Na+ ion exposes its hydrophobic methylene group towards the aqueous surface, resulting in
weaker interactions with the solvent molecules present at the droplet surface. Besides, consid-
ering that a Na+ ion should experience the partial loss of solvation energy as it moves toward
the surface, the macromolecule acts as a heterogeneous polymeric solvent, which compensates
the unfavorable loss of solvation energy.
The complete removal of excess charge happens when the parent droplet releases a small
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Figure 2.4: (a) Typical snapshot showing transient and highly coordinated sodiation of PEG.
The yellow sphere represents a Na+ that is captured by highly coordinated sodiation (the re-
gion is encircled) while the green sphere by transient sodiation (the region is indicated by the
square). (b) Distance between one of the oxygen sites in the PEG loop and the cation partici-
pating in sodiation as a function of time t.
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Figure 2.5: Typical snapshot showing the instance of the orientation of the oxygen sites of PEG
towards a Na+ ion (red circle).
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progeny droplet that contains a single Na+ ion during Coulomb fissions or when the charged
portion of the macroion is ejected. The simulations revealed that (1) in PEG64, the order of
sodiation is not always the same as the order of ejection, and that (2) PEG64 is completely
detached from the surface of the droplet when it is occupied with four Na+ ions, regardless of
the amount of the initial excess charges. Besides, at the moment of the complete ejection, the
Na+ ions are not uniformly distributed along the macromolecule.
It is worth commenting on the +4 e (where e is the elementary charge) as the final charge
state of PEG64. The maximum charge state of PEG64 is +5 e [40]. This maximum charge
state is attained in aqueous droplets at relatively low temperature (≈ 280−273 K), whereas, at
moderate and high temperatures, the most probable charge state of PEG64 is +4 e. In contrast,
the simulations of PEG54 [18] and PEG96 [17] showed that their maximum charge states,
which are 4 Na+ and 7 Na+, respectively, are attained in a facile manner at various temperatures
in the range of 300−350 K. The different maximum charge states are due to the fact that on
PEG64 the five Na+ ions are distributed on the average as one ion per 12.8 monomers, while
the five Na+ ions in PEG54 and the seven Na+ ions in PEG94 are distributed as one ion per
13.5−13.7 monomers. In PEG64, the +4 e charge state can be easily attained because of the
sufficient length of the macromolecule to accommodate this amount of charge.
2.2.3 Electrostatic Model of Charging-Induced Extrusion Mechanisms
In the previous section, a new chain extrusion mechanism has been identified, in which the
release of the macromolecule is coupled to its charging on the droplet surface. Hereafter, this
mechanism will be referred to as the charging-induced extrusion mechanism (abbreviated as
the CI-EM). The findings are not limited to the particular length of the macromolecule and the
type of ions [18].
The release of the sodiated PEG from an aqueous droplet is the result of a series of chemical
events. The highly coordinated sodiation of PEG does not occur at any droplet size, but at
a droplet size that reaches a critical Na+ concentration. (For instance, as shown in Figure
2.1 (a), this concentration is approximately that of 20 Na+ ions in a droplet of 6500 H2O
molecules or higher.) Once one sodiated segment of PEG is released, it remains extended at
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an equilibrium position. To a first approximation, this position is determined by the balance
between the solvation force and the electrostatic repulsion. In the following paragraphs, the
equilibrium in the extended segment will be analyzed by using the simulation data of PEG
extrusion in combination with analytical modelling, in order to obtain insight into factors that
play a significant role in the solvation energy. Although an extruding sodiated PEG from an
aqueous droplet is used as an example in the discussion, the reasoning can be applied to other
extruding macromolecules as well.
The total energy of the system in this analysis is considered to be the sum of its electro-
static and solvation energies. The analysis employs the method of images with the underlying
assumption that the droplet is a spherical conductor.
In a typical run, one observes droplet-chain configurations where a partially extruded PEG64
persists for several hundreds of picoseconds. The first extruded part carries a single Na+ ion
(Figure 2.1). q denotes the charge carried by the extruded portion of PEG64. The parameters of
the model are shown in Figure 2.6 (a). The electrostatic energy (We) of a spherical conductor
of radius R and an extruded charge at distance r = R + λ (where λ is the length of the extruded
portion of the macroion) from the centre of the conducting sphere is given by the following
equation:
We =
1
8piε0
[
(Q + q′)Q
R
+
(Q + q′)q
r
− q
′q
r − r′
]
(2.1)
where q′ = Rq/r and r′ = R2/r are the magnitude and the position of the fictitious “image”
charge, respectively. The radius of the sphere (droplet) is computed from the total volume
comprising water and the solvated part of the chain.
Figure 2.6 (b) shows plots of the electrostatic energy (solid line) using Equation 2.1 and
the total energy (dashed line), which is the sum of the electrostatic energy and the solvation
energy as a function of λ. In the plots, Q = +8 e, q = +1 e and R = 2.1 nm, which is the
radius of a droplet of 1325 H2O molecules. In Figure 2.6 (b), the first minimum approaches
minus infinity for a spherical conductor, which implies that the barrier is infinite. In Equation
2.1, the singularity in the energy is caused by the third term when r− r′ ≈ 0. This singularity is
found in the theoretical expressions of the electrostatic energy of a conductor interacting with
a charge, but simulations have shown that it is unphysical for the release of ions from droplets.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic picture that shows the parameters used in the model. The small red
spheres and the large blue sphere represent the cations placed randomly and the main droplet,
respectively. The green line represents a linear flexible macromolecule. R and Q denote the
radius and the net charge of the droplet, respectively. λ is the length of the extruded portion
of the macroion. q′ is the image charge, while −q′ is the counter-charge. r = R + λ is the
distance between the center of the droplet and the cation attached to the macromolecule, and
r′ indicates the distance of q′ from the center of the droplet. (b) Energy of extrusion of a linear
macromolecule from a spherical conductor. The solid line corresponds to the electrostatic
contribution given by Equation 2.1 of a single charge removal from a conducting sphere with
Q = +8 e, and R = 2.1 nm. The dashed line is the sum of the electrostatic and solvation energy
contributions for the extrusion of PEG64 from a sodiated aqueous droplet. The dotted vertical
line marks the 6 nm extension of the PEG64 from the charged droplet found in simulations.
Details of the parameters are presented in the text.
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The free energy barrier is finite and this is attributed to the shape fluctuations of the droplets.
For the macromolecule with length L, the solvation energy is expressed as (L − λ)ν, where
ν is constant solvation energy per unit length. In the simulations, a steady state is observed
when the chain was extended 6 nm from the droplet surface. This corresponds to 16 out of
64 monomers leaving the droplet. In Figure 2.6 (b), the dotted vertical line marks the 6 nm
extension of the PEG64 from the charged droplet found in simulations. By minimizing the
total energy (We + (L − λ)ν) at λ = 6 nm, one finds the value of the solvation parameter
ν = 16.8 kJ/nm ·mol. Using this value, the total energy (dashed line) shown in Figure 2.6 (b)
is estimated. The existence of the barrier shows that the escape of a charge from the conducting
sphere is an activated process.
Due to the interaction with an induced charge distribution, in the quasi-static approxima-
tion (which is valid due to slow solvent evaporation), the interaction energy of the charge with
the droplet next to the surface is dominated by the term −q2/16piε0λ. As the distance from
the droplet increases, the electrostatic (repulsion) energy between the droplet and the charge,
Qq/4piε0(R + λ), overcomes the attraction with the image charge. The next paragraph inves-
tigates whether a single constant parameter for the solvation energy can quantitatively explain
the chain extrusion from a droplet.
To a first approximation, the electrostatic force exerted on the chain is
F =
qQ
4piε0(R + λ)2
. (2.2)
Because of the balance established between the forces in the metastable state of the extruded
segment, the electrostatic force equals the solvation force (∂(L − λ)ν/∂λ = −ν). In Figure
2.7 (a), the dependence of the force on the parameters of the system is evaluated. In the
calculations presented in Figure 2.7 (a), a united charge approximation is utilized. In this
approximation, it is assumed that all the charge (+1 e, +2 e, +3 e) is located at the end of the
chain. The simulations of the ejection of the PEG molecule have demonstrated a non-uniform
charge distribution along the chain. However, in the majority of the simulations, all the charges
are clustered towards the end of the chain. Hence, to correctly reproduce the electrostatic
energy, the united charge approximation is underlying in the model. Within this model, the
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points shown in Figure 2.7 (a) should fall in a horizontal line (constant value). Instead, the
values differ considerably. For instance, for a droplet with 1300 water molecules (the leftmost
group of points), the values of the electrostatic force vary by an order of magnitude. Therefore,
this model may not capture the major components in the total energy of the system. In the next
step of the analysis, it is hypothesized that there is an additional term in the total energy, which
is proportional to the electric field on the surface of the droplet.
The simulation findings led to this additional term. The simulations show that the macro-
molecule lies on the surface of the droplet. It is expected that the local structure of the water on
the surface affects the solvation of PEG64 residing on the droplet surface. Therefore, one may
anticipate that the local structure of the solvent on the surface will depend on the magnitude of
the electric field
E =
Q
4piε0R2
. (2.3)
This assumption was tested by using the linear least square fit of the following model:
−ν + a Q
4piε0R2
=
qQ
4piε0(R + λ)2
(2.4)
where ν and a are the fitting parameters. The parameter ν gives the value for the solvation
energy per unit length of the chain. Figure 2.7 shows the results of the fitting in the modified
set of parameters (Q,Q′(l,R,Q, q)) where
Q′(l,R,Q, q) =
R2
a
[
4piε0ν +
qQ
(R + λ)2
]
(2.5)
Using R statistical analysis software [52], the following values are obtained for the parameters
ν = 0.46 ± 0.03 and a = −0.19 ± 0.02. The analysis shows that there is a correlation between
the electric field on the surface of the droplet and the electrostatic force between the charged
extruded segment of the chain and the charged parent droplet. This indicates that the value
of the electric field on the surface is potentially connected to the solvation energy. Here, the
field is the one prevailing after an equilibrium is established between solvent evaporation and
charge evaporation. The change in the droplet size between PEG charging events is very small.
The dynamics of the order parameter that corresponds to the degree of chain extrusion is the
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Figure 2.7: (a) Droplet-chain electrostatic force in a united charge approximation explained
in the text. Points are colour-coded to indicate the charge on the chain. Chain charges q are
+1 e (red), +2 e (orange), +3 e (green), and +4 e (blue). (b) Fit of the data from (a) using a
correction to the solvation constant proportional to the magnitude of the electric field on the
droplet surface. The points follow the same colour scheme as in (a).
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slowest process when compared with the other molecular processes in the system, such as chain
conformation dynamics and diffusion of free ions and water molecules. Hence, the solvation
force and the electric field can be considered those of an equilibrated system.
2.2.4 Macromolecules in the Interior of an Acetonitrile Droplet
In contrast to the case of water droplets, PEG64 is confined in the interior of a MeCN droplet.
The presence of simple charge carriers such as Na+ ions does not affect the preferential solva-
tion of PEG at the centre of the droplet relative to the neutral MeCN droplet. Consequently,
PEG64 is charged with Na+ ions inside the droplet. This implies that the macromolecule in the
organic solvent does not follow the CI-EM. Since the macromolecule remains in the interior of
the droplet, it is natural to pose the following question: “Would the ionization process of the
macromolecule be the same as the CRM?” This question will be examined in this section.
Typical snapshots of the charging of PEG in the interior of an MeCN droplet are shown in
Figure 2.8. Unlike the sequential partial releases of the macroion found in a charged aqueous
droplet, the MeCN droplet reduces excess charge only through the releases of solvated ions.
Hence, the macroion emerges from the parent droplet by solvent drying-out.
In the simulations, the final charge state of the macromolecule is found to be two or four
elementary charges. In particular, in MeCN droplets, the initial concentration of the cations
and the temperature of the system are significant factors that determine the final charge state
of the macromolecule. For instance, at T = 280 K, PEG64 obtains a higher charge state (i.e.,
+3 e) when the droplet initially contains more cations (i.e., +8−12 e). In droplets that start
with the same number of the cations, different temperature leads to different final charge states.
As the temperature increases, the solvent evaporation rate also increases, thereby accelerating
both solvent and ion evaporations. In MeCN droplets, the maximum charge state that PEG64
can sustain is +4 e, which has been obtained at a low temperature (T = 250 K). The higher
charge state of PEG at the lower temperature may be because of three reasons: (i) the cations
have a sufficient amount of time to interact with the macromolecule as solvent evaporation
slows down, (ii) the macromolecule does not become compact rapidly as its conformational
dimension is strongly correlated to the size of the droplet (see Figure 2.9 (a)), and (iii) the
surface tension of solvent generally decreases as temperature increases.
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Figure 2.8: Typical snapshots of PEG64 sodiation and release from a charged MeCN droplet.
The Na+ ions are represented by yellow spheres. PEG64 is coloured in gray. For the purpose
of better visualization, the molecular details of PEG64 are not shown. The numbers of MeCN
molecules and Na+ ions remaining in the parent droplet are indicated. The duration of the
process shown is approximately 10 ns at T = 280 K.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Rg of PEG64-5Na+ as a function of the number of remaining MeCN molecules
(NMeCN) in an evaporating droplet. The Na+ ions coordinated by PEG64 are represented by
yellow spheres. The entire evaporation process after relaxation occurs in approximately 7 ns
at T = 280 K. (b) Declining trends of Rg of PEG64 in a MeCN droplet with different initial
charges. The lines were obtained by fitting the points into a linear function. m is the slope of
the lines.
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The difference in the final charge state from the case of water droplets is attributed to the
different mechanisms of sodiation and ejection of the macromolecule. PEG64 on the surface of
an aqueous droplet has an extended conformation that maximizes its access to the ions. On the
other end, PEG64 in a charged MeCN droplet becomes more compact as the droplet shrinks
(see Figure 2.9 (b)), exposing less for the interactions with the ions. In MeCN, PEG is sodiated
only when the cations diffuse close to the macromolecule while the parent droplet loses its
mass and charge via evaporation. The charging of PEG in MeCN is therefore different from
that predicted by the CRM. The CRM states that during droplet evaporation, single charges are
released from the droplet by Rayleigh’s mechanism, and when the size of the droplet shrinks
to the size close to that of the macroion, complete desolvation causes the remaining charges to
collapse onto the surface of the macroion [4, 53]. However, we do not observe the adhesion
of the ions onto compact PEG at the latest stage of desolvation; that is, ions can bind to PEG
during the evolution of the droplet while solvated ions are released from the parent droplet.
Therefore, the comparison between the charging mechanisms of PEG in aqueous and MeCN
droplets reveals that the solvent plays a pivotal role in the charging mechanism and the manner
in which PEG64 emerges from a droplet. In other words, the role of solvent in the final charge
state of a macromolecule is not so simple as the argument proposed from ESI experiments,
which states that the final charge state is lower in MeCN simply because of its lower surface
tension [14]. The in-depth discussion on this topic is provided in Section 2.2.6.
The conformational changes of the flexible macromolecule residing in the interior of the
droplet are significant as the droplet changes its size. To demonstrate this effect, we used the
extreme case of PEG64 in its maximum charge state (PEG64-5Na+). In the absence of solvent,
PEG64-5Na+ has a linear conformation [40], whereas in the presence of solvent, the macroion
is compact. A typical plot of the Rg evolution of PEG64-5Na+ vs. remaining MeCN molecules
in an evaporating droplet is shown in Figure 2.9 (a). In the same figure, typical snapshots
of the change in the conformation of the sodiated PEG64 during solvent evaporation are also
included. These trends are common, regardless of the amount of initial charges added into the
droplet (see Figure 2.9 (b)).
The general behaviour that is found by examining the stability of the sodiated PEG64 in
MeCN droplets is that the macroion stays compact up to the late stages of solvent evaporation.
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A single solvation shell is sufficient to maintain a highly charged linear macroion compact. It
is at the late stage of evaporation that it partially extends when a small amount of solvent is
still present. Depending on the charge state of the macroion, the sodiated PEG bare of solvent
will attain a conformation that may be linear or partially unwound [17].
The stability of the highly charged compact PEG64 in small droplets can be explained by
the Rayleigh limit. At a first glance, one would expect the Rayleigh limit to not hold for a
small droplet that is mainly composed of the charged macromolecule. However, it was found
that the partial extension of the macromolecule occurs close to the theoretical predictions of
the Rayleigh limit, as shown in Table 2.2. In these estimates, the size of the macromolecule
was considered since it is a substantial part of the droplet. Here, it is approximated that each
PEG monomer is equivalent to one MeCN molecule, and therefore, the experimental value of
the surface tension for MeCN (29 mN/m [54]) was used. This approximation is valid because
the surface tension coefficient of MeCN is very close to the one used for the apparent surface
energy of PEG globules [20]. Also, Consta and Chung [17] characterized the conformational
changes of PEG-(Na+)n ions by using MD simulations, and they observed Qc ∝
√
N scaling
behavior for the charged PEG (where Qc is the critical charge and N is the degree of polymer-
ization) as predicted by the experimental findings of Ude et al. [20] and the Rayleigh criterion.
It is worth remarking that the relationship between the gas phase conformations of polymer
ions and their charge states has been an important question to be addressed in mass spectrome-
try. For example, Criado-Hidalgo [55] has produced predominantly globular ions of large PEG
chains with moderate charge states in negative ESI in order to facilitate ion identification in ion
mobility separation coupled to mass spectrometry (IMS-MS). For the ions of small PEG chains
(<14 kDa) with charge state (+1 to +5), Ude et al. [20] formulated an approximate criterion
for the critical mass (m∗) of PEG below which PEG globules lose stability at a Rayleigh-like
limit: m∗(z) ∼ 500z2 where z is the charge state that values up to 5. This predicts that PEG64
ions (≈ 2.8 kDa) adopts globular geometry only when it bears up to two Na+ ions, which is
consistent with our findings; we found that the conformational shapes of PEG64-zNa+ are fully
stretched when z = 4, 5, partially stretched when z = 3, and compact when z = 1, 2.
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Table 2.2: Charge states and droplet sizes of MeCN droplets. The first column shows the
number of solvent molecules in a droplet. In the estimate, we assumed that the 64 monomers
of PEG are equivalent in size to 64 MeCN molecules. The sum of the solvent molecules and
the equivalent PEG64 are shown in parenthesis. The second column shows the simulation-
determined charge that a droplet can hold right before the release of charge. The third column
shows the Rayleigh limit (R.L.) estimate of the charge that a droplet can hold.
Nsol Charge State R.L. Charge
(with PEG64) of PEG64 (e) (e)
57 (121) +5 +4.0
20 (84) +4 +3.3
5 (69) +3 +3.0
Table 2.3: Radius of the first solvation shell (r) for each solvent and coordination number (CN)
of solvent molecules in the first solvation shell to a Na+ ion for each solvent (H2O and MeCN)
in different solvent compositions (χMeCN).
χMeCN rMeCN rH2O CNMeCN CNH2O
(nm) (nm)
1.0 0.300 — 5.89 —
0.8 0.301 0.274 1.24 2.70
0.5 0.302 0.272 0.78 4.81
0.2 0.305 0.268 0.24 4.84
0 — 0.266 — 5.10
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2.2.5 Macromolecules in a Water-Acetonitrile Droplet
PEG shows distinct behaviors of solvation and sodiation in pure water and MeCN droplets.
Then, an interesting question may arise: what would happen if it is in the mixture of those
two solvents? Solvation properties of a water-MeCN binary mixture has been widely studied.
Particularly, it has been revealed that micro-heterogeneity in a binary solvent mixture may be
displayed as the direct consequence of specific solvent-solvent interactions (e.g., water and
some organic solvents such as MeCN [56–60] and dimethyl sulfoxide [59, 61]). In our simula-
tions of H2O-MeCN mixtures at various compositions, we confirmed the micro-heterogeneity
of the binary mixture in a droplet by observing that the size of the water clusters grows as
the aqueous component increases, which is consistent with the findings in Ref. [62]. Also,
we found that the liquid/vapour interface of the droplet is more enriched in MeCN molecules,
whereas water molecules are located mainly in the interior of the droplet. The water molecules
are apt to be clustered with one another, many of which surround free and bound Na+ ions on
PEG. Therefore, the presence of solutes may promote the heterogeneous microstructure of the
miscible binary solvent when they show preferential solvation by one solvent over the other.
For example, the preferential hydration of Na+ ions has been observed in bulk water-MeCN
mixture [63–65], which is consistent with our simulations as shown in Table 2.3.
The preferential solvation of Na+ ions in water over MeCN is confirmed by computing the
radial distribution and the coordination number of a Na+ ion present in different solvent compo-
sition ratios. The maximum coordination numbers of MeCN and water molecules for a single
Na+ are 6 and 5, respectively, which are quantitatively consistent with other computational and
experimental studies [66–70]. As shown in Table 2.3, by introducing water molecules into
a pure MeCN droplet, the coordination number of the MeCN molecules to each Na+ ion de-
creases, and the radius of the first solvation shell by MeCN increases. That is, when χMeCN
= 0.8, the first solvation radius of MeCN decreases by 1.01% and the coordination number
drops by 78.8% compared to χMeCN = 1.0 (pure MeCN). Moreover, when χMeCN = 0.2, the first
solvation radius of water decreases by 0.75% and the coordination number decreases only by
5.1% compared to χMeCN = 0 (pure water). Vaden and Lisy [71] used infrared predissociation
spectroscopy and MP2 calculations to investigate competing noncovalent interactions in ion-
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MeCN-water clusters in a gas phase, and they found that the ion-dipole interactions weakens
the ion-water electrostatic interactions in the immediate molecular environment of the ion as
the large dipole moment of the MeCN is completely aligned with the electric field of the ion.
Despite the small change, our results are qualitatively consistent with their results. In both
cases, the first solvation shell is interrupted by the introduction of other solvent, yet the degree
of the interruption is greater when water is added to MeCN than the reverse case. Therefore,
Na+ ions prefer the solvation by water over MeCN molecules.
Interestingly, we found that micro-heterogeneous solvation, enhanced by the presence of
the cations, in combination with differential evaporation rates of the two solvents leads to
the formation of the inner aqueous core at the point when the aqueous component becomes
dominant. Figure 2.11 shows that the water loss is in a linear trend, whereas the MeCN follows
an exponential decay. The order of solvent depletion by evaporation, therefore, is clearly seen:
MeCN disappears at a faster rate. The insets show water clusters moving closer to one another
and aggregate as the droplet shrinks in size due to solvent evaporation. The formation of an
aqueous core is critical in determining the final charge state of the macromolecule in these
droplets of binary mixtures.
The formation of the water core is evidenced by the change in the chain dimension of
PEG64 as solvent evaporates. In other words, the impact of solvent composition is reflected
in the conformations of the macromolecule. As shown in the previous section, when a flexible
linear macromolecule (even with a maximum charge state) is located inside a droplet (as for
PEG64 in an MeCN droplet), the chain dimension becomes smaller as the size of the droplet
decreases by solvent evaporation. When the aqueous component dominates (i.e., χMeCN = 0.2),
as shown in Figure 2.10, the macromolecule is confined in the interior of the mixture droplet,
and simultaneously confined on the surface of the aqueous core. This “sandwiched” solva-
tion at the MeCN/water boundary due to early phase separation of the binary solvent mixture
is a direct result of the solvent-solvent and solvent-polymer interactions in water and MeCN.
However, the binary solvent mixture has differential evaporating rates for its components (see
Figure 2.11), and thus, the conformational dimension of PEG64 is not affected by the depletion
of MeCN. The sudden jump at the late stage arises from the partial extrusion of the macroion
from the main droplet. On the contrary, when the MeCN component dominates (i.e., χMeCN =
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Figure 2.10: Radius of gyration of PEG64 (Rg) vs. total number of solvent molecules present
in the parent droplet (Nsolvent) when χMeCN = 0.2 at T = 300 K. In snapshots, PEG64 is coloured
in gray for the purpose of better visualization.
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Figure 2.11: The number of solvent molecules remaining in the main droplet (Nsolvent) as a
function of time (t) at T = 280 K. The main droplet initially has χMeCN = 0.8. PEG64 is hidden
in the snapshots to avoid visual confusions.
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0.8), the macromolecule is confined in the interior of the mixture droplet. However, because
of the lack of the aqueous core at the initial stage, the degree of extension of PEG64 is largely
affected by the droplet shrinkage due to the higher evaporation rate of the MeCN component,
until the water component dominates by forming the aqueous core. As shown in Figure 2.12
(a), there are two distinct regimes. The blue line represents the MeCN regime where the con-
formational size of the macromolecule is decreasing according to the solvent (mainly MeCN)
evaporation. On the other end, the red line represents the water regime where the chain dimen-
sion is kept almost the same due to the predominant presence of the water component along
with its slower evaporating rate. When neither component predominates in number (i.e., χMeCN
= 0.5), the two distinct regimes are still found as in χMeCN = 0.8. Yet, the range of the MeCN
regime is shorter simply because a smaller amount of MeCN molecules are present (Figure
2.12 (b)).
As described in the previous section, PEG64 in charged single-component solvent droplets
undergoes distinct solvation, sodiation, and release mechanisms, relying on the location of
macromolecular solvation determined by PEG-solvent interactions. The final charge state of
the macromolecule in the droplets of the binary mixture, therefore, may be sensitive to the
solvent composition of the droplet. However, we found that the final charge state and the
manner via which PEG emerges from the droplets can be identical to the case found in pure
aqueous droplets. This is obvious in the regime of a higher aqueous component: the charge
reduction at the critical limit is dominated by sequential partial releases of the macroion at the
late stage. In the regime of a lower mole fraction of MeCN, a series of Coulomb fissions occur
at the early stage as a predominant mechanism to eliminate excess charges from the parent
droplet, and PEG64 is extruded in a sequential manner when only the small water droplet
is left. As shown in Table 2.4, the number of charge-reducing events (Coulomb fissions vs.
macromolecular partial releases) before the complete detachment of PEG64 from the droplet
is different, depending on the solvent compositions. Yet, the number of the cations remaining
in the aqueous core is larger than or equal to four in all composition ratios, owing to the
preferential hydration of the ions. In other words, even at the small mole fraction of water
(i.e., χMeCN = 0.8), PEG64 can be liberated from the parent droplet through sequential partial
releases as in a charged pure aqueous droplet, leading to the final charge state of +4 e. This is
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Figure 2.12: Radius of gyration of PEG64 (Rg) vs. total number of solvent molecules present in
the parent droplet (Nsolvent) when (a) χMeCN = 0.8 and (b) χMeCN = 0.5 at T = 300 K. Blue and red
solid lines represent the MeCN and water regimes, respectively, affecting the chain dimension
of PEG64. In snapshots, PEG64 is coloured in gray on the purpose of better visualization.
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Table 2.4: Number of Coulomb fissions (NCF), number of free Na+ ions before the first partial
release of the macroion (NNa+), and final charge state of PEG64 in different solvent composi-
tions (χMeCN)
χMeCN NCF NNa+ Final Charge State
0 0 8 PEG64-4Na+
0.2 2 6 PEG64-4Na+
0.5 2 6 PEG64-4Na+
0.8 4 5 PEG64-4Na+
1.0 5 3 PEG64-3Na+
attributed to the formation of the inner water core in combination with preferential hydration
of the cations.
2.2.6 Comparisons with Experimental Observations
The role of surface tension in the determination of the final charge state of a macromolecule has
been questioned in ESI experiments [72–78]. It has been found that higher charge states can be
observed when the surface tension of the liquid raises, as the droplets can hold more charges
which would be otherwise lost during droplet disintegrations at the early stage of the droplet
evolution [13]. Also Iavarone and Williams [14] demonstrated that in the absence of other
factors, the surface tension of the droplet in the late desolvation process is a critical factor for
overall analyte charge by investigating the extent of charging of different analytes, including
PEGs, with ESI-MS. They used methanol and water as single-component solutions and added
m-nitrobenzyl alcohol (m-NBA) to alter the surface tension of solvent. They found a strong
correlation between the surface tension of solvent and the final charge state of the macroion.
Even though there is still the ongoing debate on the role of surface tension (and its relevance to
protein supercharging [78]), it seems that their experimental observations are consistent with
the simulations of charged droplets of pristine water and acetonitrile in this study. According
to the Rayleigh mechanism, it is expected that the addition of an organic solvent with lower
surface tension and lower volatility than water should lead to a lower charge distribution of
analytes. However, our findings reveal that in addition to the surface tension of solvent, more
factors come into play in the charging mechanism of the macromolecule. The difference in
the charge state of PEG is attributed mainly to the combination of the location of PEG in a
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droplet (surface vs. interior) and how rapidly the solvent evaporates. We found that PEG64
ends up with four Na+ ions when solvated in water droplets, whereas it often takes less than
four charges when solvated in acetonitrile droplets. This is because (i) PEG64 is on the surface
of the water droplet, adopting more extended conformations, (ii) the location of solvation of
the macromolecule alters the manner that PEG is charged and released, and (iii) more of the
free Na+ ions floating in acetonitrile droplets escape the parent droplet by Coulomb fissions
due to its faster evaporation rate. Interestingly, however, experimental results countering the
significance of surface tension have been provided [73–77]. Also we found that the presence
of MeCN in an aqueous droplet may not have a critical impact on the release mechanism and
the final charge state of PEG64, at least for the three composition ratios we examined in this
article (i.e., χMeCN = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8), although the addition of MeCN into an aqueous so-
lution is known to decrease the surface tension of the resulting mixture [79]. As PEG shows
distinctive ejection mechanisms with varying final charge states based on the type of solvent, it
was strongly expected that the macromolecule would be induced to have intermediate degrees
of those properties, depending on the solvent composition ratio. However, our finding is com-
pletely different: the introduction of a MeCN component into a H2O droplet does not change
the charging and ejecting mechanisms, and therefore, PEG64 in these binary droplet systems
shares the common features of the IEM. We attributed this to micro-heterogeneity, different
solvent evaporation rates, and preferential hydration of Na+ ions.
In order to study the effect of solvent on the maximum charge state and charge state dis-
tribution of proteins generated by ESI, Iavarone et al. [80] compared electrospray spectra of
cytochrome c and myoglobin in the solution mixture of 47% water/50% organic solvent/3%
acetic acid, where the organic component was methanol, MeCN, or isopropanol. They claimed
that the charge state distributions of the two proteins shift to lower charge with a noticeable
reduction in the abundance of the maximum charge state. Similarly, Hopper et al. [81] placed
a small reservoir of MeCN into the atmospheric pressure region of an electrospray source, and
they found that the average charge states of proteins (trypsin-benzamidine protein-inhibitor
complex and human transthyretin) sprayed from aqueous buffers were lessened by exposing
electrospray droplets to the neutral solvent vapour. According to their studies, the effect of
MeCN molecules on the final charge state of a macromolecule is not negligible, whether they
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are present inside or outside the droplet, as they result in the decrease in the charge states of the
macromolecular ion. This is apparently not in accord with our results, because the cationiza-
tion of PEGs is typically dominated by metal cation adduction [14, 19], whereas proteins have
more complicated architectures and both covalent and noncovalent interactions that PEGs do
not have. For instance, it has been commonly known that the charge state distribution of a pro-
tein ion is influenced significantly by its molecular conformation and acid-base chemistry both
in solution and in the gas phase [80]. Denatured, elongated protein structures are prone to have
higher charge states than their folded tertiary structures, due to higher affordability of the elec-
trostatic repulsions between neighboring charges and higher accessibility of basic residues in
the protein [80]. Also the charge transfer between a protein and solvent molecules may involve
proton transfers in addition to the adduction of a charged species. These aspects of proteins
make it difficult to extend the findings in this study to the case of protein ions generated by
ESI.
2.3 Extrusion Mechanisms of Proteins from Droplets and
“Droplets from Macroions”
2.3.1 Modelling and Computational Methods
An aqueous droplet that involves each of the following proteins was simulated: (a) the trans-
membrane domain of Bcl-2 member Harakiri (RCSB PDB code [82, 83] 2L5B [84]), (b) the
heat shock protein 12 (Hsp12) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (RCSB PDB code 2LJL [85]),
and (c) myoglobin (RCSB PDB code 1MBN [86]).
All the proteins and ions were modelled using the CHARMM General Force Field [87, 88].
The H2O molecules were modelled using the TIP3P model [89]. Constant-energy and constant-
energy MD simulations were performed by using the NAMD package version 2.9 [90]. All MD
trajectories were integrated by using the velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step of 1.0 fs.
In order to perform equilibrium MD simulations, every system was confined in a spherical
cavity of radius 50 nm, which was generated by applying the spherical boundary condition.
The cavity was sufficiently large to accommodate the largest droplet shape fluctuations. Equi-
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librium between the droplet and water vapour was established inside the cavity as some water
molecules evaporated and filled the vacant space in the cavity after relaxation. The droplet
systems were then thermalized for 1−3 ns by using Langevin dynamics or coupling them to a
heat bath of a specific temperature. After equilibration, the thermostat was turned off and the
runs were continued using constant-energy MD. Both electrostatic and van der Waals interac-
tions were explicitly treated with a switch scheme. The cutoff distances were set so that every
interaction within the main droplet was included in the force calculations.
The surface tension and the density values of the TIP3P water model were obtained from
Refs. [47, 48, 91, 92]. VMD version 1.9.2 [38] was used for visualization of the trajectories.
Membrane Protein-Droplet Systems An aqueous droplet consisting initially of 1000 H2O
molecules, six Na+ ions, and 2L5B with protonation state +2 e (maximum charge state) was
simulated at two different temperatures, 290−300 K and 320−330 K. After equilibration, the
main droplet at room temperature contained 950−970 H2O molecules. The corresponding
Rayleigh limit is approximately 9−10 e, and therefore, the system is slightly (≈ 11−20 %)
below the Rayleigh limit. At the elevated temperature, the emission of a solvated ion was
observed within 1 ns of equilibration.
IDP-Droplet Systems 2LJL with different charge states was solvated in two aqueous droplets
of different sizes: (a) 2LJL15+ in a droplet that was initially composed of 1500 H2O molecules
at 320−340 K, and (b) 2LJL15+ in a droplet that was initially composed of 3000 H2O molecules
at 310−320 K. The systems were first thermalized at 350 K for (b) and at 320 K for (c).
In (a), a charge-induced unfolding was observed when the system contained 1210−1320
H2O molecules. The connected droplet was left with approximately 1000 water molecules
after 10 ns. The Rayleigh limit of this system is approximated to be 11−12 e. Therefore, the
system is quite (≈ 25−36%) above the Rayleigh limit. In (b), 2850−2860 water molecules
remained in the droplet after equilibration. The Rayleigh limit for this size of the system is
15−16 e. Therefore, the system is at the Rayleigh limit.
Denatured Protein-Droplet Systems A multiply protonated 1MBN in water was studied in
seven different initial settings: (a) Compact 1MBN17+ in 1070 H2O molecules at 340−370 K,
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(b) Compact 1MBN17+ in 2500 H2O molecules at 310−320 K, (c) Compact 1MBN17+ in bulk
solution with 17 Cl− ions at 1 atm and 320 K, (d) Compact 1MBN36+ in 3000 H2O molecules
at 310−320 K, (e) Extended 1MBN36+ in 6460 H2O molecules at 310−320 K, and
The charge state of +17 e was obtained from the ESI mass spectra found in Ref. [26], and
the charge state of +36 e was obtained from the maximal protonated state that the protein can
have.
System (a) was thermalized at 350−380 K, and all the other systems at 310−320 K. The
initial droplet size in all the systems was reduced because of solvent evaporation until an equi-
librium between the vapour and the droplet has been built. As systems (a), (d), and (e) were
equilibrated, they were found substantially above their Rayleigh limits due to solvent evap-
oration. The droplet was found in the instability regime. The instability was manifested by
charge-induced unfolding of the protein. When charge-induced unfolding occurred, the sys-
tem was not still at equilibrium. The equilibrium state was reached after the unfolding of the
protein. Systems (b), on the other hand, is at the Rayleigh limit.
In system (a), only 530−550 water molecules remained in the connected body of the droplet
at the moment of charge-induced unfolding of the protein. The rest of the H2O molecules
were found in the vapour phase within the cavity. The Rayleigh limit of the droplet of this
size (accounting the volumes of both 1MBN17+ and H2O molecules) is approximately 9−10
e. Therefore, the system is found ≈ 70−89 % above the Rayleigh limit. The charge-induced
unfolding was followed by further evaporation of H2O molecules from the droplet until the
equilibrium between the vapour and the droplet was reached. At the later period of the run, the
droplet was composed of ≈ 350 H2O molecules.
In system (b), the droplet contained ≈ 2400 H2O molecules after 1 ns of equilibration. In
contrast to the 1MBN17+ in (a), the protein ion remained compact for 10 ns in (b). Taking into
account the volumes of both 1MBN17+ and H2O molecules, the Rayleigh limit of this droplet
is 16−17 e. Therefore, the system is at the Rayleigh limit.
In system (c), 1MBN17+ in bulk solution was simulated by locating it at the centre of the
periodic cell (9 nm × 9 nm × 9 nm) filled with water molecules and 17 chloride (Cl−) ions.
The system was first equilibrated for 1 ns at 1.01325 bar and 320 K by using the Langevin
piston Nose-Hoover method for pressure and Langevin dynamics for temperature, and then the
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barostat was turned off after 0.5 ns. For the production run, the NVT simulation continued
for 10 ns from the last time frame of the equilibration run. The van der Waals interaction was
truncated smoothly by the switching function with the switch and cutoff distances of 10 Å and
12 Å, respectively, while Particle Mesh Ewald was used to treat electrostatics with the periodic
boundary condition.
In system (d), ≈ 2900 H2O molecules remained in the droplet at the moment of charge-
induced unfolding of the protein at 320 K. This size of the droplet, accounting the volumes of
both 1MBN36+ and H2O molecules, corresponds to the Rayleigh limit of 16−17 e. Therefore,
the system is found ≈ 112−125 % above the Rayleigh limit. The number of the remaining
solvent molecules in the droplet then decreased to ≈ 2750 in the later stage of the run.
In system (e), the droplet was simulated only for 1 ns (equilibration) at 320 K. Because of
the lower temperature and the highest charge of the 1MBN, the most of the H2O molecules
(≈ 6177) remained in the connected body of the droplet. The Rayleigh limit is approximately
23−24 e, and therefore, the system is ≈ 50−57 % above the Rayleigh limit. Within this time,
the charge-induced instability was manifested by the splitting of the droplet into two lobes
clinging to the termini of the protein.
2.3.2 Solvation of Charged Proteins in Aqueous Droplets
Membrane Proteins In 2L5B, there are only two basic amino acids, arginine-28 and arginine-
29, which are protonated to give the net charge +2 e of the protein at pH 7 or lower. These
amino acids are located in the proximity of the unstructured tail of the protein. Although the
protein resides on the droplet surface due to its high degree of hydrophobicity (Figure 2.13
(a)), the droplet lowers its charge state by emission of solvated Na+ ions and no release of the
protein (Figure 2.13 (b)). This is observed in the identical system at the elevated temperature.
In order to understand the reason that a charged hydrophobic protein is not released from an
aqueous droplet, the solvation of the PEG64 is compared with that of 2L5B2+. In the compari-
son, the following two systems are used: (a) a droplet composed of 950−970 H2O molecules,
six Na+ ions, and the 2L5B2+ ion and (b) a droplet composed of 1550−1560 H2O molecules,
nine Na+ ions, and a PEG64 molecule. In both of the aqueous droplets, the macromolecules
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Figure 2.13: Fission of an aqueous droplet that contains the hydrophobic trans-membrane do-
main 2L5B2+, six Na+ ions, and 950-970 H2O molecules. The snapshots show the droplet
system at two different time frames, namely, (a) 0.8 ns and (b) 9.2 ns after the system relax-
ation. The protein and water molecules are coloured in blue and light red, respectively. The
cations are represented by green spheres.
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reside on the droplet surface. Two numerical quantities were computed to measure the attach-
ment of water to the macromolecules: the time-average of the number of water molecules in
the first few solvation shells (r ≤ 5Å) per solvent-accessible surface area for each monomer
(χ), and the time-average number of hydrogen bonds that form between water molecules and
the macromolecules (nHB).
Figure 2.14 shows the χ values for the 31 residues in 2L5B (left) and those for the 64
monomers in PEG (right). 2L5B exposes one side of the helical structure to the vapour phase
(green dots with low χ values) and the other side to the droplet phase (red dots with high χ
values). This causes a large difference in χ between χmax = 46.2 and χmin = 0.2. The mean of
the χ values of the red dots is χ2L5B = 19.0. On the other hand, the fluctuation of the χ values
for the blue dots is attributed to the dynamic formation of loops in PEG [93] that alternate
between the droplet interior and the vapour phase as shown in Figure 2.15. The mean of the χ
values of the blue dots is χPEG = 14.9. The quantitative analysis of hydrogen bonding between
solvent and the macromolecules reveals that nHB,2L5B = 33.4 ± 4.4 and nHB,PEG = 7.8 ± 3.6
(where the errors were obtained from the standard deviations of the corresponding data sets).
Therefore, both quantities indicate that the protein ion has stronger attachment to water than
PEG. The different solvation of the membrane protein from that of PEG gives rise to different
mechanisms by which they emerge from the droplet. The higher the charge of a membrane
protein, the more difficult the detachment from an aqueous droplet would be.
Moreover, although the ionizable residues are present at the unstructured tail of the protein,
even partial extrusion of the chain would not take place. This is because these residues are lo-
cated in the middle of the sequence of non-charged residues (including glycine-27, asparagine-
30, and leucine-31), and hence, the extrusion should take all these neighbouring residues to the
vapour.
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins To examine the possible extrusion mechanism of an IDP
from a water droplet, 2LJL15+ is placed in water droplets of two different sizes: (a) 1500 H2O
(above the Rayleigh limit) and (b) 3000 H2O (at the Rayleigh limit). 2LJL is composed of
≈ 28.4 % (31 out of 109 amino acids) hydrophobic amino acids.
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Figure 2.14: χ (see the main text for the definition of the quantity) values of the 31 residues
in 2L5B, averaged over 10 ns (left) and the 64 monomers in PEG64, averaged over 1.5 ns
(right). M2L5B and MPEG denote the residue number of 2L5B and PEG, respectively. The red
dots indicate the residues in direct contact with water, whereas the green ones indicate those
with exposure to the vapour. The blue dots are for PEG monomers.
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Figure 2.15: Typical snapshot of PEG64 in an aqueous droplet charged with Na+ ions. The
Na+ ions are presented by the blue sphere, and the water molecules by the red spheres. The
inset shows the loops of PEG on the water surface, and thus, its reduced contact with water.
Figure 2.16: Equilibrium state of the intrinsically disordered protein 2LJL15+ in an aqueous
droplet of approximately 1000 H2O molecules. The nature of the amino acids throughout the
chain backbone is shown.
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Figure 2.17 shows the evolution of the droplet from a compact transient form to a stable
extended conformation in system (a). The droplet above the Rayleigh limit is unstable, and
thus, the system undergoes a transient stage where 2LJL15+ extends rapidly without passing
from the intermediates states of gradual extrusion like the charged PEG. As the chain stretches,
it also drags the H2O molecules with it. In a transient state, the elongated 2LJL15+ is almost
uniformly solvated by H2O molecules (Figure 2.17). As shown in Figure 2.17, hydrophilic
and charged amino acids are distributed along the 2LJL15+ backbone. Instead of solvating the
chain almost uniformly, the water molecules are expelled from the central body of the already
extended macroion, leaving the central part of the chain with a thin sheath of water. This sparse
distribution of water along the middle region of the chain is due to hydrogen bonding and
electrostatic interactions between water and the amino acids. Therefore, the water molecules
accumulate at the chain termini by forming two “pear-shaped” lobes.
The 2LJL15+-droplet conformation shown in Figure 2.16 is an equilibrium state under cer-
tain conditions of temperature and pressure. For 2LJL15+ at 350 K, the droplet at one terminus
contains 246 H2O molecules and 23 residues. In this lobe the overall charge is +4 e, which is
lower than the Rayleigh limit +5 e. In the other terminus the droplet contains 685 H2O and 56
residues. The charge state of the lobe is +7 e, while the Rayleigh limit is +8 e. This droplet
morphology is consistent with the “pearl-necklace” scenario shown in Figure 2.22 (b). The
explanation of the two-lobe structure is discussed in the next section, where a highly charged
myoglobin shows the same structure as the 2LJL15+.
When the 2LJL15+-droplet is close to the Rayleigh limit, neither the “pear”-shaped water
lobes nor the chain extrusion is observed. As shown in Figure 2.18, one or two thin rays are
developed on the droplet surface. The protein ion is instead packed in the interior of the droplet.
The formation of the rays indicates that a transition from the “star”-shaped morphology to the
“pear”-shaped morphology will take place as the charge-squared-to-volume ratio of the droplet
increases with reduction in the droplet size. The lifetime of the “star”-shaped morphology is
determined by the stability of the protein against charge-induced chain stretching and the rate
of the stretching if occurs.
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Figure 2.17: Charge-induced stretching of the intrinsically disordered protein 2LJL15+ in an
aqueous droplet of 1210-1320 H2O molecules. The snapshots show the time evolution of the
droplet system: (a) 0.1 ns, (b) 0.5 ns, (c) 0.9 ns, and (d) 1.8 ns during equilibration. The
molecular models are fully atomistic, but some of the atoms are not explicitly displayed in
order to facilitate visualization. The protein is coloured in blue, and the oxygen sites of water
molecules are represented by transparent red spheres.
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Figure 2.18: 2LJL15+ in an aqueous droplet of 2850−2860 H2O molecules. The same colour
scheme is used as in Figure 2.17.
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Denatured Proteins In this and following paragraphs, the morphologies of aqueous droplets
involving 1MBN17+ and 1MBN36+ will be examined. 1MBN contains ≈ 43.1 % of hydrophobic
residues in its total sequence of 153 amino acids. If occurs, 1MBN17+ and 1MBN36+ in aqueous
droplets show very similar solvation and unfolding mechanisms. 1MBN17+ in bulk solution and
in a droplet below the Rayleigh limit acquires a compact conformation as it is evidenced by
the root-mean-square displacement (RMSD) shown in Figure 2.19. Our simulations reveal that
1MBN17+ remains compact in a aqueous droplet close to the Rayleigh limit. As expected,
1MBN36+ obtains an extended conformation when it is bare of solvent. In an aqueous droplet,
1MBN36+, although denatured, obtains a coiled or somewhat compact conformation when the
system is found below the Rayleigh limit.
The solvation of 1MBN36+ in an aqueous droplet above the Rayleigh limit will be described
in this paragraph. The same discussion is applied to 1MBN17+ in the droplet of 530−550 H2O
molecules, by the reason of its resemblance to the evolution of 1MBN36+-droplet systems (see
Figure 2.20). The conformational changes of 1MBN36+ in aqueous droplets with ≈ 6100 and ≈
2900 H2O molecules were monitored by preparing extended and compact initial conformations
of 1MBN36+, respectively. Both systems are found substantially above the Rayleigh limit.
In a droplet of ≈ 6100 H2O molecules, the water migrates to the termini of an extended
1MBN36+ forming two lobes (see Figure 2.21 (c)). Figure 2.20 (a) shows the equilibrium state
of 1MBN36+ in a droplet of approximately 6100 H2O molecules. One terminus accommodates
3050 H2O molecules and 52 residues with charge +12 e (the corresponding Rayleigh limit
is +16e). The lobe at the other end is composed of 3030 H2O molecules and 61 residues at a
charge state +14 e (the corresponding Rayleigh limit is +16 e). This conformation is consistent
with the droplet splitting scenario observed in the 2LJL15+-droplet system, and a uniformly
charged PEG in a methanol droplet [94]. These simulations show that the extended part of
the chain emerges because of the stretching of a highly charged protein due to charge-induced
instability, not because of chain extrusion as it occurs in the charged PEG from a water droplet
(see the first section). As the unfolding occurs, the water of the droplet is dragged along the
chain and surrounds it as it was described for 2LJL15+. 1MBN36+ in a compact conformation
in a droplet of ≈ 2900 H2O molecules also extends and forms aqueous lobes at the termini, as
seen in Figure 2.20 (b). The equilibrium state of 1MBN17+ is shown in Figure 2.21 (b). Since
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Figure 2.19: Root-mean-square displacement (RMSD) of 1MBN17+ in a water droplet above
the Rayleigh limit (red), in a water droplet at the Rayleigh limit (green), and in bulk solution
(blue).
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the water is less than in the larger droplet, another form of instability appears where the solvent
forms conical protrusions (see the discussion in Figure 2.22). This is the first time we observed
a transition from the “pearl-necklace” morphology (Figure 2.22 (b)) to the “star” shape (Figure
2.22 (c)) .
The accumulation of the water in the chain termini is a general motif that appears not only
in the presented simulations but also in simulations of a model charged macromolecule that
has the backbone of PEG in a methanol droplet [94] and a charged double-stranded DNA in an
aqueous droplet [11, 95]. We think that the lobes forming at the termini of 2LJL15+, 1MBN36+,
and 1MBN17+ belong to the scenario shown in Figure 2.22 (b). In the case of the charged
dsDNA and 1MBN36+ in an aqueous droplet of ≈ 2900 H2O molecules (shown in Figure 2.21
(b)), the systems are substantially above the Rayleigh limit, and for this reason, conical solvent
extrusions are formed at the termini. This is an intriguing finding because the water molecules
do not concentrate close to the middle of the chain where the electric field is highest but they
structure around the termini where the electric field is weakest. This pattern of an electric field
is typical of a finite-length charged rod. As proposed by Sharawy and Consta [11, 95], the
migration of the water to the chain ends can be explained as follows: The water molecules
have more degrees of freedom to build a strong hydrogen bond network among them near the
polypeptide termini. In contrast, the dipole moments of the water molecules is aligned with
the strong electric field near the centre of the chain, restricting on their freedom to establish a
hydrogen bond network. As a direct consequence of this unequal electric field strength around
the chain, the H2O molecules move to the termini of the polypeptide chain. Also, that the water
is accumulated at the termini in order to disperse the charge of the chain at a larger distance,
thus reducing the electrostatic energy of the system.
The overall picture that emerges about the manner in which a protein is desolvated is shown
schematically in Figure 2.22. A denatured protein or an IDP may obtain a variety of conforma-
tions in bulk aqueous solution and in a microscopic droplet (Figure 2.22 (a)). In a nanoscopic
droplet, a protein does not extrude (Figure 2.22 (b)), but it may extend because of charge-
induced instability. Initially, the water forms pear-like lobes in the protein termini (Figure 2.22
(c)). As the water molecules continue to evaporate, this form of instability progresses into the
formation of multi-point stars (Figure 2.22 (d)). Finally, the protein dries out (Figure 2.22 (e)).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.20: (a) Equilibrium state of the extended protein 1MBN36+ in an aqueous droplet of
approximately 6100 H2O molecules. The nature of the amino acids throughout the chain is
shown. (b) 1MBN36+ in an aqueous droplet of ≈ 2750 H2O molecules. The nature of the
amino acids is the same as in (a).
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Figure 2.21: Charge-induced unfolding of (a) 1MBN17+ in an aqueous droplet of 530−550 H2O
molecules. (b) 1MBN36+ (initially compact) in an aqueous droplet of ≈ 2900 H2O molecules
after equilibration. (c) 1MBN36+ (initially prepared unfolded) in an aqueous droplet of ≈ 6177
H2O molecules after equilibration. The same colour scheme is the same as in Figure 2.17.
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The comparison between the examples of protein-aqueous droplet interactions and that of the
extrusion of PEG suggests that it is very unlikely a protein to be extruded from an aqueous
droplet of radius of several nanometers. One of the factors that supports this statement is the
persistently encountered motif (with different solvents and macroions) of the solvent forming
droplets at the termini of a macroion. In an experimental set-up where the proteins are sprayed
from a physiological solution, the protonation of the amino acids will most likely occur grad-
ually inside the droplet. The solvation of the gradually protonated protein will be different
from that of a fully protonated protein that may be produced in a highly acidic solution. How-
ever, based on the consistent findings, the increased solvation of a fully protonated protein will
prevent even more than a possible extrusion mechanism.
2.3.3 Comparisons with Experimental Observations
Now it is interesting to compare results from this study with the charge ejection model (CEM).
The CEM has been proposed to associate the conformations of unfolded proteins with their
high charge states in an electrospray ionization (ESI) process [25]. In this model, it has been
claimed that a combination of electrostatic repulsion and hydrophobicity drive unfolded pro-
teins to appear in an extended conformation from the surface of an aqueous droplet, in analogy
to collision-induced dissociation of a gaseous multi-protein complex. The high charge state of
an extended protein is attributed to proton equilibration between the electrosprayed droplet and
the protein that is being expelled.
Konermann and his co-workers [25] state that the CEM applies to macromolecules that
are (1) disordered in structure, (2) partially hydrophobic, and (3) capable of bearing excess
charges. In order to verify the CEM, the authors performed molecular simulations of a spring-
bead model in a nanoscopic droplet and compared with experimental results. However, our
simulations show explicitly that a highly charged protein in a nanoscopic droplet under the
stringent charge conditions above the Rayleigh limit does not follow chain extrusion, regardless
of its conformations. Instead, the system is stabilized by splitting the droplet into two water
lobes located at the ends of the macromolecule. The model that was used for protein modelling
by Konermann and coworkers was a spring-bead model that is not parametrized to account for
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Figure 2.22: Schematic picture of the stages that are followed in the release of a charged
unstructured protein from an aqueous droplet. (a) An unstructured protein (denatured or IDP)
in a large droplet. The protein may have different conformations depending on its degree of
disorder [32]. (b) In a nanoscopic droplet the protein may be still compact or coiled solvated
by the droplet. Hydrophobic segments can be found on the surface of the droplet. (c) If the
protein is highly charged, then charge-induced instability causes the stretching of the protein
and the division of the water into two sub-droplets surrounding the termini of the chain. This
is a stable droplet morphology under certain conditions of temperature and vapour pressure.
Each sub-droplet has charge below the Rayleigh limit. Along the middle part of the chain,
there may be still small aqueous islands solvating polar and charged amino acids. (d) Further
solvent evaporation leads to the formation of two “star”-shaped droplets located at the termini
of the chain. (e) The chain dries out.
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the water-protein interactions, therefore this model could not resolve the contact points of a
protein with water as we discussed in previous sections. For verification of the CEM, Ahadi
and Konermann [26] performed ESI-MS experiments with horse heart myoglobin in aqueous
solution at pH 7 in the presence of ammonium acetate and in aqueous solution acidified to
pH 2 with formic acid. The authors ascribed enhanced signal intensities in ESI mass spectra
of unfolded myoglobin to its higher desolvation and ejection rates, and claimed that these
are in qualitative agreement with the CEM mechanism of an unfolded hydrophobic spring-
bead chain model. We think that these observations do not provide direct evidence of the
CEM. For example, the MS results may be also explained by enhanced solvent evaporation
due to the increase in droplet surface area arising from the star formation of a highly charged
droplet containing the macroion [11, 95–97] and the stretching of the macroion followed by
the division of the droplet into two lobes as we showed.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we identified two mechanisms of charge-induced droplet disintegration in the
presence of a flexible linear macromolecule, aiming to better understand how the macroion-
droplet interactions determine the droplet shape and thus the final charge state of the macroion.
A direct atomistic MD method provides molecular-level descriptions that macroion-droplet
interactions play a critical role in explaining the manners that the macorion appears from
a charged droplet as well as the origin and the magnitude of the charge state of a detected
macroion in ESI-MS experiments.
The first section of the chapter focuses on how PEGs are sodiated and released from charged
droplets of different solvents. The key findings are: (1) In water, PEG is localized onto the
droplet surface where its segments capture Na+ ions and extrude into the vapour phase via
the CI-EM. In MeCN, in contrast, PEG resides inside the droplet, eventually emerging in the
vapour phase (with bound Na+ ions) after nearly all MeCN has evaporated away. (2) The
different solvent-PEG interactions determine the final charge state and thus the conformation
of PEG. Almost always PEG64-4Na+ is found to be extruded from an aqueous droplet, whereas
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PEG64 bound to fewer than four Na+ ions is the most probable outcome from an MeCN droplet.
Depending on the final charge state, the released macromolecule is compact, partially stretched,
and extensively stretched [17]. Interestingly, at the latest stage of droplet desolvation, a few
MeCN molecules suffice to maintain the charged macromolecule compact. (3) Although PEG
displays distinct behaviour of solvation and sodiation in droplets of pristine H2O and MeCN
solvents, when PEG is in a droplet composed of a binary mixture of the two solvents, the final
charge state is almost always four as in a pristine water droplet. This is attributed to (a) the
preferential solvation of Na+ ions in water and (b) the aqueous core formation due to differential
solvent evaporation of water and MeCN. Therefore, the nature of solvent can grant complexity
to solvent-ion-macromolecule interactions, which, in turn, determines the final charge state
and conformation of a macromolecule. Moreover, based on the simulation data, an analytical
model can be constructed, which suggests that the droplet surface electric field may play a role
in the macroion-droplet interactions that lead to the extrusion of the macroion. Although the
role of the surface electric field has been suggested previously [98, 99], this study provides the
first evidence of the effect of the surface electric field via molecular simulations with atomistic
details.
In the second section of this chapter, we investigated the charged protein-aqueous droplet
interactions of examples of proteins from the group of membrane proteins, IDPs, and dena-
tured proteins. A membrane protein is composed mainly of hydrophobic amino acids and it
has low charge. As expected, this protein resides on the surface of an aqueous droplet. By
comparing the solvation of the membrane protein to that of an atomistically modelled PEG in
an aqueous droplet, it is revealed that a membrane protein has many more hydrogen bonds with
water than PEG. Even though a membrane protein is hydrophobic and carries some charge in
its flexible tail, it is rather unlikely to be extruded from a highly charged droplet. A highly
charged IDP and a highly charged denatured protein demonstrate common features in their
interactions with water molecules in a droplet. The water molecules accumulate at the termini
of the chains forming two lobes. Even though it is observed in non-equilibrium states that the
water may surround a protein almost uniformly, this is only transient and the water rapidly
shrinks to form the two lobes. It appears as in this process the water is expelled by the body of
the macroion although polar and charged amino acids are everywhere distributed throughout
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the macroion. The stable droplet-protein morphology is consistent with our “pearl-necklace”
scenario. Accumulated evidence from PEG in methanol and the present simulations shows that
the lobes are not spherical but they have a “pear” shape. We think that the water is accumulated
at the termini so as to separate the charge of the chain at a larger distance and so reduce the
electrostatic energy. The central region of the chain is exposed to the vapour, yet this is not
because of chain extrusion but because of the “pearl-necklace” form of instability. Therefore,
the extrusion mechanism of a chain is very different from the unfolding of a chain due to its
high charge. It is also found that when the droplet deviates even more from the Rayleigh limit
in the instability regime, the instability changes its form by developing conical protrusions of
the solvent. This is the first evidence that shows transitions between forms of instability in the
same system.
We expect that linear macromolecules with the solvation properties of PEG will also be
released via an extrusion mechanism. The study of a possible extrusion mechanism of a pro-
tein from a droplet is a very challenging question. Differently from PEG, which is a flexible
macroion with well defined conformation on the droplet surface or interior, proteins may have
a certain structure in an aqueous solution even when they are found in highly charge states.
Thus, there are two obstacles to tackle in the study: (a) the force fields have not been opti-
mized to account for the various protein conformations in the various charge states besides the
native charge state and (b) the sampling of the protein conformations in solution (droplet or
bulk) is very demanding at best. The droplet environment has different acidity from that of
the parent bulk solution, and therefore, the protonation state of the protein may change within
the droplet [8], depending on the dynamics of the various processes (proton transfer reactions,
solvent and ion evaporation). Whether the protein conformation will change within the droplet
lifetime is another challenging question. To address this question one possible way is to imple-
ment the multiscale methodology that we devised to study the stability of protein complexes
in Chapter 4. In a simplified model that does not consider the deprotonation of a protein, the
conformation of a protein may change dramatically in a small droplet due to a charge-induced
instability that may cause the extension of the chain. This process is similar to the dissociation
of the DNA [95], or that of the fission of a droplet due to a high charge. We think that a very
likely solvent distribution along the backbone of a charged protein is that where each termini
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of the extended protein is surrounded by a droplet. This conformation also appears in a highly
charged PEG in methanol, therefore it is a general solvation pattern [94] that may appear in
general in the solvation of a charged finite rod of certain length. An extended conformation
of a protein like that of 2LJL15+ may result from a more compact protein that may undergo a
charge-induced unfolding in a droplet.
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Chapter 3
Characterization of “Star” Morphologies
of Charged Droplets
3.1 Motivation and Objectives
Droplet deformations in an electric field have received a lot of attention since the dawn of the
theory of electrostatics [1–7]. Starting from the seminal works of Rayleigh [1], extended by
Zeleny [8] and Taylor [2], the behaviour of droplets in an electric field continues to fascinate
scientists due to their numerous applications [9–11]. The electric field may be external to the
droplet, or it may be generated by ions found within the droplet. This electric field (internal
or external) may induce distinct droplet morphologies and structures when its strength is be-
yond a threshold value [2–4]. The properties of these different shapes and structures have been
exploited in many applications. Examples are found in the electrohydrodynamic droplet defor-
mations [12] (created by an external electric field) used in industrial applications such as crude
oil demulsification, and in non-spherical shapes (created by ions) of electrosprayed nano- and
micro-sized droplets [9–11] used in the generation of nano- and micro-particles. The latter ex-
ample is representative of the far-reaching result of manipulating the electrostatic interactions
within a droplet. In this example, the droplets are generated by the electrospray ionization
(ESI) method and are composed of solvent, polymers, and ions. Their distinct structure and
morphology result from the competing effects of polymer entanglement that tends to maintain
the connectivity of the droplet and Coulomb fission that tends to divide the droplet.
Here, we study charged droplets with linear dimensions in the nanometer range by using
atomistic modelling. In contrast to the studies where a neutral dielectric or conducting droplet
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[5, 13] or a planar surface [2] is exposed to a uniform electric field [2, 5, 13], we focus on the
case where the electric field is created by a single, highly charged macroion in the interior of
the droplet. Hereafter, a charged chain or a spherical ion with size or charge beyond that of
the simple metal cations or non-metal anions will be called a macroion. Importantly, since the
droplet contains no other free charges, charge separation by fission is not possible. In general,
the shape of the charged macroion affects the shape of the droplets. Here we focus on spherical
ions.
As was demonstrated by Rayleigh [1], conducting droplets become unstable if their charge
exceeds a threshold value. The details of the theory are found in Section 1.2 of the thesis
and the derivation in Appendix B. When such droplets become unstable, they undergo fission.
Consta [14] has found that when a droplet contains in its interior a single charged macroion
(linear or spherical), the droplet may deform into a stable “thorny” shape [14], provided that
the charge-squared-to-volume ratio of the spherical droplet exceeds a threshold value. The
deformation of a spherical droplet into a “thorny” shape is a way for the droplet to lower its
free energy.
We are interested in the “star”-shaped droplets for several reasons. Firstly, we think that
they play an important role in determining the charge state of macroions in electrosprayed
droplets. Examples of their role are presented in Chapter 4. Secondly, they may also have
potential applications in materials science and catalysis as it is explained in the conclusion.
Thirdly, the charge-induced instabilities of droplets are a fundamental question in science. Lord
Rayleigh analyzed the stability of the conducting droplets. The analysis of the stability of the
dielectric droplets was missing. It is interesting that without the guidance by the simulations, it
was not possible for one to find the droplet deformations even with mathematical (continuum)
modelling.
The objective of this chapter is to analyze in a systematic way the dependence of the star-
shaped structures on the net charge of the macroion. Initially, the generalized Rayleigh criterion
that extends to dielectrics is presented. We will examine some of the features of the star-shaped
structures such as the number of spikes and the angles at the tips. The systems under investiga-
tion are nanoscopic droplets, each of which consists of solvent molecules and a single multiply
charged spherical macroion located at the centre. Water and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were
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selected as examples of solvents. The magnitude and the sign of the charge of the macroion
were varied.
3.1.1 Onset of Instability in Dielectric Droplets
For a point charge in the interior of a dielectric droplet one may develop, a linear continuum
model that will allow for the analysis of the stability of a charged dielectric droplet. In this
model, in the same way as the Rayleigh model, we consider a droplet with a fluctuating shape,
that maintains its volume but it may change its surface area. In the macroscopic (continuum)
modelling, the energy of a droplet is written as the sum of the electrostatic (ECoul) and the
surface energy (Esurf)
E = Esurf + ECoul. (3.1)
In the analysis in the next paragraphs, we find the difference in energy between a spherical
droplet and a droplet that deviates from a sphere. The surface energy is expressed as the
product of the surface area (A) times the surface tension (γ). The surface is given by:
ρ(θ, φ) = R0 +
∑
l>0,ml
al,mlYl,ml(θ, φ) (3.2)
where (θ, φ) is the spherical angle, ρ(θ, φ) is the distance from the centre, Yl,ml(θ, φ) denote
spherical harmonics of degree l and order m, and al,ml is the expansion coefficient. R0 is the
l = 0 term in the expansion of ρ(θ, φ) in terms of Yl,ml(θ, φ). Following several algebraic
steps [15] (Appendix B), we arrive at the following expression for the surface area
A = 4piR20 +
∑
l>0,ml
∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2 + 12 ∑
l>0,ml
l(l + 1)
∣∣∣al,ml ∣∣∣2 . (3.3)
Following textbook electrostatics [16], the electrostatic energy (Ediel) of a linear (polariz-
able) dielectric with free charge is given by
Ediel =
1
2
∫
R3/V
drD · E (3.4)
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where D is the electric displacement and E is the electric field caused by the free charge.
(Vectors will be denoted by letters in boldface.) Equation 3.4 includes the response of the
dielectric, therefore its polarization that may involve “stretching” and displacement of the di-
electric molecules as we bring the free charge in the dielectric (or the dielectric into the free
charge). When a spherical charge is surrounded by a dielectric with dielectric permitivity εI
embedded into a dielectric with dielectric permitivity εE, Equation 3.4 yields that the energy
of the system is given by:
Ediel = −12
∫
R3/V
dr(εE − εI)E · E0 (3.5)
where E0 is the electric field from the charge in uniform dielectric εI .
The difference in energy (composed of the surface energy and the electrostatic energy as
written in Equation 3.1) between a spherical shape and a deformed shape to a linear approxi-
mation is given by
δE = 2piR2γ
∑
l>0,m
[
(l − 1)(l + 2) − 4XS (εI/εE, l)
]
|al,m|2. (3.6)
In Equation 3.6, S is given by
S (ε, l) =
(ε − 1)
ε
l(l − 1)ε − (l + 1)(l + 2)
εl + l + 1
. (3.7)
where ε = εI/εE, and X is the fissility parameter given by
X =
Q2
64pi2γε0R3
. (3.8)
The details of the algebra that lead to Equation 3.6 are described in Ref. [17]. We find the
criterion for dielectric droplet stability by equating to zero the first coefficient of |al,ml |2 in
Equation 3.6 that may become unstable. The primary unstable mode that becomes unstable vs.
the dielectric constant of the dielectric is shown in Figure 3.1. For εI/εE > 17.2, the l = 2 is the
first mode to become unstable. For 7.74 < εI/εE < 17.2, the l = 3 is the first mode to become
unstable. When εI/εE < 7.74, the l = 3 mode is replaced by higher order harmonics as the
primary unstable modes. As clearly seen in the same figure, the effect of the finite dielectric
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constant is very small for water, whose dielectric constant at 300 K is εI ≈ 77.3.
3.2 Modelling and Computational Methods
Constant-energy atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to investi-
gate the star formation of a supercharged droplet of a pure solvent of water and DMSO. In
order to hinder solvent evaporation and have equilibrium runs, the droplet was placed inside
a cavity of radius 10-20 nm which was generated by applying the spherical boundary condi-
tion. All the MD simulations were performed by using the NAMD pacakage version 2.9 [18].
The CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF) [19, 20] was used to model the TIP3P water,
DMSO, and macroions. The Lowe-Andersen thermostat [21] was employed to thermalize the
systems. The velocity Verlet algorithm was used to integrate the equations of motion, and the
length of each time step was 1 fs. The surface tension, the mass density, and the dielectric con-
stants of the TIP3P water and DMSO were obtained from Refs. [22–25] (summarized in Table
3.2). These quantities are not used in the MD simulations but in the analysis of the data. For
instance, we need to know these values in order to estimate the Rayleigh limit. Electrostatic
and van der Waals interactions were explicitly treated by using a switch scheme. The cutoff
distance was determined such that every interaction within the main droplet was included in
the force calculations.
Each system contains a spherical macroion centralized inside a droplet composed of 2148
H2O molecules or 1831 DMSO molecules. Here an artificial ion was used as a paradigm to
demonstrate the effect of inseparable excess charge without structural complexity of a macroion.
This macroion can also represent different classes of realistic macroions with radial symmetry,
such as globular proteins. The macroion was created by modifying the electrical charge and the
size of a typical Na+ ion with other parameters held constant. The ionic radius was increased to
5.0 Å, and the net charge varied ranging from 10 e to 45 e for H2O and 20 e to 60 e for DMSO
(where e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary charge). Each droplet system was equilibrated
first at high temperature for > 1 ns and then at lower temperature (T = 300 K) for 1 ns. The
high-temperature equilibration was intended to reduce the possibility of kinetic trapping of the
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Figure 3.1: Correction to the Rayleigh criterion for media with dielectric constant εI . As
the dielectric constant ratio decreases the primary unstable mode changes from l = 2 when
εI/εE > 17.2 to l = 3 when εI/εE > 7.74 and so on. The black line was obtained from the
Rayleigh criterion for comparision.
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Table 3.1: Physical properties of TIP3P water and DMSO. d : mass density (in g/cm3); γ :
surface tension (in mN/m); εr : dielectric constant (relative permittivity); N: average number
of solvent molecules in a droplet (ignoring the relatively small number of molecules that are in
the vapour phase); QR: Rayleigh limit (in e) of the given solvent droplet; estimated QI critical
charge (in e) corrected for the dielectric constant of the given solvent.
TIP3P DMSO
Formula H2O (CH3)2SO
d 0.98 1.12
γ 42 49.5-53.8
εr 94 44
N 2148 1831
QR 13 22
QI 14 24
systems in local energy minima. After equilibration, the thermostat was switched off and the
simulation continued for 6 ns or longer. To study the effect of the sign of charge on the star
formation, 10 additional MD runs were also performed: −20 e, −25 e, −30 e, −35 e, and −40 e
in 2148 H2O molecules, and −20 e, −30 e, −40 e, −50 e, and −60 e in 1831 DMSO molecules.
In order to study the scalability of the number of rays with the size of the system, the MD
simulations were also performed for different sizes of aqeuous droplets containing from 500
to 5000 H2O molecules. The charge was accordingly varied from 9 e to 34 e to ensure that
the fissibility parameters (Equation 1.6) are in the range of 1.6−1.8. The temperature was set
to 300 K, and the lengths of the runs were 2−4 ns after 1 ns of equilibration. VMD version
1.9.2 [26] was used for visualization of the MD trajectories.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Stable Droplets Beyond the Instability Point
When the charge-squared-to-volume ratio of a spherical droplet exceeds a certain value pre-
dicted by Equation 3.6, a spherical droplet becomes unstable. To accommodate the instability,
the unstable droplet deforms into a stable non-spherical shape that exhibits conical solvent
protrusions on the droplet surface. Examples of a non-fissile macroion include a fully charged
nucleic acid [27, 28] and a charged protein [14]. The conical protrusions of the solvent may
appear along the backbone of a linear macroion, or they may form a three-dimensional “star”
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shape when the macroion is spherical. Because of the common features of the “spiky” shapes
regardless of the fine details in the structure of the macroion, we will use here the example of a
spherical structureless macroion sited at the centre of a droplet. A collection of typical droplet
morphologies in the presence of a central macroion of various charges is shown in Figure 3.2.
The charge of the corresponding spherical droplet is above the Rayleigh limit and the central
charge is non-fissile. Analysis of the structure of these systems has shown that they consist of
a region closest to the central macroion that is characterized by saturation of the polarization
of the solvent [17, 28], and the spikes that form beyond the saturated core and show an elastic
motion [28].
3.3.2 Geometry of Star-shaped Droplets
Figure 3.3 shows various stellate morphologies of H2O (top) and DMSO (middle) droplets
when their charges are above the critical values. Depending on the amount of excess charge,
they have regular star shapes whose points form regular polyhedral geometries as shown at the
bottom pannel.
For a droplet containing 2148 H2O molecules, the Rayleigh limit QR (Equation 1.6) is
estimated to be 12.9−13.4 e. This critical charge was obtained by using the surface tension
value of TIP3P water (γ = 49.5−53.8 mN/m [22–24]) at T = 300 K. Likewise, for a droplet
comprising 1831 DMSO molecules, the Rayleigh limit is calculated to be 21.6−22.1 e by using
the surface tension value of γ = 41.5−43.3 mN/m [25] at T = 300 K. However, if we consider
the dielectric behaviour of solvents in the droplets with immobile charge [17], there should be
a correction factor in the Rayleigh limit as shown in Figure 3.1. The correction factors are 1.05
and 1.11 for H2O and DMSO, respectively. These will yield QI =13.5−14.1 e for H2O and
QI =24.0−24.4 e, where QI denotes the critical charge corrected for dielectric droplets using
Equation 3.6.
Our simulations revealed that the aqueous droplets charged with 0 < Q ≤ 12 e are in the
stability regime, as menifested by their spherical shapes, whereas those with Q ≥ 14 e become
regular stellate polytopes. We found the first appearance of solvent protrusions at the surface
of a DMSO droplet when Q = 25 e. Our simulations clearly show that the onset of shape
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(a) 1 spike, Q = 14 e (b) 3 spikes, Q = 18 e
(c) 4 spikes, Q = 22 e (d) 8 spikes, Q = 32 e
Figure 3.2: Typical snapshots of charged aqueous droplets at T = 300 K. All the droplets are
composed of 2148 H2O molecules and have an embedded model spherical ion. The charge at
the instability limit for these droplets is Q ≈ 13.9 e. All the droplets are charged above the
Rayleigh limit.
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Figure 3.3: Typical snapshots of different star morphologies of droplets of 2148 H2O (top) and
1831 DMSO (middle) molecules. The spikes form (a) a trigonal plane when Q = 18 e and
Q = 27 e, (b) a tetrahedron when Q = 22 e and Q = 32 e, (c) a trigonal bipyramid when
Q = 25 e and Q = 35 e, and (d) an octahedron when Q = 28 e and Q = 40 e for H2O and
DMSO, respectively.
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instability, as characterized by enhanced shape fluctuations without mature growths of spikes
(Figure 3.4), occurs when Q ≈ QI (that is, Q = 13 e for H2O and Q = 23 e for DMSO). These
are in close agreement with the theory presented in Section 3.1.1 (Equation 3.6).
In the charge-induced instability regime (i.e., Q > QI), the water droplets undergo shape
deformations to star morphologies whose vertices attain certain polyhedral geometries of high
symmetry and regularity. For instance, when Q = 14−17 e, two arms are formed at the antipo-
dal points of the aqueous droplet, and therefore, the conformation becomes linearly symmetric.
A further increase in the net charge of the macroion leads to the birth of additional spikes on
the droplet surface. The droplet is evolved into an equilateral triangle about a great circle
(three spikes) when Q = 18−19 e, a tetrahedron (four spikes) when Q = 20−23 e, a triangular
bipyramid (five spikes) when Q = 24−25 e, an octahedron (six spikes) when Q = 26−28 e,
and an icosahedron (12 spikes) when Q = 41−42 e. We also found that the same star shapes
appear by altering the sign of the excess charge. The same behaviours were observed for the
charged DMSO droplets, except that (1) they show substantial favour to the tetrahedral shape
(four spikes) and (2) they require higher charge to attain the same geometry as water droplets
due to their larger volumes.
It is an impressive finding that the number of angular points found in the star-shaped
droplets increases with the net charge of the droplets in a quadratic manner, as shown in Figure
3.5 (dashed lines). In this graph, the number of rays Nrays is plotted as the fissility parameter X
(Equation 3.8). This trend may be justified by geometric considerations of the droplets.
Here we present an analytical model that gives an estimate of the number of rays as a
function of the charge. We denote the number of rays by N and the total amount of charge
by Q. Based on the droplet morphology that we found in the simulations, we approximate the
star-shaped droplet by a spherical core with a number of cones covering all the surface. Next,
we approximate the charge in all the cones with a uniform distribution on a spherical shell
enclosing the central core. Thus, in the model, the system is represented by two co-centric
spherical shells: the interior has radius R1 and carries charge Q1 and the exterior has radius R2
and charge Q2. The distance between the shells is directly proportional to the cone height H
R2 = R1 + βH, (3.9)
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Figure 3.4: Enhanced shape fluctuations of (a) water (Q = 13 e) and (b) DMSO droplets
(Q = 23 e).
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Figure 3.5: Number of points in a star as a function of the net charge of the droplets of H2O
(above) and DMSO (below). The blue dots are for a positively charged central ion and the
red cross for a negatively charged central ion. The dashed lines are a fitting to a quadratic
polynomial.
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and the charge of a cone is given by a scaling law
Q2 = NC(64pi2γε0H3)
1/2 (3.10)
where H is the height of a cone, C is a dimensionless proportionality constant, and 64pi2γε0H3
has units of charge squared. This form of equation is given in order to make C dimensionless.
The scaling law is determined by the fact that the cone is the solution of a minimization of en-
ergy, which is the sum of the surface energy term (scaling r2) and electrostatic energy (scaling
Q2/r). Balancing these two terms leads to that Q2 is proportional to r3.
A droplet with three or fewer rays is not described by the model because the surface of the
core is not fully covered by the cones.
Even though the water molecules are neutral, the charge in the core region and rays arises
from the polarization charge. The conservation of volume of the droplet reads as
4piR3
3
= N
pi
3
H3 tan2
θ
2
+
4piR31
3
(3.11)
where R is the radius of the initial spherical droplet and θ is the half angle of the cone. The
area of the core is written as
4piR21 = NpiH
2 tan2
θ
2
. (3.12)
We solve Equation 3.12 for H and introduce it in Equation 3.11. This yields
R3 = R31
1 + 2N1/2 tan θ2
 . (3.13)
Note that when the number of cones N is large, the radius of the droplet tends to that of the
original droplet. This observation is confirmed in the simulations of Ref. [14].
The electrostatic energy of the droplet is written as:
E =
1
2
1
4piε0
Q21R1 + Q
2
2
R2
+
2Q1Q2
R2
 = 12 14piε0
Q21 ( 1R1 − 1R2
)
+
Q2
R2
 . (3.14)
The surface tension effects are taken into account implicitly by assuming that the system has
the conical geometry. In each of the stable conical shapes, the electrostatic pressure exactly
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balances the surface tension in the system. The surface tension has been taken into account in
the expression for Q2. Therefore, an explicit consideration of the surface energy in Equation
3.14 is expected to have an effect much smaller than the dominant electrostatic contribution.
Evidence of that is provided by the simulations, where we observe the inter-conversions be-
tween shapes that differ by one ray through ray division or merging.
Equation 3.14 is minimized with respect to R1 and solved for Q to yield for the lowest
power of N
Q = 2 cot
θ
2
N1/2C(64pi2γε0R3)
1/2
+ O(
√
N). (3.15)
Solving Equation 3.15 for N entails proportionality between the number rays and the
Rayleigh fissility parameter
N ≈ tan
2 θ/2
4C2
X. (3.16)
For small values of N, we expect this law would break down as the assumption (3.12) does
not hold. For the intermediate values of N, the behaviour is qualitatively correct in relation to
Figure 3.5.
To investigate the scalability of the star morphologies, we examined different combinations
of excess charge amounts and water droplet sizes, maintaining the fissility parameter within the
same range (X = 1.6−1.8). Table 3.2 clearly shows that four spikes do form regardless of the
size of the droplets. However, for the small numbers of H2O molecules (i.e., NH2O = 400-500),
the rays are not clearly distinguisable from thermal fluctuations of the droplet surfaces, and the
rays can be split further to give birth to several additional transient spikes. This is possibly
because the volume effect of the central macroion becomes less negligible when the droplets
become smaller. Also, based on the scalability of the star morphologies and the experimental
studies of Taylor [2], it is expected that the star morphologies will appear in all sizes of the
droplets spanning from microscopic to macroscopic ranges.
We emphasize that the fine details of the central macroion structure does not affect the
relation between the number of rays and the net charge of the droplet (Equation 3.16). The
molecular simulations of a double-stranded DNA [28], a polyhistidine [14], and a protein com-
plex [29, 30] (Chapter 4) all reveal that the formation of star morphologies is a general finding
that is independent of the type of macroions.
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Table 3.2: Scalability of the star morphologies of charged aqueous droplets of 400-5000 H2O
molecules. NH2O is the number of water molecules, Q is the amount of the droplet charge, QR
is the Rayleigh limit, and Nrays is the number of rays.
NH2O Q (e) QR (e) Q/QR Nrays
400 9 5.58 1.61290 4-5
400 10 5.58 1.79211 4-6
500 10 6.24 1.60256 4
500 11 6.24 1.76282 4-5
1000 15 8.83 1.69875 4
1500 18 10.81 1.66512 4
2000 21 12.48 1.68269 4
2500 24 13.95 1.72043 4
3000 26 15.29 1.70046 4
4000 30 17.65 1.69972 4
5000 34 19.73 1.72326 4
Now we will examine the similarity of the conical shapes that we find in our simulations
with those that have been studied by Taylor [2] and later by many other scientists [13, 31] using
analytical theory and numerical solutions. The theoretical and numerical studies of the conical
shapes of dielectrics determine how the angle of the cone changes with the dielectric constant
of the fluid with the assumption of an already existing cone, i.e., the conical shape is assumed
in their studies. In the simulations the conical shapes are formed naturally. The angle of the
tips is found to be approximately 30◦ for the aqueous droplets, regardless of the size of the
system in the range of charge states that we have investigated. This finding is not in agreement
with the estimated Taylor cone angle, which is ≈ 100◦. The change in the angle of the conical
shape as a function of the dielectric constant of the fluid is the key quantity in analytical theory.
The relative permittivity of a dielectric i (εi) is related to the the half angle of the cone θ0 by
the following expression [31] (Equation 1.9):
εi
ε0
= −P
′
1/2(cos θ0)P1/2(− cos θ0)
P′1/2(− cos θ0)P1/2(cos θ0)
(3.17)
where P1/2 is the Legendre polynomial of the first kind with order 1/2, and prime denotes
derivative. In Figure 3.3.3, we compare the angle estimated for various solvents, including
water and DMSO in our simulations, with the analytical findings of Ramos et al. [31] from
Equation 3.17. Obviously, there is a large difference between the simulation data and the
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theoretical findings. The value of the dielectric constant of a water droplet is not the reason
for this difference since it has been estimated that the dielectric constant in the interior of an
aqueous droplet is very close to that of the bulk water [32]. The large difference suggests that
the molecular details in the cone region may come into play in determining the cone angles.
3.3.3 Comparison with the Thomson Model
The star formation is reminiscent of the Thomson problem, first proposed by J. J. Thom-
son [33], which originated from the plum pudding model as a representation of an atomic
structure. Although his model was disproved by the discovery of atomic nuclei in the Geiger-
Marsden experiment, the Thomson problem still remains significant because it has a plethora
of applications in mathematics and science; it captures the competition between local order
for neighbouring particles and long-range constraints due to the curvature and geometry [34].
The Thomson problem attempts to determine the stable equilibrium arrangement of N classi-
cal electrons constrained on the surface of a sphere and interacting one another via an inverse
power law (F ∼ 1/rx). In other words, it is to find the minimum energy for a system com-
posed of N identical charges in a sphere subject to spherical constraints r2i = C (where ri is the
distance between charge i and the centre of the sphere and C is a constant equal to the sphere
radius squared). The solutions to the Thomson problem may shed light on understanding the
electrostatic forces governing systems of different complexities, ranging from atomic elec-
tronic structure [35] and multi-electron bubbles in superfluid helium [36] to fullerene patterns
for carbon clusters [37], protein arrangements on spherical viruses [38–40], colloidal particles
confined at a liquid/liquid interface [41–48], and the surface ordering of metal drops in ion
traps [49]. The symmetry and the energetics of the Thomson system may be also found in the
distribution of ions in a droplet of solvent with a small dielectric constant especially at lower
temperatures where thermal fluctuations are less important than the dominant electrostatic in-
teractions (i.e., large Bjerrum length) [50]. Solvent protrusions found in the star formation
resemble the Thomson problem in a sense that the vertices of the rays may correspond to those
of polyhedral shapes with symmetry. The distribution of the rays is determined primarily by
the equilibrium energetics of the excess charge in a droplet. Also, the excess charge resides
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Figure 3.6: Half conical angle vs. dielectric permittivity. The gray line is estimated by the-
ory [31] using Equation 3.17. The blue and red squares are the dielectric permittivities from
experiments and simulations [25].
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on the droplet surface via strong polarization of the polar solvent molecules in response to the
electric field emanating from the central macroion. The main difference is that the constraint to
the charges residing on a sphere in the Thomson model does not apply to the dielectric droplets.
This is because the droplets are deformable in shape due to their surface tension.
3.4 Conclusion
A dielectric spherical nanodrop containing a single highly charged central macroion acquires
a “star” shape when the droplet charge-squared-to-volume ratio exceeds a threshold value. We
compare droplets composed of water and DMSO which are two dramatically different solvents
with respect to their ability to form hydrogen bonds and their molecular size. We found that the
same charge-squared-to-volume ratio in the two solvents lead to slightly different numbers of
spikes. There are indications that over a wide range of the droplet charges, certain numbers of
points are preferred by the droplets. In particular, it is more pronounced in the DMSO droplets
which show strong preference to a tetrahedral shape. Also we found that both positively and
negatively charged macroions cause the same number of rays in the star formation for water
and DMSO droplets if they contain the same magnitude of net charge. Lastly, we presented an
analytical description of the number of spikes as a funtion of the droplet charge that is in close
agreement with the simulation results. The analysis of cone angles of “star”-shaped droplets
of water and DMSO suggested that the molecular details in the cone region, as well as the
dielectric constant of the solvents, may come into play in determining the cone angles.
In experiments, the formation of star shapes would be suppressed if dielectric breakdown
of the solvent occurs near the highly charged central ion. Computations have shown that water
molecules may start to dissociate for electric field strengths around 0.25 V/Å [51]. In the study
in Chapter 4 [29], for example, we investigated aqueous droplets with protein complex charge
carriers at the charge state +14 e and +17 e. We found that even proteins below their maximum
charge state may cause star formations in droplets of certain size. By using dielectric constant
value of 4 for water in proximity to a charged macroion [52], the field strength caused by
charge +14 e is 0.13 V/Å at 2 mn (where 2 nm is approximately the radius of the proteins
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that we investigated), which is below the calculated value for water dissociation. We note that
we have found that the star shapes are formed with different organic solvents that have higher
dielectric breakdown limits. It is therefore likely that dielectric breakdown will not inhibit star
formation in experiments.
For generating star-shaped droplets in experiments, the following approaches may be con-
sidered: (1) Deposition of solvent molecules on a fixed charged tip or an array of hemispherical
caps is a route to be explored in experiments for the creation of the “star”-shaped droplets. (2)
Electrospray-generated charged droplets may be used to create “thorny” structures. An elec-
trospray experiment operates by spraying a bulk solution often containing charged proteins or
other macroions. The sprayed droplets are charged. Complex processes during the drying-out
of the droplets may lead to highly charged macroions. A complete drying-out of the macroion
may be needed because chemical reactions even in the latest stage of the macroion desolvation
process may increase its charge state. Then, the macroion may be transferred into a chamber
of a certain vapor pressure where the solvent may condense on the macroion. Ion-mobility
experiments of these highly charged droplets may be used to detect the increased hydrody-
namic radius relative to that of a spherical shape. (3) Another possible way for generating star
shapes is the usage of a patch clamping experiment [53]. One may use a micro-pipette with
an embedded electrode and pipette solution, which in this case can be oil. Calculations show
that a dielectric drop that has a high dielectric constant is stable when an electric potential is
applied. In solution, one may need to have an oil droplet with dielectric constant greater than
15 immersed in water. A micro-pipette is attractive to use as it would allow one to change the
droplet size and the pressure inside the drop. We think that in patch clamping, we do not need
instruments related to cell biology.
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Chapter 4
Stability of Weak Protein-Protein
Interactions in a Charged Aqueous
Droplet
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Motivation and Objectives
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are orchestrated in an intricate manner to play a pivotal role
in all biological processes, including signal transduction, enzymatic catalysis as well as the
formation of protein quaternary structures. Elucidating the mechanism of protein complexation
and dissociation and finding its kinetics and thermodynamics are therefore important to unveil
the fundamental principles underlying biochemical pathways in cells.
To dissect PPIs in a vast array of non-covalent protein complexes, a combination of dif-
ferent experimental techniques have been used in structural biology, which include X-ray
crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, (cryo-)electron microscopy,
computational methods, native mass spectrometry (MS), and isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) [1, 2]. Among these techniques, native MS is broadly used to find the equilibrium
constant of a protein complex [3–13]. Native MS usually operates by preceding electrospray
Reproduced by permission of the American Chemical Society from Oh, M. I., Consta, S. “Stability of a
transient protein complex in a charged aqueous droplet with variable pH” J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 8, 80–85 (2017).
Reproduced in part by permission of the American Chemical Society from Consta, S., Sharawy, M., Oh,
M. I., Malevanets, A. “Advances in modeling the stability of noncovalent complexes in charged droplets with
applications in electrospray ionization-MS experiments” Anal. Chem. 89, 8192–8202 (2017).
Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry from Oh, M. I., Consta, S. “What factors
determine the stability of a weak protein-protein interaction in a charged aqueous droplet?” Phys. Chem. Chem.
Phys. 19, 31965–31981 (2017).
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ionization (ESI), since ESI is a soft ionization method.
The detection of protein-protein and protein-ligand dissociation constants (Kd) is in the
forefront of the ESI-MS applications [4–6, 14–21]. The reliability of ESI-MS in measuring
equilibrium constants of dissociation has been validated by comparisons with other experi-
mental methods such as ITC [5, 17, 22–24]. The major challenges in the measurement of the
equilibrium constants by ESI-MS are commonly found in weakly bound protein complexes,
which are characterized by their Kd values in the micromolar to millimolar range. Over the
last two decades, there has been a substantial improvement on the experimental protocols that
aim at maintaining “fragile” protein-protein interactions (PPIs) during the transfer from bulk
solution to the gas phase [1, 14, 16, 19, 20, 25–28]. Nonetheless, the reliable detection of the
dissociation constant of a class of weak noncovalent protein complexes still remains question-
able [14].
Due to the unknown role of droplet chemistry in the stabilization of weak noncovalent
interactions, the question on whether the gas-phase ensemble of the complexes is reflective of
the chemical equilibria of the species in bulk solution has been debated [3, 5, 6, 13–19, 26].
For instance, Zenobi et al. [18] argued that using ESI for analyzing biomolecular complexes
is not yet routine, and specific protocols, characteristic of each biomolecular complex, may
be required. Particularly, transient and weak noncovalent interactions are prone to be ruined
during multistep and/or harsh isolation procedures, as these interactions are often sensitive to
many factors such as temperature, acidity, and salt concentration.
The goal of this study is to establish the principles that govern the stability of a weak tran-
sient protein complex in an aqueous droplet. In an ESI-MS experiment, each of electrosprayed
nanodrops may contain at most one protomer or the dimeric complex. Therefore, one of the
manners in which the equilibrium constant can be modified in the droplet is by the dissociation
of the complex. This is the mechanism that is examined here in the latest stage of the droplet
lifespan.
The specific objectives of the study are: (a) we propose a method that allows for the com-
putation of the correction in the equilibrium constant between that measured in the bulk solu-
tion and that measured in the gaseous state, (b) we elucidate the dissociation mechanism of a
weakly bound protein complex, (c) we examine the factors that may affect the stability of the
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weak PPIs, and (d) we propose how to compute the contribution from the untoward complex
dissociation due to the droplet environment to the error in the ESI-MS measurement of Kd.
For this study, two weakly bound noncovalent complexes are examined: (a) that of ubiq-
uitin (Ub) and the ubiquitin-associated (UbA) domain from DNA-damage-inducible 1 protein
(Ddi1) (RCSB PDB [29, 30] code 2MRO [31]) and (b) that of two Ub molecules forming the
closed conformation of a lysine-48-linked diubiquitin complex (RCSB PDB code 2PEA [32]).
The former complex is a weak transient protein complex in solution with dissociation equi-
librium constant in the micromolar range [31]. Two free ubiquitin molecules are found to
dimerize noncovalently in solution with a dissociation constant in the millimolar range [33],
forming a (ultra)weak transient protein complex. 2MRO is involved in proteolytic degradation
through which many biochemical pathways are regulated at the cellular level. The latter com-
plex (2PEA) is found when ubiquitin molecules are dimerized (or polymerized) for multivalent
binding with ubiquitin-binding (UbB) domains by forming an iso-peptide bond at the site of
lysine-48.
2MRO and 2PEA are good candidates for the purpose of this research for several reasons.
Since 2MRO and 2PEA consist of only 120 and 152 amino acids, respectively, their sizes allow
for computational investigation. Since PPIs are highly sensitive to constituent residues (e.g.,
protonation states and hot spots) and dependent on protomer shapes (i.e., shape complemen-
tarity), we selected atomistic modelling to represent these effects better than coarse-grained
modelling. In coarse-grained modelling, proteins are often modelled by a sphere with isotropic
attraction or patches. This manner of modelling allows for the study of the collective mo-
tion of complex PPIs, such as self-assembly of proteins and protein crystallization that take
place on large spatial and temporal scales [34–37]. The anisotropic, specific, and globular
nature of proteins are well represented by the patchy particles, yet they are not suitable for
studying the interaction in a two-component protein complexes. Therefore, the more detailed
and computationally expensive atomistic modelling was selected instead of the coarse-grained
modelling. Moreover, 2MRO has been well studied experimentally using multidimensional
NMR [31], and the noncovalent dimerization of ubiquitin has been investigated using solution
NMR techniques and analytical ultracentrifugation analysis [33]. Also, ubiquitin is known for
its high thermal and acidic resistance, so it has been widely selected for both experimental and
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computational studies [38]. Although this study is on specific protein complexes, 2MRO and
2PEA are only used as paradigms to demonstrate methodologies that are are applicable to other
protein complexes.
4.1.2 Characterization and Classification of Protein-Protein Interactions
Specific PPIs in solution rest heavily on noncovalent interactions between constituent pro-
tomers, including hydrogen bonding and ionic, hydrophobic, van der Waals and pi-pi interac-
tions. The strength of a typical salt bridge is in the range of 12.5−17 kJ/mol (3−4.1 kcal/mol).
Hydrogen bonds are in the range of 2−6 kJ/mol (0.5−1.4 kcal/mol) in water, yet the free energy
increases up to 12.5−21 kJ/mol (3−5 kcal/mol) when either the donor or acceptor is charged.
Short-range van der Waals interactions are typically 4 kJ/mol (1 kcal/mol), yet the energy in-
creases up to 4−17 kJ/mol (1−4.1 kcal/mol) in the interior of a protein. The average thermal
energy at room temperature is 2.5 kJ/mol (0.6 kcal/mol) [39]. Polar weak interactions have
variable strengths as long-range electrostatic interactions depend largely on the distance be-
tween two charge sources and their chemical environment [39]. Electrostatic interactions may
be enhanced in a vacuum and in non-polar regions away from bulk solution, but they become
weak in a dielectric solvent such as water. These interactions are vital for proteins recognizing
their partners in a highly crowded environment.
PPIs are indeed diverse. These interactions are classified into different categories, depend-
ing on the composition and the binding affinity in addition to the lifetime or stability of the
protein complex [40]. When PPIs occur between identical protomers for association, the com-
plex is said to be homo-oligometic, whereas the constituents in a hetero-oligomeric complex
are asymmetric. When individual protomers are found as free, stable structures on their own
in vivo, the complex is said to be non-obligate, whereas subunits that constitute an obligate
complex cannot exist free on their own. PPIs are classified as either transient or permanent
depending on the lifetime (or stability) of the protein complex. A permanent complex is usu-
ally characterized by its high stability and thus existence only in an irreversible complexation.
In contrast, a weak transient complex features dynamic association and dissociation at equi-
librium in solution, whereas a molecular trigger is required for a strong transient complex to
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shift the oligomeric state [40]. The former has a dissociation constant (Kd) typically in the
micromolar (µM) range, and the latter may have Kd values in the nanomolar (nM) range [40].
Transient PPIs are significant as found in signaling and regulatory mechanisms so that the cell
is able to make a swift response to extracellular stimuli [41]. Transient PPIs may be further
subdivided into weak and strong interactions. Strong transient interactions, stabilized by bind-
ing of an effector molecule, may last longer and have a lower Kd in the nanomolar range.
They shift equilibrium of association/dissociation under certain disturbances, whereas weak
transient interactions break and form continuously [40]. Other than Kd, transient PPIs are dif-
ferentiated from permanent PPIs in many other aspects such as lower interface contact area
(∆AS A), higher interface polarity, and smaller conformational changes upon binding [41].
4.2 Modelling and Computational Methods
4.2.1 Assignment of the Charge State of a Protein
In this study we treat the stability of a protein complex in an evaporating droplet. This is a
challenging problem because the droplet acidity changes as the droplet changes in size. By
using the equation of the Rayleigh limit (Equation 1.6) one finds that the pH of a water droplet
decreases by 1.5 when its radius is reduced by an order of magnitude [42]. In this section we
describe how to assign the charge state of a protein in a droplet of a specific size, which is
at equilibrium. In the next section we shall discuss how we treat the complex stability in the
constantly changing droplet environment.
We find the protein charge state by using the macroscopic equations for the equilibrium
constant and the constraint on the droplet charge state imposed by the Rayleigh limit. It is
noted that in a bulk solution, the net charge of the protein is determined simply by the solution
pH which is an externally controlled variable. In contrast, the pH of a droplet is determined by
the Rayleigh limit [43–45], which is a physical constraint on the maximum charge a droplet
can sustain before it becomes unstable.
Let us consider a droplet that is composed of water, a protein, ammonium and acetate ions
as well as hydronium and hydroxide ions. The addition of ammonium acetate in the parent
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solution is a commonly found in ESI-MS experiments. The average total droplet charge is
given as the sum of the charges of all the chemical species present in the droplet. For example,
if the free charge carriers are ammonium and acetate ions, the total droplet charge is given by
the following expression:
QR = Qp(pH) + NA · V · 1000 ·
(
[NH4+] − [CH3COO−] − [OH−] + [H+]
)
(4.1)
where QR is the droplet charge at the Rayleigh limit (i.e., X = 1 in Equation 1.6), NA is
Avogadro’s number, V is the droplet volume, Qp is the protein charge at a given pH, and the
square brackets denote the molarities of the components. Equation 4.1 holds on the average as
an ensemble of droplets is considered. MD simulations have demonstrated that over the course
of the droplet evaporation the charge and the radius of the droplet follow closely the Rayleigh
expression given by Equation 1.6 [46]. In the droplet at the latest stage of its evolution, the
volume of solvent becomes zero. Hence, for the model defined by Equation 4.1, the final
charge state of a desolvated protein is always determined by the Rayleigh charge of a droplet
with the same volume as the volume of the protein.
The species concentrations are not independent but they are calculated from their chemical
equilibria.
[OH−]a · [H+]a = Kw (4.2)
10−pH = [H+]a (4.3)
[NH4+]a
[H+]a · [NH3] = KNH4
+ (4.4)
[CH3COOH]
[CH3COO−]a · [H+]a = KCH3COO
− (4.5)
where Kw is the equilibrium constant for water autoprotolysis at temperature T , and the log-
arithm of the molarity of the hydronium ions is equated to the apparent pH. The subscript a
denotes activities of the ionic species. We will be mixing concentrations and activities in the
discussion that follows. In the numerical calculations and the plots presented in the discussion,
the Debye-Hu¨ckel correction was used for the activity coefficient for a point charge [47]. The
activity coefficient ζi for an ion i in this approximation is given by log ζi = −Cz2i I1/2, where zi
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is the charge of the ion i and I is the ionic strength of the solution, and C is a constant. For
hydronium and hydroxide ions, we use concentrations instead of the activities. In Equations
4.5, the activity coefficients are transferred on the equilibrium constants (right-hand side of the
equations), and thus, we are left with the concentrations in the ratios. The aim is now to solve
numerically the system of Equations 4.1-4.4 coupled to the Rayleigh criterion (Equation 1.6).
To this end, an expression of the charge on a protein Qp(pH) is derived.
It is obvious that the average net charge of a protein is pH-dependent. The given charge
state of a protein comprises all possible protonation substates where the charge is distributed
among the titratable groups of the protein. The relative sampling weight of each substate is
determined by the local electric potential as well as the protein conformation ensemble of
the substate. With some degree of scientific confidence, this can only be achieved by using
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods where one allows transfer of
a proton between different ionizable groups. The intrinsic pKa value of an ionizable group
differs from that of an amino acid in solution, as it is shifted by an environmental perturbation
in a protein such as desolvation effects and changes in interactions with neighbours. Several
methods have been developed to assign the charge state of each ionizable group based either
on sequence similarities, protein structures, or atomistic modelling [48]. However, accurate
calculations of their pKa values still remain highly challenging in structural biochemistry [49–
59]. Therefore, a direct sampling of various protein charge states is rather impractical. In
the presented method, one can find the average charge of the protein using the macroscopic
equations and then assign the charge in the protein by first protonating the residues with the
highest pKa values. If the average charge is fractional, one has to consider different charge
states around the value. Also, it should be reminded that the pKa values of the ionizable groups
differ from those of the native amino acids in solution and thus can have a range of values
depending on their local chemical environments. As a result, when the pKa values of some
amino acids are quite close to one another, one can expect the presence of different protonation
states for the same pH value. Therefore, if the pKa values of different ionizable groups are
similar, the role of different charge distributions in complex dissociation must be examined.
Nevertheless, one can still find the expectation value of the total charge by solving the sys-
tem of chemical equilibrium equations with the equilibrium constants determined by the pKa
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values. The method for calculating the total average charge on a protein at a given pH is as
follows. In our model, it is assumed that the number of charged groups is large and the dis-
tribution of pKa obtained from experimentally obtained data set is normally distributed. An
average titration curve is calculated for a typical protein by replacing the values of the indi-
vidual pKa with the corresponding distribution. As an example, we consider histidine (His),
a weak basic amino acid. The pKa of the corresponding amino acid is 6.5 [60]. Knowing
the pKa of the amino acid in a protein, from the definition of pKa, one can calculate the rel-
ative population C(pKa, pH) of the ionizable group His
+ in the protonated state by using the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:
[His+]
[His]
= 10pKa−pH
Therefore,
C(pKa, pH) =
[His+]
[His+] + [His]
=
1
1 + 10pH−pKa
(4.6)
In a protein, the pKa values of any ionizable group depends on its local environment. To
find the expectation value of the charge of the same type of amino acids, all the charges must
be summed up:
Q =
∑
i
C(pKai , pH) (4.7)
where the pKai values are unknown. In this method, the pKai values are taken from experimen-
tal data [60]. We use pKa = 6.6 ± 1.0 and replace a set of values for pKa for all the residues of
the same type with the normal distribution
P(pKa) =
1√
2piσ2
e−
[pKa−〈pKa〉]2
2σ (4.8)
where σ = ∆pKa is the width of the distribution of the experimental pKa values. Introducing
Equation 4.8 into Equation 4.7, the total charge expectancy for NAag number of basic residues
of type Aag (by Aag we denote an amino acid in general) is given by the following integral:
QAag(pH) = NAag
∫ ∞
−∞
P(pKa)C(pKa, pH)dpKa. (4.9)
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For the various pH values, numerical integration of Equation 4.8 is performed. QAag(pH)
as a function of pH is then fitted by a nonlinear fitting procedure to the following function
Qˆ(pH) =
NAag
1 + apH−〈pKa〉
(4.10)
where a (fitting parameter) and 〈pKa〉 vary for different ionizable groups. Calculations show
that across all values of pH, the difference between the fit and the integral (Equation 4.9) does
not exceed 0.01 (Figure 4.1).
For the acidic residues, Equations 4.6 and 4.10 are replaced by the corresponding equations
C(pKa, pH) = −
1
1 + 10pKa−pH
Qˆ(pH) = − NAag
1 + a〈pKa〉−pH
(4.11)
The charge of the overall protein (denoted by Qp) is the sum of the charges found for the
residues at a specific pH value. Therefore, Qp is a function of pH. In Equation 4.1, Qp and
all the concentrations (from Equations 4.2-4.5) are expressed as a function of pH. Equation
4.1 is solved iteratively, and it provides the pH of a droplet of a certain size. Once the pH is
known, Qp can be computed. Figure 4.2 shows the titration curve for 2MRO protein complex.
Over the range of pH from 0 to 14, the protein charge changes monotonously from +18 e to
−17 e (where e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary charge). Using the derived expression
for Qp(pH), one solves the system of Equations 4.1-4.5 coupled with the Rayleigh criterion
(Equation 1.6). The solution of the system of equations provides the charge of the protein that
it is subsequently used to study the dissociation of the protein complex.
4.2.2 Method for the Computation of the Rate of Complex Dissociation
In order to study the effect of the droplet environment in the complex dissociation, it is ideal to
perform non-equilibrium MD runs starting the simulations from a large number of different ini-
tial conditions of droplets (in a similar way that an experiment operates). It is emphasized that
hat during these runs, the droplet pH should change constantly, and therefore, the protonation
state of the protein may change. The pH of a particular droplet size with an embedded protein
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Figure 4.1: (a) The blue line is the titration, and (b) the red line is the difference between the
charge estimated by the integral (Equation 4.9) and the charge from the fit (Equation 4.10).
The two curves use the different y-axes scale to highlight the difference in magnitude.
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Figure 4.2: 〈Q〉 for the entire 2MRO from the fit vs. pH.
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is already described in Section 4.2.1. In the “ideal” runs proton transfer reactions should take
place in the course of droplet evaporation. The proton transfer reactions involve the break-
ing and formation of covalent bonds, therefore, they have to be treated by quantum chemistry
methods. However, MD calculations using quantum chemistry modelling are not feasible in
practice for the droplet sizes under investigation.
As the non-equilibrium runs with variable pH are rather non-feasible, the following method
was devised: We first perform equilibrium MD runs at constant number of molecules (N), vol-
ume (V) and temperature (T ) (NVT or canonical ensemble) and constant-N, V and energy (E)
(NVE or microcanonical ensemble) by enclosing the entire protein complex-H2O droplet in
a spherical cavity (Figure 4.3). During the equilibration state of the simulations part of the
solvent evaporates from the droplet and an equilibrium vapour pressure is established. The
combination of the cavity volume and the temperature determines the average size of the con-
nected droplet. The conditions in the cavity does not intend to mimic the conditions in an
ESI-MS experiment.
The complex dissociation rate should be computed for different droplet sizes that have dif-
ferent droplet pH values and so protein protonation states. Therefore, in the computation of
the dissociation rate, MD trajectories starting from a number of initial conditions are gener-
ated up to a cut-off time. The process relevant to the ESI-MS experiment is the competition
between the rate of droplet evaporation and the rate of complex dissociation. Therefore, the
cut-off time of the MD runs in the cavity is determined by performing non-equilibrium MD
runs of the droplet solvent evaporation in vacuo, as the droplet follows non-equilibrium or
quasi-equilibrium evaporation in experimental conditions. This is an independent estimate and
depending on the specific ESI conditions, one may compute the solvent evaporation rate under
different conditions. Specifically in our simulations, the cut-off time of the MD runs in the cav-
ity is set to be the required time for the droplet to reduce the number of the solvent molecules to
a few hundred of H2O molecules. In this study, based on the non-equilibrium runs, the cut-off
time was set to 10 ns and ≥ 6 ns for the droplet systems of 2MRO at 370-390 K and 2PEA at
360-390 K, respectively.
Here we emphasize again that the simulations of the complex dissociation in a droplet
should not be viewed as direct mimicry of an ESI process. The comparison between the com-
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Figure 4.3: Computational set-up for 2MRO with +14 e in a droplet of 2000 H2O molecules.
The protein complex is coloured in red (ubiquitin) and blue (ubiquitin-associated domain),
and only the oxygen sites of the water molecules are shown in green for clarity. In order to
perform equilibrium simulations, the entire droplet system is enclosed in a cavity (coloured in
transparent blue). The radius of the cavity used in this study is 20 nm.
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plex dissociation rate and the rates of other relevant processes in the experiment (such as droplet
evaporation) will provide information on whether the complex dissociation in the droplet will
affect the equilibrium constant measurement using ESI-MS. If the solvent evaporation rate is
higher than the complex dissociation rate, then the complex is likely to stay bound until the
droplet reaches the next distinct smaller size in which the solvent acidity will be different, and
therefore, the protonation state of the protein will be altered. (We remind that the protonation
state of the protein complex is determined according to the discussion in Section 4.2.1.) For the
smaller droplet size, one needs to repeat the rate calculations in the cavity, and this procedure
is repeated for even smaller droplet sizes. Conversely, if the complex dissociation rate is higher
than the droplet evaporation rate, then the populations of the bound and unbound states of the
complex would change in the gaseous state relative to those in bulk solution (see also Section
4.3.6). Here, simulation data are presented only for several specific droplet sizes in order to
demonstrate how to apply the method.
4.2.3 Simulation Details
Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed for two protein complexes:
(a) a complex of ubiquitin (Ub) and the UbA domain from DNA-damage-inducible 1 protein
(RCSB PDB [29, 30] code 2MRO [31]) and (b) a complex of two Ub molecules forming a
lysine-48-linked diubiquitin (RCSB PDB code 2PEA [32]). All simulations were performed by
using the NAMD package version 2.9 [61]. Both complexes were studied in an aqueous droplet
environment. For equilibrium simulations, every droplet system was confined in a spherical
cavity of radius 20 nm. The cavity was generated by applying the spherical boundary condition.
The spherical cavity had a radius of r ≈ 20 nm (Figure 4.3) generated by applying the spherical
boundary condition. The cavity is sufficiently large to accommodate even the largest droplet
shape fluctuations. Both electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were treated with a switch
scheme at the boundaries of the cavity. Each droplet system was then thermalized at 390 K for 1
ns by using the Lowe-Andersen thermostat [62]. After equilibration, the thermostat was turned
off so as constant-energy dynamics was performed. The protein complexes were modelled
using the CHARMM General Force Field [63, 64], and the H2O molecules were modelled
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by using the TIP3P model [65]. MD was performed using the velocity-Verlet algorithm with
a time step of 1.0 fs. For making estimates using the Rayleigh limit expression, the surface
tension and the density values of the TIP3P water model were obtained from Refs. [66–69].
VMD version 1.9.2 [70] was used for visualization purposes.
Charged 2MRO in Aqueous Droplets
Simulations were performed for 14 droplets comprised 2000 H2O molecules and 2MRO in
charge state +14 e. The temperature of the systems was in the range of 370−390 K. The charge
+14 e is distributed as +11 e and +3 e to Ub and the UbA domain, respectively. Different
charge distributions of the charge +14 e to the protomers are also presented in Section 4.3.3,
but we expect that these charge distributions make a smaller contribution to the entire droplet
ensemble. After relaxation, equilibrium between water vapour and the droplet is established
within the cavity. Evaporated water molecules fill the vacant space in the cavity, leaving ≈ 85
% and ≈ 70 % of the initial droplet mass at 370 K and 390 K, respectively.
The study of the complex dissociation includes various parameters to examine with respect
to the charge state of the protein complex and the size of the droplet. In this study, the system
of interest is found in the late stage of the droplet lifetime in an ESI process. We performed
the majority of the 2MRO simulations in droplets composed of ≈ 1350−1650 H2O molecules
and the complex ion charged at +14 e. Figure 4.4 (a) shows that 2MRO may hold a net charge
of +14 e in a droplet containing a few thousands of H2O molecules when the concentration of
ammonium acetate is low. For comparison, two additional simulations were also performed for
droplets consisting of 1250−1400 H2O molecules and 2MRO with zero and +10 e net charges
in the main body for 10 ns following 1 ns of equilibration.
Here we selected stringent conditions by preparing spherical droplets that are found above
the Rayleigh limit (therefore they are unstable) and elevated temperature. An important ques-
tion that arises is the relation of the simulation conditions used in this study to those in ESI
experiments. The temperature of the droplets in ESI experiments is still an open question de-
spite the very insightful experiments that have been performed [71, 72]. The experiments of
Antoine et al. [71] and Cook et al. [72] detect the temperature of droplets with linear dimen-
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sions in the micrometer regime. Both studies agree that the nanoscopic droplets for which they
do not have measurements the expectation is that they will undergo faster thermalization than
the micro-droplets with the warm background gas. Therefore, it is expected that the nanoscopic
droplets will be found at elevated temperature relative to room temperature.
To study the effect of temperature on the stability of the protein complex, two droplet sys-
tems were simulated at 300 K for 15 ns following 1 ns of equilibration. The systems contained
1400 H2O molecules and a 2MRO14+ in the remaining connected droplet after equilibration.
This size of the charged droplet is found ≈ 30 % above the Rayleigh limit. In one of the simula-
tions, the two protomers were interacting via the stabilizing hydrophobic interface, while in the
other, the two protomers were connected by the destabilizing interface (explained in Section
4.3.2) that leads to complex dissociation at 370−390 K.
In order to study the effect of charge distribution on the stability of the protein complex
ion two additional sets of two constant-temperature MD simulations were carried out at 390
K. In the one set, the charge is distributed on the 2MRO14+ complex as +10 e and +4 e on the
ubiquitin and the UbA domain, respectively. In the other set of the simulations, the distribution
is +12 e on the ubiquitin and +2 e on the UbA domain. In each of the sets, one simulation starts
from the 2MRO14+ complex where the protomers interact with each other via their hydrophobic
surfaces, and the other simulation starts from the complex ion with the destabilizing interface
as were identified from the simulations of 2MRO14+ with charge distribution +11 e on the
ubiquitin and +3 e on the UbA domain (Section 4.2.3).
Charged 2PEA in Aqueous Droplets
To generalize our findings to other weakly bound protein dimers, we performed 10 equilibrium
MD simulations (five NVT and five NVE runs at 360−390 K) of an aqueous droplet composed
initially of 833 H2O molecules and the noncovalent diubiquitin complex at the charge state
+14 e. The system was built based on the experimental result that Servage et al. [73] obtained:
The plots of arrival time distribution versus m/z for ubiquitin ions obtained from cryogenic ion
mobility-mass spectrometry (cryo-IM-MS) [73] reveal that the dimer is detected at a charge
state +14 e with a high degree of hydration (NH2O ≈ 285). The dissociation constant (Kd)
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Figure 4.4: (a) Protein charge Qp (e) vs. droplet charge QR (e) for various concentrations
of CH3COONH4. (b) Droplet pH vs. droplet charge QR (e) for the same concentrations of
CH3COONH4 as those in (a).
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of free ubiquitin molecules dimerizing to a noncovalent dimer in solution has been measured
by using NMR spectroscopy [33], which is found to be in the millimolar range. To examine
the possible existence of distinct droplet morphologies when a spherical droplet is above the
Rayleigh limit the droplet system was also simulated at 300 K for 3 ns. The same simulation
protocol was followed as described in Section 4.2.3.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Description of the Ub-UbA interface
A protein-protein interface is of high complexity and specificity and may be characterized
by such descriptors as its area, shape, and surface complementarity. When the stability of a
noncovalently bound protein complex is concerned, there is an important question to be asked:
“What are the residues involved in the formation of the protein-protein interface?”. As protein-
protein interfaces are often hydrophobic, hydrophobicity is a driving force in the recognition
of a partner protein [74]. It is known that the hydrophobic patch centred on isoleucine-44 of
ubiquitin serves as the recognition site bound by most UbB domains including those found
in a shuttle protein [75]. UbA domains, which form a compact bundle of three α-helices
stabilized by a hydrophobic core, have hydrophobic surface patches, and these patches often
act as binding sites for other proteins [76]. Consequently, UbA domains have been found to
play a crucial role in many other PPIs [77]. Direct visualization of the protein complex reveals
that the initial interface formed by ubiquitin and the UbA domain in 2MRO is indeed mostly
hydrophobic. Figure 4.5 (a) shows what residues are involved in the formation of the interface
in our protein complex. The orange and black dots indicate two amino acids (identified by
their residue numbers on axes) are within 8 Å and 4Å in distance, respectively. The distance
was measured based on the locations of their β-carbons to account for the orientation of their
side chains. Also, glycine was omitted due to the lack of its side chain. The analysis of this
contact map reveals that 62 % of the amino acids at the interface is sorted as hydrophobic
ones. Interestingly, many of the polar and charged amino acids are located only at the outer
verge of the interface with direct access to water. Therefore, the core region of the interface
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is predominated by the presence of hydrophobic residues, as supported by the computational
prediction of hot spots [78, 79].
Hot spots are a small fraction of residues in the interface that cause destabilization of the
bound state, leading to an increase in the binding free energy of at least 2.0 kcal/mol, upon
alanine mutagenesis. They make large contributions to the stability (or lifetime) of the protein
complex, and they are present mostly in a central region of the interface, hidden from solvent
[80]. As shown in Figure 4.5 (b), the hot spots are leucine-8, isoleucine-44, valine-70, and
leucine-73 in Ub, and alanine-423, serine-424, and phenylalanine-427 in the UbA domain.
Except serine-424, the rest of the hot spots are hydrophobic residues.
The buried surface area (BSA) of a protein complex is a hydrophobic surface removed
from contact with solvent and buried in the interface. BSA is a descriptor related to the binding
affinity of a PPI, whose magnitude is estimated to be approximately 0.025 kcal/mol per 1 Å2
of the hydrophobic surface. It was calculated that our protein dimer has ≈ 624 Å2 which is in
the range of a typical transient protein complex [41]. Based on the estimation, the binding free
energy at the interface is estimated to be ≈ 15.6 kcal/mol. The dissociation constant (Kd) of
the complex of monomeric Ub and the UbA domain has been measured to be 150± 16 mM by
analyzing NMR titration curves [31], which is again in the typical range of transient PPIs.
4.3.2 Dynamics and Mechanism of 2MRO Dissociation
Dissociation of the complex was found in eight out of the 14 simulation runs. If occurs, the
complex dissociation is always followed by division of the droplet within 10 ns. Figure 4.6 (a)
shows the times required for the complex separation and droplet fission. The simulations reveal
that the time required for the protein complex to dissociate, when it occurs, varies between 4
to 6 ns. The droplet fission follows within 300 ps to 1.3 ns. It is important to note here that the
complex dissociation may occur much earlier than 4 ns, depending on the state of the complex
conformation in the parent bulk solution.
To find out whether the complex will dissociate during the droplet lifetime, we have to
perform non-equilibrium evaporation runs of the droplet and compare the rate of complex
dissociation as was determined by the equilibrium runs (Figure 4.6 (a)) to the rate of solvent
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Figure 4.5: (a) Contact map showing residues involved at the protein-protein interface of
2MRO+14. The orange and black dots indicate the distances between the β-carbons of two
residues on the protomers less than 8 Å and 4 Å, respectively. (b) Snapshots magnifying the
hot spots at the interface of the protein dimer.
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evaporation (Figure 4.6 (b)). To find the droplet evaporation rate, two sets of six runs of droplets
composed initially of 2000 H2O molecules were performed at 370 K and 390 K. In three of
each set of the runs the complex was carrying zero charge and in the other three, it carried
charge +14 e. At 390 K, the neutral droplet reached a size of 138−213 H2O molecules in 5
ns, while the droplet with charge +14 e reached a size of 115−120 H2O molecules in 3.5 ns.
At 370 K, the neutral droplet reached a size of 187−207 H2O molecules in 9.0 ns, while the
droplet with charge +14 e reached a size of 237−307 H2O molecules in 5.5 ns.
Typical snapshots of the complex dissociation followed by fission of the droplet into two
sub-droplets, each of which carries a single protomer, are shown in Figure 4.7. It was found
that the complex separation takes places in three distinct stages: (a) The protomers re-orient
and form a new protein-protein interface (Figure 4.7 (a)), (b) the complex dissociates within
the droplet (Figure 4.7 (b)), and (c) the droplet fragments (Figure 4.7 (c)).
Statistical analysis of the droplet fragmentation times over the 14 simulation outcomes was
performed with the assumption that the distribution of the times (P(t)) follows the exponential
expression
P(t) =
1
τ
e−t/τ (4.12)
where t is time and 1/τ is the complex dissociation rate. By using the maximum likelihood
estimate method [81], it was found that τ = 13 ns. In this analysis, simple averaging of the
dissociation times does not take into account the fragmentation events that do not occur beyond
the cut-off time. The complexes that remained bound shift the average fragmentation rate to
a value that is larger than the evaporation rate. However, the distribution of the fragmentation
times suggests that there is a substantial number of complexes that they would dissociate under
the particular droplet conditions (i.e., elevated charge state and elevated temperature). The
dissociation rate estimate can be used to find the change in the detected populations of the
bound and unbound states of the complex in the gas phase relative to those in bulk solution.
To obtain an insight into protein complex dissociation and preservation, the nature of the
new protein-protein interface after the reorganization of the protomers was analyzed. In the
sample of the 14 realizations starting from the protein complex with the hydrophobic interface,
two possible outcomes were identified within the cut-off time: (a) the two protomers reorient
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Figure 4.6: (a) Bar graph showing the time of the complex dissociation (red) and the droplet
fission (blue) of a charged +14 e 2MRO complex in a droplet of 2000 H2O molecules. The
gray bars indicate that no complex dissociation was observed within 10 ns. (b) Number of
H2O molecules (NH2O) remaining in the droplet as a function of time (t) at 370 and 390 K.
The legends show the temperature and the charge state of the 2MRO in the various evaporation
runs.
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Figure 4.7: Three stages of the fragmentation mechanism of the 2MRO with charge +14 e in an
aqueous droplet: (a) protomer reorientation, (b) complex dissociation, and (c) droplet fission.
Ubiquitin is colored in red, and the ubiquitin-binding domain is blue. The red dots indicate the
water molecules.
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to each other and form a new interface that does not give rise to dissociation within 10 ns, and
(b) the protomers reorient but form a new interface that leads to dissociation within 10 ns. The
third possible outcome was found in the three additional simulations of the same droplet system
at low temperature and with no net charge: (c) the 2MRO maintains its initial conformation
and interface throughout the run. Figure 4.8 shows the time evolution of the root-mean-square
displacement (RMSD) of the protein complex that signifies the three outcomes. The purple
arrows in each snapshot are the displacement vectors that start from the centre of mass (COM)
of each protomer and point to the centre of its hydrophobic domain. The purple dashed lines
connect the COM’s of the two protomers. Figure 4.8 (a) displays the RMSD when the protein
complex has zero net charge. In this system, the RMSD converges to and then fluctuates
around a certain value (approximately 4 Å) after equilibration, implying no critical changes in
its overall conformation. In contrast, the RMSDs of the complex with charge +14 e in Figure
4.8 (b) and (c) indicate that its native structure changes considerably in two different manners.
In Figure 4.8 (b), the RMSD increases rapidly, which shows with further analysis presented in
the following discussion, that the complex dissociates. In Figure 4.8 (c), the RMSD increases
in a step-wise fashion, for which further analysis shows the formation of a new stable protein-
protein interface that does not lead to complex dissociation. The key point in the discussion is
that in the droplet environment the inter-protein interaction may be modified by forming new
protein-protein interfaces. In what follows, the mechanisms of the complex stabilization and
dissociation will be explained.
Interestingly, in the fragmentation event of the protein complex, the area of the interface,
which is another key factor that determines the lifetime of the interface, decreases during the
protomer reorientation. As illustrated in Figure 4.9, the interfacial area decreases slowly during
protomer reorientation, and then it drastically decreases to zero due to complex dissociation and
droplet fission. The observed mechanism suggests that a combination of two order parameters
which is the angle between the arrows that monitor the reorientation of the interface (Figure
4.8) and the interface area may be used along which a free energy surface may be computed.
The likelihood of the complex dissociation depends largely on the interactions found in
the new protein-protein interface. In order to understand what residue pairs are involved in
the formation of the interface, the contact map of every residue in each system after reorien-
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Figure 4.8: Root-mean-square displacement (RMSD) as a function of time (t) for three different
cases of the transient protein complex in an aqueous droplet: (a) the complex is electrically
neutral and (b-c) with a protonation state of +14 e. The protein complex in (b) dissociates,
whereas the protein complexes in (a) and (c) do not. The snapshot of the protein complex at t
marked with an asterisk for each case is also shown.
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Figure 4.9: Interfacial area (Aint, blue) and separation distance (rCM, red) as a function of time
(t) for a dissociating protein complex. During protomer reorientation, there is a decreasing
trend of the interfacial area and an increasing trend of the separation distance (before the green
bar). After complex dissociation, the interface area is decreasing sharply to zero, while the
separation distance abruptly increases.
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tation was drawn and analyzed. For the analysis, each residue is classified into two groups:
hydrophobic and polar/charged residues. The contact maps reveal that the occupancy of po-
lar/charged residues at the interface is higher for the complexes that undergo no dissociation
after protomer reorientation. The frequencies of hydrophobic and polar/charged residues at the
interface are 48.5 % and 51.5 %, respectively, for the dissociating protein complexes, while
they are 33.5 % and 66.6 %, correspondingly, for the stable complexes. Here, it is clearly seen
that in both cases, polar/charged residues are more frequently found at the interface than hy-
drophobic groups. This is strongly expected since the number of surface charged/polar amino
acids were initially widely spread over the complex surface other than the hydrophobic patches.
However, when the number of residues involved at the interface is very small, the frequency is
overestimated and thus the type and number of interactions become less significant. The inter-
mediate complex can be stabilized in some conformations. This is, after all, mainly due to the
contributions from electrostatic interactions. The Coulombic attraction is known to prolong the
lifetime of the encounter complex and reduces the surface area to be searched for binding [82].
This also indicates that the binding of the protomers does not guarantee the preservation of
the initial protein-protein interface and thus the overall conformation. Based on the simulation
data, it was found that there exist two different main surfaces on each constituent protomer
forming an interface (Figure 4.10). It is worth noting that the interface that results in complex
dissociation shares a common region with the hydrophobic patch to great extent (red). The
green region harbours more polar/charged residues and stabilizes the intermediate complex.
The other region coloured in gray is not searched by the partner in all the simulations. In
summary, we found that the stabilization of new protein-protein interfaces after protomer re-
orientation is mainly due to the contributions from electrostatic interactions. The contact map
for the two distinct interfaces found in 2MRO is presented in 4.11.
In bulk solution, 2MRO in the charge state of +14 e did not dissociate within 34 ns at
T = 390 K. The time evolution of RMSD is shown in Figure 4.12. The RMSD indicates that
the protein-protein interface may be destroyed but it is reformed without complex dissociation.
The data suggest that the complex dissociation occurs faster in the nanodrop relative to the bulk
solution. In this particular charge state, the increased complex dissociation rate is attributed to
the limitation of the maximum charge that a droplet can sustain. In other words, it appears as a
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Figure 4.10: Interfaces found in the 2MRO complex in an aqueous droplet. The water
molecules are not shown. The interface colored in red leads to complex dissociation after
protomer reorientation, whereas that in green causes stabilization of the intermediate complex.
The purple colour indicates the region shared by both red and green patches. No interface for-
mation is found in the gray region. The region in the various interfaces was compiled by the
findings in the fourteen simulation runs.
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Figure 4.11: Example of the contact maps showing the type of residues (indicated by their
residue numbers) that are involved in the interface of an intermediate complex that leads to
(a) dissociation and (b) stabilization after protomer reorientation. The orange/black colouring
scheme is the same as in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.12: Root-mean-square displacement (RMSD) as a function of time t for 2MRO14+
with the hydrophobic protein-protein interface in bulk solution at 390 K.
form of charge-induced instability of the droplet.
We found that the complex dissociation in our simulations is accelerated by the combination
of the conditions of high temperature and of high charge state of the complex in a droplet. This
may not be surprising but it was not obvious before the simulations were performed. The
presence of one of the conditions only is likely to prolong the bound state of the complex in
a droplet. For example, as shown in Figure 4.8 (a), no complex dissociation occurs when the
total charge of the complex is zero. Also no complex dissociation is detected when 2MRO has
+10 e in the same size of the aqueous droplet. Therefore, the charge reduction of the protein
complex may extend the lifetime of the bound state. At 300 K, the aqueous droplet composed
of 1400 H2O molecules and 2MRO14+ does not shift the protein complex to the unbound state
within 15 ns. Here, both the stabilizing and destabilizing interfaces were tested. No substantial
conformational change takes place for the stabilizing interface, whereas protomer reorientation
occurs for the destabilizing one. The RMSD plots are presented in Figure 4.8.
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The elucidation of the mechanism of the complex dissociation may propose at least two
different approaches to be used to preserve the non-covalent interactions: (i) connecting the two
protomers via, for instance, cross-linking [1, 83] or (ii) relieving the charge-induced instability
and so preventing droplet fission by adding counter-ions. These counter-ions must be soluble
in water and solvated in the interior of the droplet. These ions can bind to the protein complex
to reduce the net charge of the protein complex and so the droplet.
4.3.3 Effect of Charge Distribution on the Complex Stability
According to the guiding principles presented in Section 4.2.1 that determine the protonation
state of the protein complex, it was found that the charge distribution of +11 e in Ub and +3
e in UbA is the most prevalent one in the ensemble of the droplet systems under the specified
conditions. However, there should be small populations of different charge distributions in the
ensemble because the same acidic residues may have slightly different pKa values depending
on their chemical environment. To gain an insight as to how charge distribution may affect the
dissociation mechanism of the protein complex, we performed MD simulations of the protein
complex with different charge states and initial protein-protein interfaces: (+12 e in Ub and
+2 e in UbA vs. +10 e in Ub and +4 e in UbA) and (hydrophobic interface vs. destabilizing
interface).
When the 2MRO complex ion has the hydrophobic interface between the protomers, no
protomer reorientation is detected and so the initial interface is maintained during the evolu-
tion of the droplet system (namely, for longer than 10 ns). In the simulation of the +12 e/+2
e charge distribution, the enhanced stabilization of the interface is attributed to the presence of
an additional salt bridge as indicated by the black square in Figure 4.13 (a). In this charge dis-
tribution compared to the +11 e/+3 e charge distribution, the carboxylic group of the terminal
residue (serine-429, coloured in green in the same figure) of the UbA domain is deprotonated
bearing a negative charge, while aspartate-58 (coloured in purple in the same figure) of ubiq-
uitin is protonated neutralizing its negative charge. Here serine-429 is located at the rim of
the hydrophobic interface and interacts with two positively charged basic residues (arginine-42
and arginine-72, coloured in yellow in the black box) positioned in proximity to serine-429.
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Figure 4.13: Snapshots of the 2MRO14+ ion with different charge distributions and initial
protein-protein interfaces: (a) +12 e/+2 e and hydrophobic interface, (b) +10 e/+4 e and hy-
drophobic interface, (c) +12 e/+2 e and destabilizing interface, and (d) +10 e/+4 e and desta-
bilizing interface. Ubiquitin and the UbA domain are colored in red and blue, respectively.
Positively charged basic residues and negatively charged acidic residues are colored in yellow
and gray, respectively. The purple and green colors indicate the residues on ubiquitin and the
UbA domain, respectively, which changes its protonation state in comparison to the 2MRO14+
ion with +11 e/+2 e charge distribution. The residues grouped by a black square are the ones
that determine the stability of the protein complex (see the main text).
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The salt bridges formed among these three residues contribute significantly to the “locking” of
the protein complex conformation, preventing complex dissociation during the lifetime of the
droplet. It is important to notice that this outcome has not been observed in the 2MRO with +13
e/+3 e charge distribution. On the contrary, aspartate-58 is far away from the protein-protein
interface and thus it provides no or little contributions to the stabilization of the interface. In
the +10 e/+4 e charge distribution relative to the +11 e/+3 e charge distribution, aspartate-406
(coloured in green in Figure 4.13 (b)) of the UbA domain is deprotonated possessing a negative
charge, whereas glutamate-51 (coloured in purple in the same figure) of ubiquitin is protonated
possessing a zero charge. Since these two resides are located far from the hydrophobic inter-
face, its direct role in the stability of the interface is not expected. In other words, the major
interactions involved at the protein-protein interface in this charge distribution is highly similar
to those found in the +11 e/+3 e charge distribution. The only difference is then the amount of
net charge carried by each protomer.
When the 2MRO complex ion has the destabilizing interface between the protomers, pro-
tomer reorientation takes place but it does not secure complex stabilization. In the simulation
of the +12 e/+2 e charge distribution, protomer reorientation results in a new protein-protein
interface stabilized by the addition of a salt bridge between histidine-68 (coloured in yellow in
the black box in Figure 4.13 (c)) of ubiquitin and the carboxylic group of serine-429 (coloured
in green in the same figure) of the UbA domain. The protein complex maintains the conforma-
tion for the rest of the droplet’s lifetime. This bears a resemblance to the scenario observed in
the 2MRO complex ion with the stable PPI after protomer reorientation (i.e., Figure 4.8 (c)).
In the simulation of the +10 e/+4 e charge distribution, in contrast, it was found that complex
dissociation readily takes place within 300 ps, followed by droplet fission after 700 ps. This
is quite expected because the interface should be of high similarity to the destabilizing inter-
face found in the 2MRO complex with the +11 e/+3 e charge distribution; as aforementioned,
aspartate-406 (coloured in green in Figure 4.13 (d)) and glutamate-51 (coloured in purple in the
same figure) are not directly involved in the formation of the interface. The simulation shows
that complex dissociation is initiated when the two positively charged basic residues in the
black box in the same figure, lysine-63 (of ubiquitin) and arginine-405 (of the UbA domain),
approach and repel each other.
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Therefore, both the charge distribution (that is, the type of interactions involved at the
interface and the amount of charge carried by each protomer) and the relative orientation of the
protomers may play a critical role in the stability of a protein complex ion in a droplet.
4.3.4 Dynamics and Mechanism of 2PEA14+ Dissociation
The stability of the 2PEA complex ion with net charge +14 e (equally distributed to the two
ubiquitin molecules) in an aqueous droplet was examined in order to examine whether some
of the features of protein dissociation that we found in 2MRO also hold for other weak tran-
sient complexes. The protein complex is solvated in a droplet composed initially of 833 H2O
molecules. After equilibration, ≈ 650−750 H2O molecules remain in the main droplet. Since
the 2PEA is equivalent in volume to ≈ 750−770 H2O molecules, the Rayleigh limit of the
droplet system is approximately +9−10 e. Therefore, the spherical water droplet-2PEA14+
system is substantially above the Rayleigh limit.
The group of 10 MD simulations for the system reveal the same three-step pathway in its
dissociation and droplet fragmentation. In other words, complete separation of the ubiquitin
protomers is achieved via protomer reorientation, complex dissociation, and droplet fission.
The destabilization process of the protein-protein interface in the 2PEA complex is illus-
trated in Figure 4.14 (a). In the plot, the RMSD increases gradually during protomer reorien-
tation and swiftly at the moment of complex dissociation. Here the pattern of the RMSD plot
of the protein dimer is the same as that in found Figure 4.8 (b) where the 2MRO complex ion
dissociates after protomer reorientation. The conformations of the protein complex at different
times are shown in the snapshots embedded in the graph. The formation of a new protein-
protein interface during the evolution of the droplet system is verified by the motions of the
purple arrows, each of which points from the COM of the ubiquitin molecule to the centre of
its hydrophobic patch.
Figure 4.14 (b) shows all the charged amino acids located at the surface of the protein
complex. Every deprotonated acidic residue bearing −e is coloured in yellow, while every pro-
tonated basic residue having +e is coloured in gray. Since the positively charged basic residues
are concentrated around the hydrophobic interface between the two ubiquitin molecules, the
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destabilization of the interface is assisted by electrostatic repulsion between their positive
charges. After protomer reorientation, the protein molecules are connected by the unstable
interface involving several protonated basic residues (e.g., lysine-48 and arginine-72, coloured
in light blue in the same figure), which accelerate the separation of the protomers by repelling
each other. Other positively charged basic residues commonly found in the destabilizing inter-
face include arginine-42, arginine-54, and lysine-11 of each ubiquitin molecule.
Complete complex separation takes place within 0.2−5.3 ns in the 10 simulation runs. Ta-
ble 4.1 summarizes the times required for complex dissociation and droplet fission. A non-
equilibrium run of the droplet evaporation was carried out to find an upper time limit for ter-
minating the equilibrium runs in the cavity, which indicates that the droplet system reaches the
size of approximately 340 H2O molecules within 6 ns. Therefore, the protein complex would
likely dissociate before its desolvation and transfer to the vapour phase. Here, it is noticeable
that the rate of complex dissociation, if occurs, is higher for 2PEA14+ than 2MRO14+. This
is because the ratio of the net charge to the critical limit of the droplet is much larger for the
system with 2PEA14+ (1.08-1.27) than the system with 2MRO14+ (1.40−1.55). Moreover, the
time lapse between complex dissociation and droplet fission is much shorter for the system
with 2PEA14+ (≤ 50 ps) than the system with 2MRO14+ (0.2−1.3 ns). This is attributable to a
fewer layers of water molecules solvating the diubiquitin complex ion.
Based on the multistep mechanism of complex dissociation that is consistently observed in
2MRO and 2PEA, at least two free energy barriers are envisioned along certain order parame-
ters. A water droplet that holds a noncovalently bound complex must overcome the first energy
barrier required for “twisting” the protein complex to have a dissociating protein-protein inter-
face. The buried surface area (BSA) of a protein complex is a hydrophobic surface removed
from contact with solvent and buried in the interface. BSA is a descriptor related to the binding
affinity of a PPI, whose magnitude is estimated to be approximately 0.025 kcal/mol per 1 Å
2
of
the hydrophobic surface [84]. It was calculated that the 2MRO complex has ≈ 624 Å2 which
is in the range of a typical transient protein complex [41]. Based on the estimation, the binding
free energy at the hydrophobic interface is estimated to be ≈ 15.6 kcal/mol. Then the second
energy barrier appears, which arises from asymmetric fission of the droplet; we found that the
smaller progeny droplet draws 12−25 % of water from the parent droplet. From the manner in
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Figure 4.14: (a) Root-mean-square displacement (RMSD) of 2PEA14+ as a function of time
(t) with the snapshots corresponding to the protein complex at the moments marked with red
circles on the curve. The two ubiquitin molecules are colored in red and blue. The purple
arrow is the displacement vector connecting the center of mass (COM) of each ubiquitin to
the center of its hydrophobic patch. The dashed purple line connects the COM’s of the two
ubiquitin molecules. (b) Typical snapshots that show protomer reorientation of the 2PEA14+
complex ion. The deprotonated acidic residues and the protonated basic residues are colored
in gray and yellow, respectively. The residues highlighted in light blue indicate the locations of
lysine-48 and arginine-72 at the destabilizing interface of the 2PEA14+ ion right before complex
dissociation.
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Table 4.1: Times required for complex dissociation (td) and droplet fission (t f ) following the
complex dissociation. The systems are composed of droplets with approximately 650-750 H2O
molecules and a 2PEA (≈ 750-770 H2O molecules equivalent in volume). CT and CE represent
constant-temperature runs and constant-energy runs, respectively.
System td (ns) t f (ns) System td (ns) t f (ns)
CT1 0.99 1.00 CE1 0.24 0.29
CT2 0.37 0.40 CE2 0.14 0.18
CT3 0.49 0.51 CE3 0.32 0.36
CT4 0.95 0.97 CE4 1.40 1.43
CT5 0.68 0.72 CE5 5.29 5.31
which the droplet fission takes place (Figure 4.7 (c)) the bottle-necked droplet shapes are best
captured by the “transfer” order parameter described by Consta et al. [85, 86] for release of
ions from droplets.
4.3.5 Effect of “Star” Morphologies of Droplets on Protein Complexes
Even though the “star”-shaped droplets have not been observed experimentally as yet, we think
that they may play a role in determining the charge state and the stability of a protein complex
in an evaporating droplet.
In relation to ESI experiments, it is very likely that “spiky” structures appear in the course
of droplet evolution from bulk solution to the gaseous state. The origin of the charge states
of globular proteins and their complexes has been a fundamental question in ESI-MS and as
that, it has been discussed in the literature over several decades [87–93]. Of course, the charge
state of a protein can be manipulated by changing the experimental conditions such as the
surface tension of the droplets by using different solvents and co-solvents, or various buffers.
A collection of the most abundant charge state and the maximum charge state of a variety
of proteins measured in the positive and a few in the negative ion mode of ESI is presented
in Table 1 [92] of the article of [92]. These measurement are made in the Heck laboratory
by nano-flow ESI from 50 mM aqueous ammonium acetate at neutral pH. A model proposed
by de la Mora [89] has often be used to explain the final charge state of a protein that is
transferred into the gaseous state by the ESI process. The model assumes that in the latest stage
of droplet evaporation, when a droplet comprises the compact macroion and a layer of water
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surrounding the macroion, the droplet will hold as many charges as predicted by the Rayleigh
model. The model states that further solvent evaporation will collapse the ions on the compact
protein, therefore, the charge on a globular protein will be equal to the charge predicted by
the Rayleigh model for a liquid droplet of the size of the protein. Using the Rayleigh model
(X = 1 in Equation 1.6) de la Mora provided an empirical relation QR = 0.078M0.5 that relates
the protein charge QR with its molar mass M. Figure 2 in the article of [92] shows a good
agreement between the de la Mora model and the average charge state of the proteins detected
in the positive ion mode. This model assumes that the mass density of the globular protein is
the same as that of water and it also implicitly assumes that the last layer of water surrounding
the macroion is uniformly spread on the surface of the protein. The second assumption may
not be always true due to the inhomogeneity of a protein surface. Transfer of the charge on the
macroion when the last layer of solvent surrounds the macroion may be one of the mechanisms
that a globular protein acquires its charge. The deprotonation of a protein is also a possible
mechanism [42].
We found in the literature that several proteins have been reported with an average charge
state higher than that predicted by de la Mora’s model. Examples of such proteins are the para-
hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase in Ref. [93], 2PEA in Ref. [73], and urease α18β18 and urease
α24β24 in Ref. [92]. Moreover, the maximum charge state of a protein (which is different
from the average charge state) is often above the Rayleigh limit of the corresponding spherical
droplet. In Section 4.3.4, we have examined a diubiquitin complex, which has been detected
at the charge state of +14 e by using cryo-IM-MS [73]. The charged 2PEA was formed under
native ESI conditions. We applied the empirical relation QR = 0.078M0.5 in the ubiquitin
dimer and found that it predicts that the final charge state of the dimer would be likely +10
e. The comparison between the experimental findings and the empirical observation implies
that, regardless of the manner in which the protein obtained the charge state, the entire droplet
system should have held at some point during the course of solvent evaporation more charges
than the critical value predicted by the Rayleigh criterion (for the corresponding spherical
droplet). The only way this could have happened is through a deformed “star” shaped droplet.
Indeed, we found as shown in Figure 4.15 that the droplet morphology is characterized by
conical protrusions of water.
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Figure 4.15: Typical snapshot showing the star formation of a charged aqueous droplet which
contains 2PEA with +14 e and 833 H2O molecules. The ubiquitin molecules are coloured in
red and blue, and the water molecules are coloured in transparent green.
The finding lead us to suggest the following two scenarios for the charging of 2PEA. (a)
The 2PEA had acquired the charge state of +14 e at an earlier state [42] of the droplet evolution
before the final layer of solvent remained on the surface of 2PEA. In this earlier state a larger
droplet may had contained the charged protein and co-ions. As the droplet shrinks co-ions
are released and the only ion left in the droplet may be the macroion. We argue that, the
droplets may be found in stable “spiky” states above the Rayleigh limit of the corresponding
spherical droplet without shedding away hydronium ions. We think that this occurs because the
formation of spikes provides certain pathways for ion release. The ions can be released only
via these pathways and not from the troughs. Considering that the solvent conical protrusion
may not extend out from the charged amino acids and also that their location changes via birth
and death processes of spikes (as shown in the next paragraph), their presence may inhibit the
proton release from the protein. (b) If the droplet has a charged 2PEA (in a charge state below
+14 e) and simple ions, it is still very likely for the droplet to have a transient “spiky” shape. At
this state, the release of simple ions is delayed [94] relative to a droplet with only simple ions.
If the co-ions are ammonium ions, proton transfer reactions from the co-ions to the protein may
occur. Based on our analysis, we propose that the formation of “spiky”-shaped droplets is part
of the mechanism that explains the charge state of a protein.
Figure 4.7 shows the star formation of the aqueous droplet charged with the 2MRO complex
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ion (+14 e), where three or four rays are developed around the macromolecule. It was found
that a protein-vapour interface may also form as a consequence of this charge-induced instabil-
ity during or before the transfer of the macromolecule from the droplet to the gas phase. These
spikes may not be very static both in time and location due mostly to high thermal energy and
protomer reorientation. It was observed that different numbers of spikes are developed on the
droplet surface during the evolution of the droplet, as shown in Figure 4.16. The lifespan and
the location of those protrusions can vary. High temperature enhances surface fluctuations of
the droplet, generating short-living spikes as indicated by a dashed black circle in Figure 4.16
(c). They may appear in different locations on the droplet surface. On the contrary, the two
spikes pointing outward from each protomer (indicated by dashed squares in the same figure)
are long-living and rather fixed in location.
Direct visual inspection shows that some residues located at the protein surface may be ex-
posed bare of solvent into the vapour phase when the system is in the regime of charge-induced
instability. Intriguing enough, this is not observed when the protein complex has no net charge
and thus is well solvated, due to the absence of spiky solvent protrusions around the macro-
molecule. As water molecules are merely dragged to the formation of a star-like morphology,
some of the amino acids at the surface of the protein complex are exposed directly to the vapour
phase, particularly when those residues are hydrophobic and at the trough between two adjacent
thorns of the star. These residues can be identified by plotting the number of water molecules in
the first solvation shell (NH2O) and the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for each amino
acid comprising the protein complex. It is clearly seen that there is a positive, linear correlation
between those two quantities; as the SASA increases, the degree of hydration tends to rise. The
red crosses scattered within the blue box in Figure 4.17 (a) correspond to the amino acids that
are not well solvated. For example, those sited in the hydrophobic core of each protomer and at
the interface are located in this region as water molecules have no or limited access (i.e., very
small SASA). However, the red crosses enclosed by the red circle show the existence of few
water molecules around the corresponding residues despite higher chances of solvation (i.e.,
relatively large SASA). This enhancement in dewetting is observed for alanine, valine, pheny-
lalanine, serine, and leucine located at the surface of the protein complex as shown in Figure
4.17 (b). In terms of a hydrophobicity scale of an amino acid, phenylalanine and leucine are
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Figure 4.16: Different star morphologies of the aqueous droplet that contains 2MRO with
+14 e and ≈ 1400 H2O molecules. The same colouring scheme for the protein complex and
the arrows was used as in Figure 4.15, and the water molecules are coloured in transparent
green. The transient spikes and the long-living ones are indicated by a dashed black circle and
a dashed black square, respectively.
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usually at the apex, followed by alanine with a moderately high value, whereas serine has a
polar neutral side chain with mild hydrophilicity. Serine is often classified as a water-friendly
amino acid, but in this case it is enveloped by the other four hydrophobic amino acids and thus
takes part in the bare exposure to the vapour phase. The dewetting of some surface residues
may be regarded as a significant effect of charge-induced instability of a droplet, since it pro-
vides a distinct chemical environment for those and neighbouring residues due to the partial or
complete loss of solvent access. The partial solvation of the complex is not expected to have
a direct influence on the stability of the protein-protein interface. The restriction on the access
of solvent will create a unique chemical environment for the amino acids. For example, where
co-ions and counter-ions may exist is the region where the solvent is accumulated, which may
affect the stability of a protein complex [95–97].
4.3.6 Estimation of Errors in Kd due to Complex Dissociation in a Droplet
In this section, the overall picture of the methodology used in this study is summarized and
linked to the derivation of a significant expression that estimates the error in the measurement
of Kd using ESI-MS.
Typically ESI protein complexes are found in acidic aqueous droplets (i.e., in a positive
ion mode) [98]. The smaller the droplet, the lower the droplet pH. Among other factors, the
droplet acidity is determined by the concentrations of NH+4 and CH3COO
− ions. Even in the
absence of ammonium acetate, the droplet environment is still acidic because of electrolytic
processes that occur in the ESI instrument. In order to study the stability of a protein complex,
in principle, one may monitor the droplet evaporation in a large number of simulation runs
starting from different initial conditions of the droplet-complex system, and analyze the final
state of the complex. A major bottle-neck in performing those simulations is, however, that
the protonation state of the protein may change during the droplet evaporation since the pH of
the droplet constantly changes. The protonation state of a protein at fixed pH has been a major
computational problem that is being studied over several decades in bulk solution [49–59].
In order to consider the protonation state of a protein or its complex in a shrinking droplet
where the pH decreases, we devised the following method: Equilibrium MD runs of a droplet
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Figure 4.17: (a) The number of water molecules within 5Å (NH2O and the solvent accessible
surface area (SASA) of each amino acid (marked with a red cross) in 2MRO14+ at a particular
time frame. (b) The corresponding snapshot showing enhanced dewetting. The oxygen and
hydrogen atoms in a water molecule are represented by transparent red and white spheres. The
figure shows part of the surface of the protein complex where alanine, valine, phenylalanine,
serine, and leucine are exposed to the vapour phase.
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of specific size are performed instead of non-equilibrium runs. The equilibrium is achieved
by placing the droplet in a spherical cavity. The cavity is a spherical potential that confines
evaporating molecules within a volume. Water evaporation from the droplet in the vacant
space of the cavity establishes an equilibrium vapour pressure. For the particular droplet size,
the pH and the corresponding protonated state of the protein are determined based on the
method presented in the previous sections. We can perform simulations of different droplet
sizes at the corresponding pH and complex protonation state. Since the simulations are at
equilibrium, the reactivity of NH+4 or CH3COO
− ions do not change the pH. The droplet is first
thermalized at the desired temperature by using a thermostat. One may turn off the thermostat
and continue the simulations in the microcanonical ensemble (constant energy, volume, and
number of molecules). The question that arises now is: how long should the MD run be? In
order to determine the length of the MD run (that is, the cut-off time tcutoff), one estimates the
rate of droplet evaporation from a separate run. From the evaporation rate, one estimates the
time required for the droplet to change its size. This is the cut-off time of the equilibrium MD
runs in the cavity. We monitor whether there is protein complex dissociation and subsequent
droplet fragmentation within the MD time period. If the dissociation rate is comparable or
higher than the evaporation rate, it is deduced that protein dissociation may occur in the droplet
and it may alter the value of the equilibrium constant of the complex. The protein dissociation
times are fitted to a decaying exponential function from which we determine the complex
dissociation rate. By assuming first-order kinetics, we can estimate the number of dissociated
complexes by comparing the complex dissociation rate (τ) with the desolvation rate (tcutoff),
and thus, the error in the experimentally measured equilibrium constant due to the complex
dissociation in the droplet carrier.
Suppose one performs N equilibrium MD simulations of a protein complex in a nascent
droplet. Using the methodology presented in this section, one can compute the fraction of
dissociating complexes during the lifetime of the droplet. The fraction should converge to a
certain value as an infinite number of the simulations are carried out. Therefore,
η = lim
N→∞
κ
N
(4.13)
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where η is the ratio of the number of dissociating complexes κ to the total number of initial
complexes N. Now from the principle of ESI mass spectrometric measurements of Kd, one
can derive the error in Kd (∆Kd) due to complex dissociation in the droplet regime of an ESI
process. For the derivation, we have to consider the following four quantities: (1) η as defined
in Equation 4.13, (2) the bulk equilibrium constant of dissociation of a protein dimer (denoted
as AB):
Kbulk =
[A][B]
[AB]
=
NANB
NABV
(4.14)
where [X] and NA are the concentration and the number, respectively, of chemical species X,
and V is the volume of the bulk solution used in ESI-MS, and (3) the equilibrium constant of
dissociation measured in the gas-phase:
Kidealvap =
NANB
NAB
= KbulkV (4.15)
where the superscript ideal indicates that the gas-phase ensemble of protein species is com-
pletely reflective of their solution-state equilibria, and (4) the gas-phase equilibrium constant
when κ dimers undergo complex dissociation:
Krealvap =
(NA + κ)(NB + κ)
NAB − κ (4.16)
where the superscript real indicates the actual value of Kd detected in the gas-phase when some
dimers experience complex dissociation during desolvation. Using the facts that [A] = [B]
(thus NA = NB) and NAB = N, one can reform Equation 4.16 to the following expression:
Krealvap =
KbulkV + ηV
(
2
√
Kbulk[AB] + η[AB]
)
1 − η (4.17)
Therefore,
∆Kd = Kidealvap − Krealvap = KbulkV
1 − 1 + ηK
−1
bulk
(
2
√
Kbulk[AB] + η[AB]
)
1 − η
 (4.18)
This is the contribution from in-source complex dissociation in the droplet stage to the error in
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the measurement of Kd of a protein dimer by using ESI-MS. The beauty of Equation 4.18 can
be found in the fact that all the variables in the expression are measurable in experiments and
simulations.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter focuses on protein complex dissociation as a result of macroion-droplet interac-
tions. We have reported the first simulation study on how the intervening droplet environment
affects the stability of a weak protein complex in ESI-generated aqueous droplets. This study is
of particular significance in the application of ESI-MS for determining the equilibrium constant
and the architecture of protein complexes and assemblies.
In this study, a feasible molecular dynamics set-up is suggested, which enables one to
model the various pH conditions that appear in the constantly changing chemical environment
of a charged droplet due to solvent evaporation (or condensation). A new methodology is
also presented to find whether the complex will dissociate during the droplet evolution. The
method can be used to study possible conformational changes of macroions under certain pH
conditions during the lifespan of the droplet.
By performing the droplet simulations under the conditions of high temperature and low
pH, it is found that the complex dissociation rates for the 2MRO and 2PEA complexes may
be comparable or slower to the droplet evaporation rate. If the complex dissociation rate is
considerably lower than the rate of solvent evaporation, then the dissociation would be un-
likely to occur, and therefore, the association constant measured by ESI-MS would be in closer
agreement with that measured in the bulk solution, provided that the complex does not undergo
multiple association-dissociation events in larger droplets.
The MD simulations reveal that when complex dissociation occurs, it takes place via a
multistep process. The protomers reorient and create new interfaces. At least two distinct
protein-protein interfaces in the complex are identified. One of the interfaces is associated with
complex destabilization. The complex first dissociates within the droplet and then its protomers
move apart, elongating the droplet. Then the complete splitting of the droplet carries the two
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protomers away from each other. The other interface, on the other hand, results in complex
stabilization after protomer reorientation.
This study also focuses on the effects of the charge distribution on the protein surface and
the droplet morphology. Different protonation states may strengthen or weaken the stability of
the protein-protein interface. The enhancement in the stability can be achieved by the formation
of additional salt bridges which, in turn, lock the conformation of the protein complex. The
destabilization of the interface, on the other hand, can arise from the electrostatic repulsion
between positively charged residues located at the new interface after protomer reorientation.
The high charge state of the complex can give rise to “spiky” droplet morphologies. The
rate of solvent evaporation of these shapes is higher than those of the spherical shapes. Al-
though the rate of solvent evaporation is not directly related to the rate of protein dissociation,
a higher evaporation rate assists the complex to be transferred in the gaseous state without dis-
sociation. Also we proposed that the formation of “star”-shaped droplets is part of the mecha-
nism that accounts for the charge state of a protein. The “spiky” droplet morphology may leave
a number of amino acids bare of solvent, which creates a variable chemical environment where
the amino acids are found in a droplet.
From the study of the dissociation of 2MRO and 2PEA, there are general features in the
dissociation mechanism that are expected to appear in other complexes as well. These general
features include (a) the role of the conical protrusions in the charge-induced instability regime
in stabilizing the complex by enhancing the evaporation rate, (b) the multistep process of the
complex dissociation by the formation of new interfaces with various degrees of stability, and
(c) the manner that the division of the droplet occurs by carrying the protomers apart. The
study provides an insight into identifying order parameters that may be used to describe the
dissociation mechanism by computing the free energy along these parameters.
Lastly, we proposed a methodology that uses equilibrium MD simulations to estimate the
error in the measurement of the dissociation equilibrium constant due to unwanted complex
dissociation in the droplet regime. This methodology enables us to derive an expression that
calculates the error in Kd, in which all the involved quantities can be obtained directly from
experiments and simulations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This dissertation probed in a systematic manner the onset and various outcomes of macroion-
droplet interactions that involve a single macromolecule or macromolecular complex in a
nanoscopic droplet. As a direct consequence of macroion-droplet interactions, the droplet
systems undergo distinct disintegration mechanisms and shape deformations. The three gen-
eral classes of the droplet-macroion interactions that have been identified in the Consta group
are: (a) the extrusion of a linear macroion from a droplet, (b) the “pearl-necklace” droplet
conformation, and (c) the “star”-shaped droplets. These classes are universal for macroions of
different levels of complexity ranging from simple macroions to assemblies of proteins.
By using atomistic molecular dynamics, I identified new motifs of charge-induced droplet
disintegration and deformations that fall into the general classes. Analytical models were then
formulated for those mechanisms. Based on the analytical theory and the simulation data,
suggestions were made to resolve critical issues in electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS) and its relevant research fields.
Extrusion of a linear macroion from a droplet has been evidenced for poly(ethylene gly-
col) by atomistic simulations and experiments [1–4]. An analytical theory that considers the
solvation energy of a macroion in a droplet and its electrostatic energy enables one to identify
extrusion mechanisms [5, 6] and test them using simulations of a model linear macroion. I stud-
ied systematically the charging and release mechanisms of a flexible macromolecule, modelled
by poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), in a charged droplet of water, acetonitrile, and their mixtures.
I compared how PEG is solvated and charged by sodium (Na+) ions in a droplet. It was found
that the location of the macromolecule and the droplet size affect the dimension of PEG con-
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formation. PEG is charged on the surface of a sodiated aqueous droplet that is found close to
the Rayleigh limit. Its charging is coupled to the extrusion mechanism, where PEG segments
leave the droplet once they coordinate a Na+ ion or in a correlated motion with Na+ ions. Here,
this macroion extrusion was named the Charging-Induced Extrusion Mechanism (CI-EM). We
then used the simulation data to construct an analytical model for the CI-EM, which suggests
that the droplet surface electric field may play a role in the macroion-droplet interactions that
lead to the extrusion of the macroion. This study provides the first evidence of the effect of the
surface electric field by using atomistic simulations. In contrast, as PEG resides in the interior
of an acetonitrile droplet, it is sodiated inside the droplet. The compact macroion transitions
through partially unwound states to an extended conformation, a process occurring during the
final stage of desolvation and in the presence of only a handful of acetonirile molecules. For
charged water/acetonitrile droplets, the sodiation of PEG is determined by the aqueous compo-
nent, reflecting its slower evaporation and preference over acetonitrile for solvating Na+ ions.
This study shows that the final charge state of a flexible macromolecule is determined not
merely by the solvent surface tension, but by unique macromolecule-ion-solvent interactions.
This has not been clarified in ESI experiments due to the lack of molecular-level understand-
ing of the mechanism, giving rising to controversy over the role of solvent in determining the
macroion charge state [7–13].
In this study, however, only Na+ ions were used as charge carriers that interact with the flex-
ible macromolecule. In the modelling of the charging of PEG, Consta and her co-workers have
performed molecular simulations with lithium and calcium ions [4, 14]. These cations give
the same extrusion mechanism of the sodiated PEG from an aqueous droplet. This consistency
indicates that variations of interactions within a certain range do not alter the observed mech-
anism [15]. Therefore, it is an engaging question whether this consistency is also observed for
polyatomic ions. The nature of charge carriers may have a striking impact on how a flexible
macromolecule is released from the droplet. In particular, the size and the molecular geometry
of charge carriers may affect charging of the macromolecule. For example, large, complex
ions may require a longer sequence of monomers when they are looped by the macromolecule,
possibly reducing the final charge state of the macroion.
The next question I addressed is whether a protein that lacks an ordered three-dimensional
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structure extrudes from an aqueous droplet. Extrusion of a linear macroion from an aqueous
droplet has been evidenced for a charged poly(ethylene glycol) but the question for proteins
following the same mechanism of extrusion still remains unresolved. Therefore, I simulated
examples of proteins drawn from the broad classes of membrane proteins with ordered and
disordered domains, intrinsically disordered proteins, and denatured proteins. It was found
that an unstructured protein does not extrude from an aqueous nanoscopic droplet. Instead, the
water accumulates in the two termini of the protein chain forming two “pear-shaped” lobes.
The intermediate segment of the extended protein chain is sparsely solvated. This “pearl-
necklace” droplet conformation may emerge due to the interplay of a number of factors, which
are (i) the tendency of the solvent to form spherical droplets in order to minimize the surface
energy, (ii) the constraint that the charge of each sub-droplet (“pearl”) should be below the
Rayleigh limit, (iii) the solvation energy of the chain, (iv) the length of the chain and the
distribution of charge. The water may continue to evaporate from the chain termini giving
rise to charge-induced instability where the solvent forms conical extrusions, which resemble
multi-point “stars” . As a sub-droplet may also transform into a “star”, there may be more than
one “star”-shaped regions along the chain. I also discussed that the “spiky” structures may
affect the charge state of a macroion.
A charged spherical droplet composed of a solvent and a non-fissile macroion (spherical
or linear) above its Rayleigh limit deforms into a stable “star”-like shape. Proteins and nu-
cleic acids are examples of macroions that may give rise to the spiky shapes [16]. I focused
on a dielectric droplet that contains a single spherical macroion located at the centre of the
droplet. As all the charges are bound to the central macroion, droplet fissions are not possible
in the charge-induced instability regime. Instead, spherical dielectric droplets are deformed
into “star” shapes when the droplet charge-squared-to-volume ratio exceeds a well-defined
threshold value. Here I analyzed the geometry of the star morphologies and its relation to the
net charge of the droplet, and compared droplets composed of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
and water. It was revealed that the theoretical and simulation results for the onset of instability
are in excellent agreement. The same charge-squared-to-volume ratio in the two solvents lead
to slightly different numbers of rays, but over a wide range of the droplet charges, there exist
number of points in the stars that are less preferred. Four point-stars in particular are highly
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preferred in both water and DMSO. Positive and negative ions show the same number of rays in
both water and DMSO. I presented an analytical description of the number of rays as a function
of the charge that shows a quadratic relation, which is in close agreement with the trends found
in the simulations. By analyzing the angle of the rays, it was found that they do not follow
the Taylor cone predictions of 100◦ for aqueous droplets, even though the amount of solvent is
sufficient to arrange in a structure that satisfies the 100◦.
Regarding the intriguing finding of “star”-shaped droplets, there are still a number of ques-
tions to be answered. One needs to establish the relation between the number of points of the
star-shaped droplets to the Thomson problem [17] of the distribution of electrons in a spherical
shell. The relation between the angle of the Taylor cone [18] to the observed angles of the
spikes is yet to be investigated.
As the next level of system complexity, I studied a weak transient protein complex in a
charged aqueous droplet. Maintaining the interface of a weak transient protein complex trans-
ferred from bulk solution to the gaseous state via evaporating droplets is a critical question in
the detection of the complex dissociation constant by using ESI-MS. I explored the factors that
may affect the stability of the protein-protein interaction (PPI), using the complex of ubiquitin
and the ubiquitin-associated domain and the noncovalent complex of diubiquitin in aqueous
droplets. A general method was presented to determine the protonation states of the complexes
we investigated in particular, and that of a protein in general, at various pH conditions that an
evaporating droplet acquires due to its change in size. It was found that the combination of
high temperature and high charge states of the protein complexes may destabilize the interface
by creating new interfaces instead of a direct rupture of the initial stable interface. My sim-
ulations provided evidence that highly charged protein complexes are found in droplets that
form conical extrusions of the solvent on the surface due to charge-induced instability. This
distinct droplet morphology leads to a higher solvent evaporation rate that assists in transfer-
ring the complex in the gaseous state without dissociation. Also, I discussed that the formation
of spikes may provide certain pathways for ion release. The “star” morphologies may delay
the release of protons from the droplet, and thus, they may affect the charge state of an electro-
sprayed protein. The conical solvent protrusions can also expose to the vapour phase certain
amino acids that otherwise would be solvated in a droplet with the protein complex of low
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charge states. The new vapour-protein interface does not have a direct effect on the stability
of the PPI. Finally, I proposed a method that uses equilibrium direct molecular dynamics to
compute complex dissociation rates and so the error in the dissociation constant measurement
due to complex dissociation in the droplet.
This research will be complemented by additional studies on the effect of different co-ions
and counter-ions on the stabilization of PPIs in the droplet regime. The effect of hydration
of salt ions on salting-out of biological macromolecules and colloidal particles was first stud-
ied by Franz Hofmeister in 1888 [19]. The so-called Hofmeister series is a classification of
ions in order of their ability to salt out proteins in solution. Later, ion binding to biological
macromolecules and its influence on their conformational preference has been widely studied
in experiments and simulations [20–25]. The interactions of ions in biological systems have
been related to their hydration properties [19, 26–28]. Ruotolo and his co-workers [24, 29]
used ion mobility-mass spectrometry to examine the influence of bound cations and anions
on the stability of multi-protein complexes in the absence of bulk solvent. They ascribed the
difference between their rank order of the stabilizing ions and the Hofmeister series to the lack
of protein solvation and ion hydration in the gas phase [24, 29]. However, little is known about
the role of various cations and anions in the stabilization of macromolecular complex ions in
the droplet regime. Hence, this is the next question to be explored.
The studies on charged droplets involving macromolecules are important in several re-
search fields. Since a droplet is a confining environment for chemical species and their reac-
tions, the studies play a pivotal role in understanding physical chemistry in small volumes (see
Appendix D as an example). A significant application is chemical reactions in nanofluidic en-
vironments [30, 31]. Some of the distinct droplet morphologies that have been identified may
have potential applications in materials science and catalysis. Another major application of the
studies is found in the mass spectrometry. Liquid charged droplets that carry macroions from
bulk solution to the gaseous phase for mass spectrometry analysis are intermediate states in
many ionization techniques [32–36], among which are electrospray [3, 37], sonic spray [38],
and thermospray [39] to mention but a few. The origin and the magnitude of the final macroion
charge state is determined to a large extent by the droplet chemistry. Therefore, understanding
the droplet chemistry at the molecular level is necessary in the field of mass spectrometry.
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Appendix A
Poly(ethylene glycol) in Neutral Droplets
A.1 Modelling and Computational Methods
PEG64 was solvated in H2O and MeCN droplets with varying sizes (250-7000 H2O molecules
and 250-1500 MeCN molecules). Equilibrium runs were performed by placing the droplet sys-
tem into a cubic simulation box with the periodic boundary condition (PBC). The size of the
simulation box was approximately three to four times larger than the diameter of the droplet
so as to ensure that the system does not interact with its images and to allow for the shape
fluctuations of the droplets. The temperature was set at 300 K and 250 K for water and MeCN
droplets, respectively, so that vigorous solvent evaporation was suppressed. The time step of
integration was set to 1 fs in all the runs. The long-distance electrostatic and van der Waals in-
teractions between non-bonded atoms were truncated using the switch function. In this scheme,
the Coulomb and LJ potential functions are decreased over the entire range, and the forces de-
cay smoothly to zero between the switch and the cutoff radius, so that the forces and their
derivatives are continuous at the cut-off radius. The switch distances employed for 250 H2O,
800 H2O, 1500 H2O, 4000 H2O, and 7000 H2O are 4.0 nm, 5.0 nm, 5.5 nm, 7.5 nm, and 9.0
nm, respectively. Those for 250 MeCN, 800 MeCN, and 1500 MeCN are 4.5 nm, 6.5 nm, and
8.0 nm, respectively. The cut-off radii are 1 nm longer than the corresponding switch distances.
The simulations were prepared with different initial conditions where either a compact
or stretched conformation of PEG64 was initially placed inside the droplets for the aqueous
droplets with more than 250 H2O molecules. Furthermore, four additional aqueous droplets
consisting of 4000 water molecules, and PEG with 30, 40, 50 and 64 monomers were simulated
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at the same conditions as described above for 4 ns, so as to test the location of PEG in the
droplets. In these systems, a compact PEG was initially solvated inside the aqueous droplets.
A simulation of PEG64 in vacuo without any solvent was also performed for 100 ns for the
purpose of comparisons with the other systems.
A.2 PEG on the Surface of an Aqueous Droplet
Typical snapshots of the solvation of PEG64 in aqueous droplets of various sizes are shown in
Figure A.1 (a-c). In all the systems at equilibrium, PEG consistently resides on the surface of
the droplets. The statistical sampling of the PEG location was tested by preparing ten initial
configurations where the PEG64 was well solvated in the interior of the droplet. Among these
configurations, droplets of 4000 water molecules with PEG30, PEG40, PEG50, and PEG64
were simulated, starting from PEG at the centre of the droplet. In all the systems, the PEG
phase-separated from the aqueous droplet within 4 ns. We found that there was no obvious
correlation between the length of PEG and the diffusion time. It is interesting that the PEG64
does not entirely adhere to the surface of the droplet; rather, it often forms multiple loops
that alternate between regions immersed into the solvent and regions detached from the wa-
ter/vapour interface of the droplet. These alternating loops are shown in the inset of Figure A.1
(c). This partial burial of the macromolecule is common regardless of the size of the aqueous
droplet, as shown in Figure A.2 which shows the probability density (P) finding a certain dis-
tance between the ethereal oxygen atoms of PEG and the centre of mass of the droplet. The
peak corresponds to the radius of the droplet; that is, the oxygen sites adhere to the droplet
surface. However, the distribution implies that the oxygen atoms may penetrate deep inside the
droplet and detach from the droplet surface due to the formation of the alternating loops. The
loops are dynamic and the time-scale that a segment of PEG64 is immersed into the droplet
may vary from several tens of picoseconds to a few hundreds of picoseconds. The alternating
loops of PEG have been consistently found at the water/vapour interface in modeling performed
by Prasitnok et al. [1]. In those studies, coarse-grained modeling of multiple PEG chains was
performed in the liquid/vapour interface of an aqueous solution.
The conformations of PEG64 were quantified by measuring the radius of gyration (Rg) and
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Figure A.1: Typical snapshots (a-c) of aqueous droplets of various sizes that contain a PEG64
molecule. The inset of (c) shows the magnification of a region of (c) that shows the alternat-
ing loops in and out of an aqueous droplet of 4000 H2O molecules. The H2O molecules are
represented by dotted red spheres.
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Figure A.2: Probability density (P) of the distance between the ethereal oxygen atoms of PEG
and the centre of mass of the aqueous droplet. Different colours indicate different sizes of H2O
molecules: red for 250 H2O, green for 800 H2O, blue for 4000 H2O, and purple for 7000 H2O.
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the end-to-end distance (REE) of the polymer. The histograms of the Rg and REE distributions
are shown in Figures A.3 (b) and A.4 (a). The most probable values of Rg and REE converge
to an upper limit as the droplet size increases. The convergence of the most probable values of
Rg and REE with increasing droplet size can be also demonstrated by plotting these values vs.
the number of H2O molecules (NH2O) in a droplet (Figure A.4 (b)). This limit should be close
to the chain dimensions observed in the case of a bulk water/vapour interface.
To find the origin of the convergence of the Rg and REE distributions, the maximum number
of solvent molecules in the first first solvation shell of PEG64 and the droplet curvature (κ)
vs. the number of the H2O molecules in the droplet were examined. Figure A.3 (a) shows a
rapid increase in the number of water molecules in the first solvation shell of PEG64. This
maximum number is attained when the number of the solvent molecules is 1500 or more.
This convergence indicates that the maximum solvent-monomer interaction sites have been
saturated for the polymer at that location; in other words, there is an upper limit of the contact
area available for the interaction with the solvent. As shown in the inset of Figure A.3 (a),
assuming that the droplet is in a spherical shape, the curvature of the great circle decreases and
converges to a value close to zero in the same manner as the number of water molecules in
the first solvation shell of PEG converges. When the diameter of the droplet is relatively large
(≈ 7 nm), the curvature comes close to zero and the droplet surface mimics the flat surface
of a solvent/vapour interface. The change of the slope in the curvature of the droplet and
the maximum interaction contacts of PEG64 with H2O vs. the droplet size are in agreement
with that of the Rg and REE values. All the quantities show the onset of the convergence at
approximately 1500 H2O molecules (which corresponds to a droplet with diameter D of ≈ 4.7
nm), and they clearly reach a plateau at approximately 4000 H2O molecules (D ≈ 6.9 nm). The
convergence of these quantities with the size of the droplet is greatly affected by the curvature
of the droplet because of the location of the PEG on the surface and its specific interactions
with the solvent at the droplet/vapour interface.
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Figure A.3: (a) Number of H2O molecules in the first solvation shell of PEG64 as a function
of the droplet size. The inset shows the change in the droplet curvature (κ) vs. NH2O. (b)
Probability density (P) of the radius of gyration (Rg) of PEG64 in aqueous droplets of various
sizes. The length of the production run is indicated in the legend and the bin size is 0.1 nm.
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Figure A.4: (a) Probability density (P) of the end-to-end distance (REE) of PEG64 in aqueous
droplets of various sizes. The length of the production run is indicated in the legend and the
bin size is 0.1 nm. (b) Typical plot showing the convergence of (the most probable) REE of
PEG64 as the number of water molecules in an aqueous droplet (NH2O) increases. The dotted
lines indicate the maximum (above) and minimum (below) values of REE.
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A.3 Macromolecules in the Interior of an Acetonitrile Droplet
Differently from PEG64 in aqueous droplets, it is consistently observed that the macromolecule
settles in the interior of the MeCN droplets. Typical configurations of the droplets are shown
in Figure A.5.
In general, the preferential location of PEG64 on the surface vs. in the interior of droplets
of various solvents has its roots in the relative strengths between the solvent-monomer and
solvent-solvent interactions. The complete solubility of PEG in water and many organic sol-
vents such as MeCN, MeOH, benzene, and chloroform has been widely recognized experimen-
tally [2, 3]. MeCN molecules lack the hydrogen-bonding ability, and therefore, it is dipole-
dipole interactions that prevail for solvent-solvent and solvent-monomer interactions. The lack
of the ability to form strong hydrogen bonds between PEG and MeCN may be compensated
by the high dipole moments of the individual solvent molecules. Hakem and Lal [3] computed
the solubility parameters of PEO in H2O and MeCN solutions at room temperature by applying
the Hildebrand equation, and they expected lower polymer solubility in MeOH than in MeCN.
In our previous study [4], we found that PEG resides inside a MeOH droplet, regardless of the
presence of charge carriers. Moreover, MeCN molecules share a common methyl group that
water molecules do not possess. These two factors, i.e., the similarity in the structure and the
intermolecular interactions, may cause the solvation of PEG in the interior of MeCN droplets.
Since PEG64 lies in the interior of the droplet, we conjecture that its dimensions are affected
largely by the diameter of the droplet. We centre the following discussion around MeCN:
Figures A.6 (a) and (b) show the Rg and REE distributions of PEG64 in MeCN droplets as a
function of the droplet size. The Rg and REE distributions reveal the strong correlation of the
conformational dimensions to the size of the hosting droplet. In addition, their fluctuations
also increase with the size of the droplet, implying more conformational freedom granted to
the polymer simply due to more physical space available to it. In MeCN, the dimensions of
PEG64 with respect to the number of solvent molecules converge faster than those observed in
H2O.
The convergence of PEG64 dimensions to an upper limit is in agreement with the findings
of Cifra et al. [5] who demonstrated that the mean REE and Rg of a polymer in a spherical cavity
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Figure A.5: Snapshots of configurations of PEG64 in MeCN droplets of different sizes: (a) 450
MeCN, (b) 800 MeCN, (c) 750 MeCN, (d) 1500 MeCN
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Figure A.6: Probability density (P) of (a) the radius of gyration (Rg) and (b) the end-to-end
distance (REE) of PEG64 in MeCN droplets of various sizes. The length of the production run
is indicated in the legend. The bin sizes for Rg and REE are 0.05 nm and 0.1 nm, respectively.
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converge to an upper limit as the sphere radius increases. The same trend was observed for
polymers with different stiffness parameters [5]. In those simulations a hybrid coarse-grained
model of semi-flexible chains was employed, which comprises bead units and stiff springs for
effective bonds. The sphere restricts the motions of the monomers in all directions when its
size is quite small compared to the size of the macromolecule, yet when the radius is fairly
large, it can mimic the bulk environment. The confinement effect exerted by the droplet’s finite
size on the dimensions of the macromolecule is a general feature that is consistent with the
findings of other theoretical studies of the effect of a cavity on polymer dimensions [5–12].
In summary, the strong droplet-size-dependent conformational dimensions of PEG64 and
their convergence to an upper threshold are common features in the solvents of water and
acetonitrile. These findings indicate that the confinement effect is not solvent-specific, and it
is completely independent of the location of the macromolecule in a droplet. The confinement
effect manifests itself in the most probable values of the Rg and REE and the extent of their
fluctuations. We found that the most probable Rg and REE of PEG64 in water droplets decrease
by approximately 50% and 70%, respectively, as the radius of the droplet decreases from 3.8
nm to the zero solvent molecules (i.e., dry PEG64 conformation). Also, in MeCN droplets,
PEG64 shows a decline in the most probable Rg and REE values, approximately by 39% and
12%, respectively, as the radius of the droplet drops from 3.2 nm to zero. The transition from
the extended conformation of PEG64 in larger droplets to the dry state is continuous. Because
of the convergence in the most probable values of Rg and REE in droplets with radius larger
than 3.3 nm and 3.2 nm for water and MeCN, respectively, we demonstrated that the droplet
confinement plays a role in droplets with radius smaller than 3.2 nm. When PEG64 is close to
dryness, the confinement effect diminishes.
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Appendix B
Derivation of the Rayleigh Criterion
The total energy of a charged droplet is the sum of its surface energy Esurf and electrostatic
energy ECoul:
E = Esurf + ECoul = γA +
1
2
QΦ (B.1)
where Q, γ, A, and Φ denote the net charge, surface tension, surface area, and surface elec-
trostatic potential, respectively, of the droplet. Under the assumption that the droplet is a
conductor, the electrostatic potential is constant. The perturbations of a spherical droplet from
its equilibrium geometry are expanded in terms of spherical harmonics:
ρ(σ) = R0 +
∑
l>0,ml
al,mlYl,ml(σ) (B.2)
where ρ is the distance from the centre, R0 is the l = 0 term in the expansion of ρ(σ) and
σ = (φ, θ) is the spherical coordinates. Note that, in general, R0 , R where R is the radius of an
unperturbed spherical droplet. The general solution for the electrostatic potential in a vacuum
decaying at infinity in spherical polar coordinates is given by the solution of
Φ(r, σ) =
Q
4piε0r
+
∑
l>0,ml
bl,ml
rl+1
Yl,ml(σ) (B.3)
where Yl,ml(σ) is the spherical harmonics and r is the distance from the centre of the conductor.
Q/r in Equation C.3 is the l = 0 term of the expansion of Φ(r, σ) in terms of Yl,ml(σ). The first
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term is the dominant term in the expansion. Hereafter, we use the following notation
δr =
∑
l>0,ml
al,mlYl,ml(σ). (B.4)
We find the relation between the coefficients al,ml and bl,ml using the fact that on the surface of
the droplet, the electrostatic potential is constant:
Φ˜(σ) = Φ|ρ,σ = C (B.5)
where C is a constant, and using the orthogonality condition of the spherical harmonics
∫
S 2
Φ˜(σ)Yl,ml(σ)dσ = 0 (B.6)
for all l > 0, where dσ = sin θdθdφ is the area of the spherical surface element. In Equation
C.6, we assume that the fluctuations are small and we use Taylor expansions of 1/r and 1/rl+1
at r = R0:
1
r
=
1
R0
− 1
R20
δr +
1
R30
(δr)2
1
rl+1
=
1
Rl+10
− l + 1
Rl0
δr
(B.7)
Explicitly using Equation C.3 for the value of the electrostatic potential, we recast Equation
C.6 as ∫
S 2
 14piε0 Qρ(σ) +
∑
l′>0,m′l
bl′,m′l
ρ(σ)l+1
Yl′,m′l (σ)
 Yl,ml(σ)dσ = 0. (B.8)
We use the Taylor series (Equation C.7) for 1/ρ(σ) and 1/ρ(σ)l+1. In the expansion of 1/ρ(σ),
we keep terms up to the first order term in δr and the zeroth order terms in the expansion of
1/ρ(σ)l+1. Evaluation of the integral in Equation C.6 for every spherical harmonics with l > 0
yields
1
4piε0
Q
R20
al,ml =
bl,ml
Rl+10
⇒ al,ml = 4piε0
bl,ml
QRl−10
. (B.9)
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For l = 0, since Φ˜(σ) is a constant, we establish the following identity
Φ˜(σ) =
1
4pi
∫
S 2
Φ˜(σ)dσ. (B.10)
Using higher order terms in the Taylor series (Equation C.7), Equations C.3, B.9, and B.10
give the following relation:
Φ˜(σ) =
1
4piε0
 QR0 + 14pi QR30
∑
l>0,ml
a2l,ml −
1
4pi
Q
R30
∑
l>0,ml
(l + 1)a2l,ml
 . (B.11)
Quantities R0 and al,ml are not independent but connected via the constant volume constraint.
By using the expansion ρ3 = (R0 + δr)3,
1
3
ρ3 =
1
3
R30 + R
2
0δr + R0(δr)
2 (B.12)
and by evaluating the integral of Equation B.12 over the unit sphere, the total droplet volume
can be written as ∫
S 2
1
3
ρ3dσ =
4
3
piR30 + R0
∑
l>0,ml
a2l,ml =
4
3
piR3. (B.13)
Using the approximations R3 − R30 ≈ 3(R − R0)R2 and R0 ≈ R, we reduce Equation B.13 to the
following identity:
4pi(R0 − R)R ≈ −
∑
l>0,ml
a2l,ml . (B.14)
Using the expansion for the first term of the expression for the potential energy (Equation C.3)
Q
R0
≈ Q
R
[
1 − R0 − R
R
]
(B.15)
and Equation B.14 for R0 −R, we arrive at the final expression for the value of the electrostatic
potential at the droplet surface:
Φ0 =
1
4piε0
QR − Q4piR30
∑
l>0,ml
(l − 1)a2l,ml
 (B.16)
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and the electrostatic energy is given by
ECoul = −12QΦ0 (B.17)
Now we look into the surface term. We consider the position on the surface in the Cartesian
coordinates
ρ = [x y z]T =

ρ(θ, φ) sin θ cos φ
ρ(θ, φ) sin θ sin φ
ρ(θ, φ) cos θ
 . (B.18)
An infinitesimal area on the surface spanned by (dφ, dθ) is defined as dA =
∣∣∣∆u × ∆v∣∣∣ where
∆u =
(
∂ρ/∂φ
)
dφ and ∆v =
(
∂ρ/∂θ
)
dθ. Then, we arrive at the following expression for the
area of the surface element:
dA = ρ2 sin θdθdφ
√
1 +
1
ρ2
(∂ρ∂θ
)2
+
1
sin2 θ
(
∂ρ
∂φ
)2 (B.19)
The second term under the square root is small relative to unity for small deviations from
the spherical shape. The Taylor expansion of the square root function yields the approximate
expression for the elementary surface:
dA ≈ ρ2dσ
1 + 12ρ2

(
∂ρ
∂θ
)2
+
1
sin2 θ
(
∂ρ
∂φ
)2
 (B.20)
Finally,
A =
∫
S 2
dA =
∫
S 2
dσ
ρ2 + 12

(
∂ρ
∂θ
)2
+
1
sin2 θ
(
∂ρ
∂φ
)2
 . (B.21)
Integration by parts leads to the following equation:
A =
∫
S 2
dσ
(
ρ2 +
1
2
ρLˆρ
)
(B.22)
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where Lˆ is the angular momentum operator. Using Equation C.2, we deduce that Equation
B.22 yields the following:
A = 4piR20 +
∑
l>0,ml
a2l,ml +
1
2
∑
l>0,ml
l(l + 1)a2l,ml . (B.23)
Using 4piR20 = 4piR
2 + 8piR(R0 − R) and Equation B.14, we further obtain
A = 4piR2 +
1
2
∑
l>0,ml
(l − 1)(l + 2)a2l,ml . (B.24)
Now the total energy is given by
E =
1
2
1
4piε0
Q2R − Q24piR3 ∑
l>0,ml
(l − 1)a2l,ml
 + γ
4piR2 + 12 ∑
l>0,ml
(l − 1)(l + 2)a2l,ml
 (B.25)
where γ is the surface tension of the system. Thus, δE is given by
δE =
1
2
∑
l>0,ml
(l − 1)
(l + 2)γ − Q2(4pi)2ε0R3
 a2l,ml (B.26)
Note the absence of the l = 1 term. The l = 1 term vanishes because the l = 1 mode corresponds
to uniform translation of the surface. Clearly, a uniform translation of the droplet does not
change the energy of the system. The first term that may allow unbounded fluctuations is the
term with l = 2. Equating this term to zero leads to Rayleigh criterion. The droplet is stable
with respect to small perturbations when
Q2 < 64pi2ε0γR3. (B.27)
Appendix C
Molecular Dynamics Methods
C.1 Molecular Dynamics
The motion of an object under the regime of classical mechanics is described by Newton’s three
laws of motion, where its time evolution can be expressed as a set of mathematical functions
of dynamical variables such as spatial coordinates and time. For a system comprising multiple
particles without the influence of an external force, the motion of each particle is governed by
the mutual interactions between every pair of the particles, and this may be expressed explicitly
as follows:
Fi(t) = mi r¨i(t) (C.1)
where Fi(t) is the net force acting on particle i as a function of time t, mi is the mass of particle
i, and r¨i is the second derivative of the position with respect to time, namely, the acceleration
of particle i.
The deterministic nature of classical mechanics is implied in Equation C.1. Assuming lin-
ear motion, Equation C.1 may be solved in terms of time, leading to the most critical equation
for direct molecular dynamics simulations:
ri(t) =
Fi
mi
t2 + r˙i(0)t + ri(0) (C.2)
where r˙i(0) and ri(0) represent the velocity and position of particle i at t = 0. If the system
contains N particles, then one needs to solve sN second-order differential equations where
s is the dimensionality of a space. It is deterministic as one can determine the trajectory of
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the system, given the initial conditions r˙i(0) and ri(0). In order to specify the classical state
of a physical system at time t, therefore, a complete set of initial positions and velocities (or
momenta pi(0)) for all the particles are required in addition to the net force acting on each
particle.
When a force is dependent only on the spatial position and has a corresponding potential
energy, it is said to be conservative. The work done by a conservative force in moving a particle
between two points is independent of the path taken by the system. If Fi is conservative, then
it is equal to the negative gradient of the potential energy:
Fi(t) = −∇iU
({
r(t)
})
(C.3)
where U is the total potential energy of the many-particle system, and {r} = (r1, r2, · · ·, rN) is
the set of the spatial coordinates of all the particles in the system. Assuming pairwise additivity,
the total potential energy of the system can be obtained by summing over all distinct pairwise
interactions:
U
({r}) = N−1∑
i
N∑
j>i
ui j
(
ri j
)
(C.4)
where ui j
(
ri j
)
is the potential energy of a pair interaction as a function of the displacement
between two particles i and j.
For soft spherical particles with closed electronic shells and no net electric charges, such
as rare gas atoms, they interact with one another only via van der Waals interactions, and their
pairwise potential energy is approximated with the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 potential which is
given by
ui j
(
ri j
)
= 48εi j
σi jri j
12 − σi jri j
6 (C.5)
where σ denotes the distance of separation between two particles i and j for which the pair
potential is zero, and ε represents the strength (minimum) of the potential energy, that is,
the potential well depth. These values are experimentally determined. The first term
(
ri j
)−12
in the square bracket describes the Pauli repulsion, predominating at very short distance due
to electronic orbital overlapping, and the second term
(
ri j
)−6
reflects the dispersive forces or
attractive interactions due to instantaneous dipoles arising from the fluctuations in electron
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clouds. When the pairwise potential energy is described by the LJ potential, the force acting
on one particle i by interacting with the other particle j can be expressed in the following form:
Fi j = −
∂ui j
(
ri j
)
∂ri j
= 24ε
2 σi jri j
12 − σi jri j
6 ri jr2i j = −Fi j (C.6)
The force acting on particle i by particle j is the same as the force acting on particle j by
particle i in magnitude but opposite in direction according to the law of action and reaction.
In more realistic models of intermolecular interactions, the force on each particle changes
as its spatial position changes or other particles with which it interacts change their positions,
varying the potential energy continuously with distance. Under the influence of a continuous
potential, the motions of all the particles are coupled. Due to the complexity of the potential
energy of a many-body system, in general, there exists no analytical method to integrate the
differential form of the equations of motion. Molecular dynamics simulations, therefore, must
employ an iterative numerical algorithm, called a finite-difference method, to approximate the
solution and thus generate molecular dynamics trajectories. In this method, the total potential
energy is assumed to remain constant in each time frame.
The time average of a physical observable B over a numerical trajectory generated by
molecular dynamics simulations can be expressed as the following mathematical form:
B =
1
τs
∫ τs
0
B
(
rN(t), pN(t)
)
dt =
1
S
S∑
i=1
B
(
rN(t), pN(t)
)
(C.7)
where τr is the length of time elapsed, S is the total number of time steps, and p is linear
momenta.
The primary objective of molecular dynamics simulations is to generate molecular trajec-
tories over a finite time. For any arrangement of particles in the system, the net force acting on
each particle due to interatomic interactions with other particles may be calculated by differ-
entiating the total potential energy function. From the net force on each atom, its acceleration
is determined via Newton’s second law. The numerical integration of the equations of motion
yields a trajectory that describes the time evolution of the system, namely, how the positions,
velocities, and acceleration of the particles vary with time, and from which the time average
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values of physical quantities can be calculated using Equation C.7.
C.2 Numerical Integrators
A finite-difference method is a numerical algorithm used to integrate the equations of motion
and thus advance molecular trajectories with continuous potential models over a small fixed
time increment:
r (t0)→ r (t0 + δt)→ r (t0 + 2δt)→ · · · → r (t0 + S δt)
where t0 is the initial time at which the numerical integration begins, δt is the length of each
time step, and S is the total number of time steps. A wide variety of numerical integrators
have been developed and implemented into molecular dynamics simulations to generate nu-
merical trajectories of particles. All the algorithms assume that, since molecular trajectories
are smooth and continuous, dynamic quantities such as position, velocity, and acceleration can
be approximated as Taylor series expansions:
r (t + δt) ≈ r(t) + v(t)δt + 1
2
a(t)δt2 (C.8)
v (t + δt) ≈ v(t) + a(t)δt + 1
2
b(t)δt2 (C.9)
a (t + δt) ≈ a(t) + b(t)δt + 1
2
c(t)δt2 (C.10)
where b(t) and c(t) are third and fourth derivatives of the position vector r(t) with respect
to time, respectively. For the duration of each time step, the force acting on each particle is
calculated from the potential energy and assumed to be constant. Once the acceleration of each
particle is calculated according to Newton’s second law, its position and velocity at a next time
step are predicted by combining it with the position and velocity at the current time.
The Verlet algorithm, one of the most commonly used methods, employs the position and
acceleration at the current time step and the position from the previous time step to calculate a
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new position:
r (t + δt) = 2r(t) − r (t − δt) + a(t)δt2 (C.11)
which is obtained by rearranging the resultant equation after adding the following Taylor ex-
pansions:
r (t + δt) ≈ r(t) + v(t)δt + 1
2
a(t)δt2 (C.12)
r (t − δt) ≈ r(t) − v(t)δt + 1
2
a(t)δt2 (C.13)
At the initialization stage of molecular dynamics simulations (that is, t = 0), it is necessary
to employ some means to obtain positions at t = −δt. One possible way is to use a truncated
Taylor expansion, namely,
r(−δt) ≈ r(0) − v(0)δt (C.14)
where the initial position and velocity of each particle may be assigned according to the Boltz-
mann distribution. Since the additional computation of r(−δt) must precede the initialization
stage, the Verlet algorithm is not self-starting. Due to the lack of an explicit velocity term in
the equation, the velocity is computed after the new position is calculated at the next time step:
v(t) =
r (t + δt) − r (t − δt)
2δt
(C.15)
The leap-frog algorithm, one of many variants of the Verlet algorithm, uses the following
equations:
r (t + δt) = r(t) + v
(
t +
1
2
δt
)
δt (C.16)
v
(
t +
1
2
δt
)
= v
(
t − 1
2
δt
)
+ a(t)δt (C.17)
and the velocity at time t is obtained from
v(t) =
v
(
t + 12δt
)
+ v
(
t − 12δt
)
2
(C.18)
Since the velocity at t + 0.5δt is computed first to find the position at t + δt, the velocity
calculation jumps over the position computation which leaps over the next velocity calculation
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as the name ‘leap-frog’ implies. Since position and velocity are not synchronized when they
are defined, it is impossible to calculate the kinetic energy at the same time as the potential
energy contribution to the total energy of the system.
Appendix D
C++ Codes for Monte Carlo Simulations
D.1 Simple Lennard-Jones System
Particles in a simple Lennard-Jones system (such as clusters of noble gas atoms) communicate
with one another only via van der Waals interactions. The van der Waals interactions are
often modeled by the so-called Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential. The Lennard-Jones parameters
for each atomic site was taken from those of krypton (Kr). Two different temperatures were
used: 50 K and 100 K. The total number of steps is 500000. For each temperature, the radial
distribution function (RDF) was computed (Figure D.1). The RDF includes information about
the structure of a solid or a liquid (condensed phase).
In Figure D.1, the peaks indicate the location of the shells of neighbouring particles, and the
area under each peak gives the number of particles in the corresponding shell. It is clearly seen
that, in both cases, the first peak is located at r = 0.39 nm which is close to the atomic radius
of Kr. The peaks become smaller as the distance from the central atom is larger, since there is
less “communication” (or correlation in the behaviour) between the atom to those located far
in distance (e.g., they do not exhibit any structural periodicity as in a typical solid lattice). The
curves are all dying off to zero regardless of temperature due to the presence of the physical
boundary (i.e., they are clusters). As expected, the RDF is strongly dependent on temperature;
the higher temperature, the smaller number and intensity of the peaks (Figure D.1 (b)).
The C++ code for the Monte Carlo simulations was written as follows:
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Figure D.1: The radial distribution functions of krypton clusters (composed of 125 Kr atoms)
at (a) 50 K and (b) 100 K. The snapshots of the clusters (blue particles for Kr at 50 K and green
particles for Kr at 100 K) are embedded.
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#include 〈iostream〉
#include 〈cstdlib〉
#include 〈cmath〉
#include 〈fstream〉
#include 〈random〉
#include 〈iomanip〉
using namespace std;
// Constants
const int number of particles = 125;
const int lattice size = 5;
const double lattice distance = 6.0;
const double max translation = 1.5;
const double temperature kelvin = 100.0;
const double sigma = 3.624; // 3.624 angstroms
const double epsilon = 0.317; // 0.317 kcal mol-1
const double k boltz = 1.98720650419155E-3; // kcal mol-1 K-1
const int total moves = 500000;
ofstream fileout0(”b Trajectory Krypton 100K.xyz”);
ofstream fileout1(”b Conditions Results 100K.txt”);
ofstream fileout2(”b Energy Distribution 100K.rtf”);
// Structures
struct position
{
double x;
double y;
double z;
};
position krypton[150];
position temporary position;
// Function Declarations
void record conditions results();
void position initialization();
void random translation scheme();
double energy calculation();
int random number generator atom();
double random number generator motion();
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double random number generator scheme();
int main()
{
record conditions results();
position initialization();
random translation scheme();
for (int i = 0; i < number of particles; i++)
{
cout << ”Kr \t” << krypton[i].x << ”\t” << krypton[i].y << ”\t” << krypton[i].z
<< endl;
}
return 0;
}
void record conditions results()
{
fileout1 << ”—————(CONDITIONS ONLY)—————” << endl;
fileout1 << ”Number of Kr Atoms: ” << number of particles << endl;
fileout1 << ”Lattice Size: ” << lattice size << endl;
fileout1 << ”Lattice Distance (A): ” << lattice distance << endl;
fileout1 << ”Maximum Translation (A): ” << max translation << endl;
fileout1 << ”Temperature (K): ” << temperature kelvin << endl;
fileout1 << ”Sigma (A): ” << sigma << endl;
fileout1 << ”Epsilon (kcal/mol): ” << epsilon << endl;
fileout1 << ”Boltzmann Constant (kcal/mol.K): ” << k boltz << endl;
fileout1 << ”Total Moves: ” << total moves << endl;
fileout1 << ”——————(COMPLETE!)——————” << endl;
}
void position initialization()
{
fileout0 << number of particles << endl;
fileout0 << ”\n”;
int m = 0;
temporary position.x = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < lattice size; i++)
{
temporary position.x + = lattice distance;
temporary position.y = 0;
for (int j = 0; j < lattice size; j++)
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{
temporary position.y + = lattice distance;
temporary position.z = 0;
for (int k = 0; k < lattice size; k++)
{
temporary position.z + = lattice distance;
krypton[m].x = temporary position.x;
krypton[m].y = temporary position.y;
krypton[m].z = temporary position.z;
m++;
}
}
}
for (int i = 0; i < number of particles; i++)
{
fileout0 << ”Kr \t” << krypton[i].x << ”\t” << krypton[i].y << ”\t” << kryp-
ton[i].z << endl;
}
}
void random translation scheme()
{
int n accept = 0;
int n reject = 0;
for (int move = 1; move <= total moves; move++)
{
// Pick a random atom
int m = random number generator atom();
// Calculate old energy
double old energy = energy calculation();
// Save old position
double old information[4] = { krypton[m].x, krypton[m].y, krypton[m].z, old energy
};
// Make the move
double delta x = random number generator motion();
double delta y = random number generator motion();
double delta z = random number generator motion();
krypton[m].x = krypton[m].x + delta x;
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krypton[m].y = krypton[m].y + delta y;
krypton[m].z = krypton[m].z + delta z;
cout << ”Atom ” << m << ” Chosen: dx = ” << delta x << ”\t dy = ” << delta y
<< ”\t dz = ” << delta z << endl;
// Calculate new energy
double new energy = energy calculation();
cout<< ”Old Energy: ” << old energy<< ”\t”<< ”New Energy: ” << new energy
<< endl;
cout << ”\n”;
bool accept = false;
// Automatically accept when energy goes down
if (new energy <= old energy)
{
accept = true;
n accept + = 1;
fileout0 << number of particles << endl;
fileout0 << ”\n”;
for (int i = 0; i < number of particles; i++)
{
fileout0 << ”Kr \t” << krypton[i].x << ”\t” << krypton[i].y << ”\t” <<
krypton[i].z << endl;
}
fileout2 << move << ”\t” << new energy << endl;
}
else
{
// Test exp(-dE/kT) >= rand[0,1]
double p = exp((old energy - new energy) / (k boltz*temperature kelvin));
double q = random number generator scheme();
if (p >= q)
{
accept = true;
n accept + = 1;
fileout0 << number of particles << endl;
fileout0 << ”\n”;
for (int i = 0; i < number of particles; i++)
{
fileout0 << ”Kr \t” << krypton[i].x << ”\t” << krypton[i].y << ”\t” <<
krypton[i].z << endl;
}
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fileout2 << move << ”\t” << new energy << endl;
}
else
{
accept = false;
n reject + = 1;
krypton[m].x = old information[0];
krypton[m].y = old information[1];
krypton[m].z = old information[2];
}
if ((move % 1000) == 0)
{
fileout1 << ”Step ” << move << ”\t” << ”Energy (kcal/mol): ” << setpreci-
sion(2) << fixed << old energy
<< ”\t% Acceptances: ” << double(n accept * 100 / move)
<< ”\t% Rejections: ” << double(n reject * 100 / move) << endl;
}
}
}
cout << ”Total Number of Acceptances: ” << n accept << endl;
cout << ”Total Number of Rejections: ” << n reject << endl;
cout << ”\n”;
}
// LJ Energy = 4*epsilon*[(sigma/r)ˆ12 - (sigma/r)ˆ6]
double energy calculation()
{
double delta x, delta y, delta z;
double interatomic length square, interatomic energy;
double sigma2 divide r2;
double sigma square = sigma*sigma;
double total potential energy = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < number of particles−1; i + +)
{
for (int j = i + 1; j < number of particles; j + +)
{
delta x = krypton[i].x - krypton[j].x;
delta y = krypton[i].y - krypton[j].y;
delta z = krypton[i].z - krypton[j].z;
interatomic length square = delta x*delta x + delta y*delta y + delta z*delta z;
sigma2 divide r2 = sigma square / interatomic length square;
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interatomic energy = 4 * epsilon * (pow(sigma2 divide r2, 6) - pow(sigma2 divide r2,
3));
total potential energy += interatomic energy;
}
}
return total potential energy;
}
int random number generator atom()
{
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(0, number of particles + 0.5); // Type of random
number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
int atom = int(dist(rng));
return atom;
}
double random number generator motion()
{
double max = max translation;
double min = -max translation;
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(min, max); // Type of random number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
double motion = dist(rng);
return motion;
}
double random number generator scheme()
{
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(0, 1); // Type of random number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
double scheme = dist(rng);
return scheme;
}
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D.2 Specifically Interacting Particles Under Spherical Con-
finement
A system composed of ten particles, only two of which (red and blue particles in Figure D.2)
interact specifically with each other, is confined in a spherical cavity of radius of 8 Å. For
the purpose of comparison, a system consisting of the two specifically interacting particles
in the absence of other crowding particles is also prepared. All particles interact with one
another in a nonspecific manner, and the other eight particles (purple) behave as crowders in
the confining environment. The specific interaction was modeled by a square-well potential
with varying well depths (s) but a constant well width (0.5 Å). A Lennard-Jones potential
was used to model the nonspecific interactions as for the argon and krypton clusters. It is
interesting to study the effect of the strength of the specific interaction (i.e., the depth of the
square-well potential) on the binding affinity between the two specifically interacting particles.
For this study, the total number of trial moves was 1000000, and the maximum distance for a
translational motion of the selected particle was set to 1.5 Å. The temperature was 130 K. The
”radius” of each particle and the well depth of the Lennard-Jones potential were taken from
those of krypton (i.e., 3.624 Å and 0.317 kcal/mol, respectively). The depth of the square-
well potential varied from 0 to −3 kcal/mol. The frequency of the binding of the specifically
interacting particles fbound was computed as the ratio of the number of configurations where the
particles exist as a bound complex to the total number of accepted trial moves.
In Figure D.2), it is clearly seen that the increase in s lead to the increase in fbound, showing
higher binding affinity between the two specifically interacting particles. Interestingly, the
increase is not in a linear manner; the rate of the increase is small, reaching a plateau in the
regime of very small and large s values (i.e., s ≤ 0.5, s ≥ 2.0 for the blue dots, s ≤ 0.2, s ≥
2.0 for the red stars), while very sharp in the regime of intermediate s values. This trend may
be commonly observed regardless of the presence of the crowders. However, the effect of the
presence of the crowders becomes more pronounced by comparing the two systems; crowding
enhances the binding affinity of the two particles as shown in larger fbound values in the presence
of the nonspecific interactions by the crowders. And the crowding effect is weak or disappears
when s is relatively small or large. These findings are critical in understanding chemical
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Figure D.2: Plot showing the frequency of the bound state fbound as a function of s. Blue
dots correspond to the system in the absence of the crowders, and the red stars to the system
containing the eight crowders. The upper inset shows the simple equation used to compute the
frequency of the bound state and a schematic picture of the equilibrium between the bound and
unbound states. The lower inset is a typical snapshot of the system of the particles in a special
cavity.
reactions under confinement, electrospray ionization, and biological crowding environments
such as vesicles, liposomes, and cells.
The C++ code written for the Monte Carlo simulations is presented in the following pages.
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#include 〈iostream〉
#include 〈cstdlib〉
#include 〈cmath〉
#include 〈fstream〉
#include 〈random〉
#include 〈limits〉
#include 〈iomanip〉
using namespace std;
// Artificial = Ar, Brtificial = Br, Nonspecific = Kr
// Constants
const int number of nonspecific particles = 8;
const int lattice size = 2;
const double lattice distance = 6.0;
const double cavity radius = 8; // Spherical boundary condition
const double well width = 0.5; // Width of the square-well potential
const double max translation = 0.400; // Å
const double temperature kelvin = 130.0;
const double sigma = 3.624; // 3.624 Å(borrowed from Kr)
const double specific epsilon = -0.500; // For specific interaction between Ar and Br (kcal
mol-1)
const double nonspecific epsilon = 0.8; // For nonspecific interactions borrowed from Kr
(kcal mol-1)
const double k boltz = 1.98720650419155E-3; // kcal mol-1 K-1
const int total moves = 100000;
const float infty = std::numeric limits¡float¿::infinity();
ofstream fileout0(”8 Trajectory.xyz”);
ofstream fileout1(”8 Conditions Results.rtf”);
ofstream fileout2(”8 Energy.rtf”);
ofstream fileout3(”8 Distance.rtf”);
// Structures
struct position
{
double x;
double y;
double z;
};
position artificial;
position brtificial;
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position nonspecific[10];
position temporary position;
// Function Declarations
void record conditions results();
void position initialization();
void random translation scheme();
double energy calculation();
int random number generator atom();
int random number generator select();
double random number generator motion();
double random number generator scheme();
int main()
{
record conditions results();
position initialization();
random translation scheme();
return 0;
}
void record conditions results()
{
fileout1 << ”—————(CONDITIONS ONLY)—————” << endl;
fileout1 << ”Cavity Radius (A): ” << cavity radius << endl;
fileout1 << ”Maximum Translation (A): ” << max translation << endl;
fileout1 << ”Temperature (K): ” << temperature kelvin << endl;
fileout1 << ”Sigma (A): ” << sigma << endl;
fileout1 << ”Specific Epsilon (kcal/mol): ” << specific epsilon << endl;
fileout1 << ”Nonspecific Epsilon (kcal/mol): ” << nonspecific epsilon << endl;
fileout1 << ”Boltzmann Constant (kcal/mol.K): ” << k boltz << endl;
fileout1 << ”Total Moves: ” << total moves << endl;
fileout1 << ”——————(COMPLETE!)——————” << endl;
}
void position initialization()
{
fileout0 << 2+ number of nonspecific particles << endl;
fileout0 << ”\n”;
// Positioning Artificial, Brtificial Particles
artificial.x = -7.0000;
artificial.y = 0;
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artificial.z = 0;
brtificial.x = 7.0000;
brtificial.y = 0;
brtificial.z = 0;
fileout0 << ”Ar” << ”\t” << artificial.x << ”\t” << artificial.y << ”\t” << artificial.z
<< endl;
fileout0 << ”Br” << ”\t” << brtificial.x << ”\t” << brtificial.y << ”\t” << brtificial.z
<< endl;
// Positioning Nonspecific Particles
int m = 0;
temporary position.x = -9;
for (int i = 0; i < lattice size; i++)
{
temporary position.x + = lattice distance;
temporary position.y = -9;
for (int j = 0; j < lattice size; j++)
{
temporary position.y + = lattice distance;
temporary position.z = -9;
for (int k = 0; k < lattice size; k++)
{
temporary position.z + = lattice distance;
nonspecific[m].x = temporary position.x;
nonspecific[m].y = temporary position.y;
nonspecific[m].z = temporary position.z;
m++;
}
}
}
for (int i = 0; i < number of nonspecific particles; i++)
{
fileout0 << ”Kr \t” << nonspecific[i].x << ”\t” << nonspecific[i].y << ”\t” <<
nonspecific[i].z << endl;
}
}
void random translation scheme()
{
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int n accept = 0;
int n reject = 0;
double initial energy = energy calculation();
fileout2 << ”Step #0: ” << initial energy << endl;
for (int move = 1; move <= total moves; move++)
{
cout << ”Step #” << move << endl;
// Pick a random (int) number between 0 and 9 for selecting Ar/Br/Kr
int rndnum = random number generator select();
// Pick a random (int) number between 0 and 7 for selecting one of Kr’s
int m = random number generator atom();
// Calculate old energy
double old energy = energy calculation();
// Save old position
double old information[9] = { artificial.x, artificial.y, artificial.z, brtificial.x, brtifi-
cial.y, brtificial.z, nonspecific[m].x, nonspecific[m].y, nonspecific[m].z };
// Make the move
double delta x = random number generator motion();
double delta y = random number generator motion();
double delta z = random number generator motion();
// Choose Artificial if rndnum = 8 & Brtificial if rndnum = 8 & Nonspecific if rndnum
= 0˜7
if (rndnum == 9)
{
artificial.x = artificial.x + delta x;
artificial.y = artificial.y + delta y;
artificial.z = artificial.z + delta z;
cout << ”Ar ” << ” Chosen: dx = ” << delta x << ”\t dy = ” << delta y <<
”\t dz = ” << delta z << endl;
cout << ”Random Translation Complete!” << endl;
}
else if (rndnum == 8)
{
brtificial.x = brtificial.x + delta x;
brtificial.y = brtificial.y + delta y;
brtificial.z = brtificial.z + delta z;
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cout << ”Br ” << ” Chosen: dx = ” << delta x << ”\t dy = ” << delta y <<
”\t dz = ” << delta z << endl;
cout << ”Random Translation Complete!” << endl;
}
else
{
nonspecific[m].x = nonspecific[m].x + delta x;
nonspecific[m].y = nonspecific[m].y + delta y;
nonspecific[m].z = nonspecific[m].z + delta z;
cout << ”Kr ” << m << ” Chosen: dx = ” << delta x << ”\t dy = ” << delta y
<< ”\t dz = ” << delta z << endl;
cout << ”Random Translation Complete!” << endl;
}
// Calculate new energy
double new energy = energy calculation();
// Compute the distance from the origin
double distar = sqrt(artificial.x * artificial.x + artificial.y * artificial.y + artificial.z
* artificial.z);
double distbr = sqrt(brtificial.x * brtificial.x + brtificial.y * brtificial.y + brtificial.z
* brtificial.z);
double distkr = sqrt(nonspecific[m].x * nonspecific[m].x + nonspecific[m].y
* nonspecific[m].y + nonspecific[m].z * nonspecific[m].z);
cout<< ”Old Energy: ” << old energy<< ”\t”<< ”New Energy: ” << new energy
<< ”\t” << ”Distances: ” << distar << ” ” << distbr << ” ” << distkr << endl;
cout << ”\n”;
bool accept = false;
// Boundary Condition and Pauli Exclusion
if ((distar > cavity radius) || (distbr > cavity radius) || (distkr > cavity radius) ||
(new energy == infty))
{
accept = false;
n reject + = 1;
cout << ”Rejected222!” << ”\n” << endl;
artificial.x = old information[0];
artificial.y = old information[1];
artificial.z = old information[2];
brtificial.x = old information[3];
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brtificial.y = old information[4];
brtificial.z = old information[5];
nonspecific[m].x = old information[6];
nonspecific[m].y = old information[7];
nonspecific[m].z = old information[8];
}
else
{
// Automatically accept when energy goes down
if (new energy <= old energy)
{
accept = true;
n accept + = 1;
cout << ”Accepted111!” << ”\n” << endl;
fileout0 << 2 + number of nonspecific particles << endl;
fileout0 << ”\n”;
fileout0 << ”Ar” << ”\t” << artificial.x << ”\t” << artificial.y << ”\t” <<
artificial.z << endl;
fileout0 << ”Br” << ”\t” << brtificial.x << ”\t” << brtificial.y << ”\t” <<
brtificial.z << endl;
for (int i = 0; i < number of nonspecific particles; i++)
{
fileout0 << ”Kr \t” << nonspecific[i].x << ”\t” ¡¡ nonspecific[i].y <<
”\t” << nonspecific[i].z << endl;
}
fileout2 << ”Step #” << move << ”: ” << new energy << endl;
double eq dist = sqrt((brtificial.x−artificial.x) * (brtificial.x−artificial.x) +
(brtificial.y−artificial.y) * (brtificial.y−artificial.y) +
(brtificial.z−artificial.z) * (brtificial.z−artificial.z));
if (eq dist <= sigma + well width)
{
fileout3 << eq dist << endl;
}
}
else
{
// Test exp(-dE/kT) >= rand[0,1]
double p = exp((old energy - new energy) / (k boltz*temperature kelvin));
double q = random number generator scheme();
if (p >= q)
{
accept = true;
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n accept + = 1;
cout << ”Accepted222!” << ”\n” << endl;
fileout0 << 2 + number of nonspecific particles << endl;
fileout0 << ”\n”;
fileout0 << ”Ar” << ”\t” << artificial.x << ”\t” << artificial.y << ”\t”
<< artificial.z << endl;
fileout0 << ”Br” << ”\t” << brtificial.x << ”\t” << brtificial.y << ”\t”
<< brtificial.z << endl;
for (int i = 0; i < number of nonspecific particles; i++)
{
fileout0 << ”Kr \t” << nonspecific[i].x << ”\t” << nonspecific[i].y <<
”\t” << nonspecific[i].z << endl;
}
fileout2 << ”Step #” << move << ”\t” << new energy << endl;
double eq dist = sqrt((brtificial.x−artificial.x) * (brtificial.x−artificial.x)
+ (brtificial.y−artificial.y) * (brtificial.y - artificial.y)
+ (brtificial.z−artificial.z) * (brtificial.z−artificial.z));
if (eq dist <= sigma + well width)
{
fileout3 << eq dist << endl;
}
}
else
{
accept = false;
n reject + = 1;
accept = false;
n reject + = 1;
cout << ”Rejected111!” << ”\n” << endl;
artificial.x = old information[0];
artificial.y = old information[1];
artificial.z = old information[2];
brtificial.x = old information[3];
brtificial.y = old information[4];
brtificial.z = old information[5];
nonspecific[m].x = old information[6];
nonspecific[m].y = old information[7];
nonspecific[m].z = old information[8];
}
}
}
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if ((move % 1000) == 0)
{
fileout1 << ”Step ” << move << ”\t” << ”Energy (kcal/mol): ” << setpreci-
sion(2) << fixed << old energy
<< ”\t% Acceptances: ” << double(n accept * 100 / move)
<< ”\t% Rejections: ” << double(n reject * 100 / move) << endl;
}
}
cout << ”Total Number of Acceptances: ” << n accept << endl;
cout << ”Total Number of Rejections: ” << n reject << endl;
cout << ”\n”;
}
// Square Well Potential
double energy calculation()
{
double dxab, dyab, dzab;
double dxak, dyak, dzak;
double dxbk, dybk, dzbk;
double dxkk, dykk, dzkk;
double interatomic length ab;
double interatomic length ak square;
double interatomic length bk square;
double interatomic length kk square;
double sigma2 divide r2 ak;
double sigma2 divide r2 bk;
double sigma2 divide r2 kk;
double interatomic energy arkr = 0;
double interatomic energy brkr = 0;
double interatomic energy krkr = 0;
double total potential energy = 0;
double potential energy arbr = 0;
double potential energy arkr = 0;
double potential energy brkr = 0;
double potential energy krkr = 0;
// Between Ar and Br
dxab = brtificial.x−artificial.x;
dyab = brtificial.y−artificial.y;
dzab = brtificial.z−artificial.z;
interatomic length ab = sqrt(dxab*dxab + dyab*dyab + dzab*dzab);
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if (interatomic length ab < sigma)
{
potential energy arbr = infty;
}
else if ((interatomic length ab>= sigma) && (interatomic length ab<= sigma + well width))
{
potential energy arbr = specific epsilon;
}
else
{
potential energy arbr = 0;
}
// Between Ar and Kr
for (int i = 0; i < number of nonspecific particles; i++)
{
dxak = artificial.x−nonspecific[i].x;
dyak = artificial.y−nonspecific[i].y;
dzak = artificial.z−nonspecific[i].z;
interatomic length ak square = dxak*dxak + dyak*dyak + dzak*dzak;
sigma2 divide r2 ak = sigma*sigma / interatomic length ak square;
interatomic energy arkr = 4 * nonspecific epsilon * (pow(sigma2 divide r2 ak, 6)
−pow(sigma2 divide r2 ak, 3));
potential energy arkr += interatomic energy arkr;
}
// Between Br and Kr
for (int j = 0; j < number of nonspecific particles; j++)
{
dxbk = brtificial.x−nonspecific[j].x;
dybk = brtificial.y−nonspecific[j].y;
dzbk = brtificial.z−nonspecific[j].z;
interatomic length bk square = dxbk*dxbk + dybk*dybk + dzbk*dzbk;
sigma2 divide r2 bk = sigma*sigma / interatomic length bk square;
interatomic energy brkr = 4*nonspecific epsilon*(pow(sigma2 divide r2 bk, 6)
−pow(sigma2 divide r2 bk, 3));
potential energy brkr + = interatomic energy brkr;
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}
// Between Kr and Kr
for (int r = 0; r < number of nonspecific particles−1; r++)
{
for (int t = r + 1; t < number of nonspecific particles; t++)
{
dxkk = nonspecific[r].x−nonspecific[t].x;
dykk = nonspecific[r].y−nonspecific[t].y;
dzkk = nonspecific[r].z−nonspecific[t].z;
interatomic length kk square = dxkk*dxkk + dykk*dykk + dzkk*dzkk;
sigma2 divide r2 kk = sigma*sigma / interatomic length kk square;
interatomic energy krkr = 4*nonspecific epsilon*(pow(sigma2 divide r2 kk, 6)
−pow(sigma2 divide r2 kk, 3));
potential energy krkr + = interatomic energy krkr;
}
}
total potential energy + = potential energy arbr + potential energy arkr
+ potential energy brkr + potential energy krkr;
return total potential energy;
}
int random number generator atom()
{
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(-0.5, number of nonspecific particles−0.5); // Type
of random number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
int atom = int(dist(rng));
return atom;
}
int random number generator select()
{
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(-0.5, 2 + number of nonspecific particles−0.5);
// Type of random number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
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int atom = int(dist(rng));
return atom;
}
double random number generator motion()
{
double max = max translation;
double min = -max translation;
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(min, max); // Type of random number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
double motion = dist(rng);
return motion;
}
double random number generator scheme()
{
uniform real distribution〈double〉 dist(0, 1); // Type of random number distribution
mt19937 rng; // Mersenne Twister: Good quality random number generator
rng.seed(random device{}()); // Initialize with non-deterministic seeds
double scheme = dist(rng);
return scheme;
}
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